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Introducing the first low
distortion speaker. The Pionee
HPM Polymer Graphite:
With up to three times less
distortion than conventional
paper speakers.
Most high fidelity speakers today offer you
little more than kazoo technology. And the
paper cone you find in most conventional speakers is proof of it. Just as the paper cone in a
conventional kazoo creates a buzzing noise,
the paper cone in most conventional speakers
creates distortion.
At Pioneer we've developed our new HPM
speakers with Polymer Graphite cones instead
of pa en This new material setsnew lows in
speaker distortion and new highs in speaker
technology.

What good are low distortion
components when you have high
distortion speakers.
Most people believe that to pet the most
out of a recording all they need is components
that give them the least amount of distortion.
But expensive components mean little
when attached to conventional speakers. Even
components with an amazingly low level of
distortion can't be appreciated~when you're
listening to them on speakers that most likely
have ten times the amount.
So Pioneer engineers created Polymer
Graphite, a new speaker cone material that
gives you up to three times less distortion than
paper.

Polymer Graphite reproduces
sound. Paper and metal create it.
The perfect cone material should be rigid
enough to significantly reduce distortion.
It should be lightweight. And high in internal
loss. So it sustains no vibrations and allows
no artificial coloring to your music.
Unfortunately, these three attributes are
not commonly found in any one speaker.

Paper cones are not rigid enough to keep
from flexing. They tend to break up at high
listening levels. As they alter their shape, they
alter your music. What's more, over the years,
their performance can deteriorate.
Metal cones, on the other hand are rigid
enough to lower distortion. And can be light
enough for quick response. Unfortunately
they tend to ring and add their sound to your
music.
Pioneer's new HPM speakers have woofer,
tweeter and midrange made of Polymer
Graphite.
Because Polymer Graphite is rigid, the
wave that comes out of your speaker cone is
virtuallyidentical to the signal that went into it.
Because it's so lightweight, it's responsive
enough to accurately reproduce transients for
an added sense of realism.
And because it's acoustically dead you'll
hear nothing more and nothing less than
music the way it was intended to be heard.
But that's not all. Pioneer's
new HPM Polymer Graphite
speakers have a horn loaded,
High Polymer supertweeter
that expands frequency response an additional octave to
50,000 hertz. A computer designed bass reflex cabinet. And
much more.
So if you're in the market
for high fidelity speakers, you
can buy a paper speaker and
get kazoo technology. Or you
can buy a Polymer Graphite
speaker and get Pioneer
technology.

COPIONEER®
We bring it back alive.
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In the Entertainment
Capitol of the World
Professional Broadcasters
Agree on Stanton
With the modern sophistication embodied in cartridge de-

velopment, both judgement and evaluation of the professional user is a critical landmark for every audiophile. Wnen

this acclamation comes from some cf the most important
professionals in the most important center of entertainment, it
is even more significant. Broadcasters in the Los Angeles Hollywood awes endorse Stanton, joining the most important
broadcasters around the world.
From the famous broadcast standard 500, 600 series to the
sophisticated 800 series featuring the world-renowned 881S,

all Stanton cartridges meet the most :ritical of professional
standards. And the new 98OLZS deE gned specifically for
moving coil advocates who look for consistency only offered
by moving magnet performance adds still another dimension
to Stanton performance.
For further information write to
Stanton Magnetics, Terminal Dr
Plainview, N.Y. 11803
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program selector switch.

Unfortunately this is not the case as any
prospective high fidelity buyer-be he neophyte or
hardened campaigner-quickly discovers.
He is faced with a

y
choice
everything
He can attempt to
sift the vast quantities of conflicting information
gathered from high fidelity magazines, retailers and
"my friend who is an electronics engineer and knows
bit about high fidelity" ..
werequite a
. or he can buy a Quad 44.
In the latter case he can be confident that whatever the
.

program sources, he will be able to match them
correctly, and apply tonal correction when necessary
to obtain optimum results.

Moreover he can be con-

erfect..,

fident that he need not
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Sansui. Better turntables for
today's better discs.
A RECORD IS ONLY AS GOOD AS THE
TURNTABLE IT'S PLAYED ON.

Today, because of sophisticated recording
techniques, records are better There's more
and more music in the grooves.
And with digital, direct -to -disc, and half speed mastering, audiophile discs are nearing perfection.
So your equipment has to be better to
mee- these tougher, higher standards, That's
why Sansui's new line of turntables is designed
to play today's audiophile discs- and tomorrov/s. Wé ve combined high technology with
convenience. Take a look.
The fully automatic, direct -drive XR-Q11features a microprocessor controlled programmer -hat ets you choose the playing order of
up to seven selecticns;the quick response
quartz -crystal P_ servo
system with digital read-

nate feedback. Result? Wow and flutter reduced to 0.015% and a 78dB signal-to-noise ratio.
Our mid -priced FR -D55 shares many of the
outstanding features of the XR-Q11, including
direct drive, sequence programmer, and the
straight-line, DynaOptimum-Balanced (DOB)
tonearm with a separate motor to control its
fully automatic operation.The arm tracks only
the record, not nearby footsteps or speaker transmitted vibrations.
Like the FR -D55, the modestly priced
FR -D35 has a direct -drive motor, platter and
strobe indicator, with ±3% pitch control,
Impressive 0.025% wow/flutter and 72dB

S/N ratio. And all upfront operating cntrols,
so you don't need to raise the dustaoer
That's only half the Sansui turntabe storythere are three other models to choose rrom:
the }:R -Q9, FR -D45 and
the FR -D25.

Listen to your better ecords on Sansui's better
tuntaoles. A- your Kcal

out orally improves
-urntcble accuracy and
;tabilly and the sol d

Sans_ri dealer.

elimi-

XR-Q11

FR-D35

FR -D55

SANSUI ELECTRONICS CORPORATION

Lyndhurst, New Jersey 07071, Gardena, CA 90248
Sansui Electronics Co., Ltd.,Tokyo, Japan
Enter No 36 on Reader Service Card
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ADO ETC
EDWARD TATN ALL CANBY

RCA Records has re -launched its

digital LP, this time in full audiophile format. Sumptuous big
press event. So now we know where we

stand. Audiophile has reached the ultimate, the top, after, of course, starting at

the very bottom. The newly packaged
RCA line (also cassettes with Dolby) has

interesting implications in these heady
times when we can wonder whether the
sound -only phonograph record can survive independently in the face of the vi-

deodisc. No - that crunch is yet to
come, as RCA is aware, since its own TV
disc is still pretty new in the marketplace.

am now putting words in
But (and
RCA's mouth) there does seem to be a
I

lot of hay still to be harvested out there in

LP land, and the name of the harvest is
audiophile.

Short-term capital gains, I'd call it.
And better hurry while the pickings are
good. They still must be, what with once -

little Telarc hiring the Philadelphia Orchestra and, recently, the Boston Symphony, plus world -famed soloists. And
this right under the noses of RCA, Columbia and Philips! No wonder.
There have been RCA digital LPs of a

simpler sort around for quite some time
now, as you probably realize. There was
an earlier digital launching, too, with the
press transported en masse to Philly to

end of October 1977, and dozens of

sit in on a digital recording session -

well-known recordings since. The third

Bartok. Perhaps these two events were

disc was done on Sony, also familiar

merely complementary, one to begin,
the other for the end result, but think
not. What we have is a new policy. The

though more recent. The mikes and the
entire cutting equipment are out of Neumann of Germany. The plating is by Europa Disk (a U.S. company), also familiar
in many an earlier audiophile release.
Pressing? You can guess. Not by RCA.

I

new RCA digitals are packaged to match

the fanciest (including Columbia) and
even carry a different letter/number des-

packaging! I was awed by the "heavy

duty" outer skin, so thick

hated to
throw it away. Inside the double cardboard is a new "high density polyethyI

lene" slip envelope, somehow both limp

and stiff as well as slippery. (On it in
white is printed the dog, Nipper, once
the trademark of Emile Berliner's early
disc operations.) Excellent protection.
The liner notes are full and tasteful, the
audio specs well set out, and the excel-

lent article on digital, "Quality by the
Numbers" by RCA's John Pfeiffer,

which was on the original digital

re-

leases, is also on the new discs. It is the

ignation. The price, $15.98, has been
hiked to fit. That is the name of this

By Teldec in Germany on 140 gram
pure vinyl.

best and most honest popular description of what "digital" means to the buy-

game. What you need is an outrageous

So it's an evolution, all right, and, as
RCA says, state of the art, with much
credit going (I say) to these other firms

ing public that I have seen.
Excellence, in sum, all the way,
though I will say nothing about audio ex-

who have between them largely made it
possible. An odd world we live in, you'll

cellence here, since this is not a record
review. You can surmise for yourself.
Unless somebody made unconscionable
goofs, this second RCA digital launching
has got to be good in the sound. It ought

price, yet they're worth it. And that,

needless to say, is a major part of the
significance. Earlier RCA digitals didn't
cost enough.

6

words, RCA is farming its business out.
Of the three new RCA digitals I have
on hand, two were recorded on Sound stream equipment, Dr. Tom Stockham's,
the man who made the first classical digital tape for Audio's Bert Whyte at the

This second RCA launching was admirably managed. Entertainment and
edibles, of course, including salmon and
the Canadian Brass live as well as recorded. But admirable also in the verbiage. RCA modestly describes its new
policy as "The Evolution of Excellence"
- quite so. This is no revolution, unless
within the RCA house. The excellence
has been with us elsewhere for a good
while. But what is astonishing is the

admit.

manner of its achievement here. In a few

out of as few as four mikes. But the

The above, keep in mind, is only the
basic engineering, the sheer audio portion of the package. RCA had plenty to
do elsewhere in the production, ranging
from providing the music and the recording halls and the technical direction to,
needless to say, the new packaging. All
praise! Here, the company is closer in
and we feel its collective hand in every
detail, including a certain RCA sound,

Illustration: Kurt A. Vargo
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to be, with all that hardware.
RCA played digital copies of some of
the new material at its press event, com-

ing from Sony cassettes as heard and here we must recall that one of the
fabulous virtues of digital recording is
that the information may be copied without significant loss through the generations. This, of course, only at the digital
I
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IS THIS THE MOST IMPORTANT
PART OF YOUR SPEAKER SYSTEM?
When you turn on the stereo, does everyone fight for
"the chair?"

Do you exact payment from your friends before they
can sit in "the chair?"
Do you keep searching for the perfect "chair;' but never
the perfect pair of speakers?
Then look at the illustration on the left. That's the kind of
sound you're getting-the kind that comes from cone speakers.
Stereo in just one section of the room, pieces of it in the others.
Now look at the illustration on the right. That's the kind
of sound you get from us, BES, because of one very critical

fact: Our speaker has no cone. Why? Because the cone can
only project sound in one direction.

The heart of our system iá a diaphragm, which

vibrates much like a guitar string projecting sound in every
direction simultaneously.
What BES has is 360° sound. True omni-directional
sound. Sound as close to live sound as you can get.
Look at the BES illustra-

tion again. Where the sound
from one speaker intersects the

sound from the other, you get
true stereo. And that's virtually
everywhere.

Go listen to us. BES.

From any chair in the room.

BES SPEAKERS
Bertagni Electroacoustic Systems, Inc.

345 Fischer Street, Costa Mesa,
CA 92626 Tel: (714) 549-3833
Telex: 67-8373
Enter No 11 on Reader Service Card
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RCA has re -launched its
digital LP, this time in full
audiophile format. This
second launch was
admirably managed.

end of our present digital/analog composite operation. RCA thus took on a
certain risk in playing a segment of one

staff would be sent in to eradicate iforthwith, on the spo:. Or words to that
effect. Fortunately, no such operation

a part of the big picture on the hard inner

of the actual "digital" discs, which of

was attempted. No ticks.
liked the hole -in -the -cover art, borrowed from a long -ago series of His Mas-

sic - but that's another story.
Almost. For a good deal of the significance of RCA's move is in the music
chosen for digital release, audiophile type. It has its "hi-fi demo" moments, of

course is analog. At that point, RCA was
heard to remark (in the person of Thomas Z. Shepard) that if a single tick
showed up on this disc, the entire RCA

I

ter's Voice albums reissued here by
RCA. You see through the outer cover to

the best value in hi-fi
Three V15 Type IV
Technological Breakthroughs
Dynamic Stabilizer Suspended from

Plus a Studio Cartridge
Innovation

two viscous -damped bearings, acts like a shock
absorber to maintain constant cartridge -to -record
distance and uniform tracking orce; eliminates
record groove skipping caused by warp; cushions
the stylus from accidental damage.

A unique lateral deflection assembly developed by
Shure for its professional studio cartridge-prevent:
the most common cause of stylus damage by
withdrawing the entire stylus shark and tip safely
into the stylus housing before it can be bent by
sideways thrusts.

Electrostatic Neutralizer 10,000

SIDE -GUARD Stylus Deflector

In 6 Models to Match Any
Turntable, Any Budget

conductive graphite fibers discharge static electricity
from the record during play. Eliminates attraction
All these feaof dust and tracking force varia_ions caused by
tures are incorporated into six molerately-priced
static charges.
cartridges-with tracking forces ranging from 3/4 to
grams, and three different stylus ccnfigurationsincluding the revolutionary distorton-reducing
G-eatly improves
trackability at the critical middle and high frequen- Hyperelliptical stylus. Headlining fie M97 Series
is the M97HE-AH, featuring a precision aligned
cies. Lowest effective mass, with no sacrifice of
cartridge-headshell and adjustable overhang.
necessary stiffness or strength.

Telescoped Shank

liner.

I

liked the faded red label. Digni-

fied, with another Nipper.

I

liked the mu-

course, and some of the discs are demo inclined: The Canadian Brass in a lot of

well -recorded corn and that much -recorded showpiece of the hi-fi age, "Car mina Burana." But RCA has pointedly
included other releases that are definitely
music first and in direct musical continui-

ty with the analog past. One does not
need all four sides of the vast uncompleted Mahler Tenth, in the Deryck
Cooke final version, to produce hi-fi effects! (Better the Beethoven Fifth, which
is a fifth as long.) Rather, this album ties
in directly with other Mahler symphonies

in the RCA catalog also conducted by
James Levine, though on analog, not
digital.

Similarly, RCA's new digital of the Sibelius Violin Concerto with the new
young virtuoso Dylana Jenson (1 9 years

old) is not at all "demo" in the content.
Rather, it says to us, RCA's longtime
musical policy continues straight ahead,
if

into audiophile: Keep recording the

same old popular show pieces (musical
show, not audio) with an ever -new stable

For all the facts
circle 50 on
Reader Service Card

of virtuosi. That policy goes back to
Caruso and the like and it has never
changed, though often supplemented by
other types of music.

And so a few conclusions may be
drawn. RCA makes it clear (as do many
other labels) that the move to digital LP
in the fancy audiophile format is basical-

THE HEADLINER
Model M97HE-AH
with adjustable integrated headshell

M97 SERIES
phono cartridges

i

GEMUIN

I-1UR

Shure Brothers Inc.. 222 Hartrey Ave.
Evanson, IL 60204
In Canada. A. C. Simmonds &Sons Limited
Manufacturers of high fidelity 2omponents,
microphones, sound systems and related circuitry.

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

ly two things - at a price: Superior engineering and superior packaging. But
not, definitely not, a change in musical
policy. Even Telarc, the innovative audiophile pioneer of a few years back in
the classical area, now is edging sensibly (in both senses) back towards pure
music, well recorded and well packaged. The Boston Symphony doing the
Beethoven "Emperor" Concerto with
Rudolph Serkin! That will be an audiophile first, and it won't be out of Columbia. (That concerto, incidentally, is
one of the longest of Beethoven works,
almost up to Mahler.)
Thus
can also conclude that the
I

present splurge of top-level audiophile
classics does not contradict my earlier

AUDIO/JUNE 1981

If you think "pads and rollers"are
just a California craze,
you're not ready for New Memorex.
Pads and rollers are key components of a cassette's tape
transport system.
Tnis system guides the tape
past your deck's tape head. It must
do so with unerring accuracy.
And no cassette does it more
accurately than totally new
Memorex.

Roller precision is critical.

Toe new Memorex tape transport system is precision engineered to exacting tolerances.
Flanged, seamless rollers guide
the tape effortlessly and exactly.
An oversize pad hugs the tape to
the tape head with critical pressure: lirrn enough for precise
alignment, gentle enough to

dramatically reduce wear.
Our unique ultra -low -friction
polyolefin wafers help precision molded hubs dispense and
gather tape silently and uniformly,
play after play. Even after 1,000

METAL IV, don't forget the importance of those pads and rollers.
Enjoy the music as the tape glides
unerringly across the head.
And remember: getting it there
is half the fun.

plays.

In fact, our new
Memorex cassette will always
deliver true
sound reproduction, or we'll
replace it. Free.
Of course, reproduction that true
and that enduring
owes a lot to Permapass TM, our extraor-

dinary new binding
process. It even owes a
little to our unique new
fumble -free storage album.
But when you record on new
Memorex, whether it's HIGH
BIAS II, normal bias MRX I or

© 1981, Memorex Corporation, Santa Clara, California 95052, U.S.A.

NOW MORE THAN EVER

WE ASK: IS IT LIVI, OR IS IT

MEMOREX

The move to digital LP is
superior engineering and
packaging, at a price. But
definitely not a change in
musical policy.

assertion that in the long run digital recording will simply become the universal
method, for whatever purpose (and then

PAUL G.A.H. VOIGT

everybody can charge the outrageous

per octave slope over the 20 Hz to 20

higher prices - if they dare). It's all a
matter of tactics. And a number of la-

kHz range.

While with the Edison Bell company,
Voigt started work on his loudspeaker,
probably the most enduring of all his inventions. Voigt's audio philosophy holds
that listeners should not be able to tell

bels, including RCA, guessed wrong in
that respect. They followed what was
merely logical. That, in today's market,
you don't do.
The logic of it says that if digital in the
production of LP is simply a technological improvement, not so different from
stereo (or, earlier, electrical 78 -rpm re-

whether they are listening to the real
thing or not. He regarded the loudspeaker rather like a "hole in the wall," merely
separating the listener from the concert
hall. So the larger the aperture the bet-

cording), then a gradual changeover is in
order, the old and the new as nearly parallel as is feasible until the shift is complete.

ter, and his corner horn was created
around this concept.
The horn mouth measured about 18
by 24 inches, and the complete system

Therefore - a modest price

premium on digitals to help amortize the
change, mildly different packaging (as in

was launched in 1936, although the
drive unit was patented as far back as

quadraphonic and stereo), and for a

1928. Using a powerful energized magnet, fitted with a free cone with leather

good while a dual line of goods, not vio-

lently different, so that the old "in the
can" musical material can be put to
work and the old machinery phased out.
To this moment a good many labels continue with this policy. Some, notably
Crystal, offer their digitals interchangeably with analogs at the same price. Nor
is RCA the only big label to cleave to the
principle. The major European companies lean heavily to the same in their digital releases.

And yet - it

hasn't worked. Not

here, anyhow. There are observable rea-

sons. This time around, the playback
equipment is already in place. So we
need not "go easy" on the buyer who
must acquire a painful lot of new equipment. He's ready to put his big money
more directly into top-quality recording
and superior packaging.
And oh boy, has he! The higher the
price, the faster the sales, and a good

value, a lot of people obviously think.
Which leads to a more potent reasoning:
Right now, money still rolls out towards

the outrageously expensive package,
any sort. Cars, hi-fi, records, skis. High price audiophile is bound to sell. That is
still the assumption. The hay, we trust, is
still there for the harvesting.
Well, I can only say in a small voice
that think this is one of the most dangerous assumptions we can make - for
the future. And the same, might add,
for extremely expensive gadget -ridden
hi-fi equipment of the sort that we now
see, no matter how marvelous. It sells
A
today - maybe. But tomorrow?
I

I

surround, it had an aluminium voice -coil.

This method may seem conventional
now, but in the '20s it was original.
Later, under the Lowther brand name,
Voigt's loudspeaker unit became a permanent -magnet type. Voigt also produced a large tractrix curve -type horn,

with a four square foot mouth, which
At the age of nearly 80, Paul Gus-

gave almost ideal matching to a high -flux

tavus Adolphus Helmuth Voigt
- although British his family
came from Hamburg - died in Canada

16 -cm drive unit. This system was employed in movie theaters and required
only five watts or so to give adequate
sound levels. Before the '30s, tube amplifiers of more than a few watts were
expensive to build. Voigt also produced
an advanced moving -coil cutting head,
using a 28 -lb. electromagnet, and a

after a heart attack, following surgery.

In the world of sound recording and
reproduction Britain had two preeminent
names, Alan Dower Blumlein and Paul
Voigt. Blumlein was killed in an air accident in 1942; Voigt survived until 1981,
leaving in his trail a stream of brilliant

ideas and 32 patents. These latter included his two slack -diaphragm capacitor microphones in the '30s, which were
used by the BBC for a short period. In

1926, preceding Blumlein, he developed a commercial recording system using a moving -coil cutting head, in which
the movement was damped by crossed
diagonal restoring springs.
It is noteworthy that Edison Bell elec-

trical recordings (he began his career
with this firm after gaining his B.S. degree at London University) had a frequency characteristic approaching a 3
dB per octave slope across the frequency spectrum, thus anticipating modern
practice. The RIAA and British Standard

recording curves approximate a 4 dB

complementary long -coil MC type pickup.
The sound fidelity obtainable today

from a pair of Voigt Domestic Corner
Horns is comparable with the performance of many current speaker systems
and is perhaps better than most! This
comment is not nostalgia for an old
friend, since one of my colleagues has
recently acquired a pair and the results
are genuinely hi-fi.

In latter years, Voigt lost much of his
interest in audio and turned to advanced
and highly controversial theories on electromagnetism and gravitation. This work
he regarded as ultimately of more signifi-

cance than his many audio achievements. Only time will prove whether this
is so, as today's physicists do not agree
with the ideas. Our deepest condolences
to his widow, Ida. - Donald Aldous

AUDIO/JUNE 1981
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NEW HIGHS. The 500I D defines hard -to -get high frequencies because it comes with a cantilever that doesn't easily distort them.
It's boron -vapor hardened to track under "G" -forces that
would buckle ordinary cantilevers.
NEW FIDELITY. In addition to hearing more highs you're
going to hear less noise from a 500ID.
There's nothing complex about the benefits of Samarium Cobalt magnets. They are simply less massive and higher in
output than conventional ones.
So, if we had to give a reason for our signal-to-noise ratio
being better than most, it's because the materials we use are
better than most.
NEW TECHNOLOGY. Because the 5001D features Empire's

inertially damped tuned stylus system, its performance is consistent -even when the capacitance varies from one system to
the next.
Which means, the performance we monitor in our lab is the
performance you're likely to hear at home.
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NEW SECURITY. Empire's two-year limited warranty is
3(i5 days longer than the one-year limited warranty offered by
many other manufacturers.
An extra year in no uncertain terms.
NEW SOUND. The Empire 500I D. You're an arm's length
away from a new listening experience.

EVERYONE WHO WANTS
THEIR OLD SYSTEM TO SOUND LIKE NEW,
RAISE YOUR ARM.

l

EVPIFE
There's a new sound
waiting in your system.
Enter No. 24 on Reader Service Card
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NOW FOR THE FIRST TIME
YOU CAN HEAR THE
FULL POTENTIAL OF

CLASSICAL EVEWS
EDWARD TATNALL CANBY

STEREOPHONIC
REPRODUCTION

WITH THE
SOUND CONCEPTS
IR2100 IN YOUR OWN

STEREO SYSTEM
You may have wondered why all the sound
from your stereo seems to come from the
space between your speakers when you
know that speakers project sound in all
directions. In a conventional stereo system,
the speakers act as sonic barriers to the
stereo image. They actually become
obvious sources for the sounds that were
originally recorded beyond the angle that
they enclose.
In live music each separate sound
emenates from a single location and is
basically heard once in each ear. In stereo
all the sounds are reproduced from two
locations. The resulting cross coupling of
left channel to right ear and vice versa is
the sonic equivalent of a double exposure.

Horn Concertos. Gunter
Hogner; Vienna Philharmonic, Bohm.

The IR2100 embodies unique circuitry that
represents the first major improvement in
stereo image enhancement in 20 years*.

Mozart:

It develops signals that actually cancel the
stereo portion of the acoustic cross talk and
allows your stereo to reproduce the full
breadth and depth of the original
performance. The IR2100 is also uniquely
adjustable from the listening position for a
wide range of speaker locations and source
material, so you can easily tune it to get the
most out of your stereo and your
recordings. The impact of the IR2100 will
be to expand your stereo sound stage and
give greater localization of the individual
instruments and voices while restoring the
original open feeling of a live performance.

Sound: B Recording: A Surfaces: A -

"It is hard to imagine a greater benefit from
a $249 investment" Julian Hirsh in Stereo
Review, Dec. 1980.
For copies of revues, data and list of
dealers, write SOUND CONCEPTS,
Box 135, Brookline, MA 02146 or call
(617) 566-0110.
`PAT. PENDING

Deutsche Grammophon 2531 274,
stereo, $9.98.

What a gorgeous Mozart recording!
There are a dozen -odd currently available versions of these four little concertos and plenty more out of print - after
hearing this one I have no desire at all to
compare. Why bother? Enjoy, enjoy!
Even the ordering is good. We begin

with the least known and earliest, the
Concerto in D, K. 412 (the other three
are in E flat); the most familiar comes
last, the third, K. 447. Thus, at the beginning of side one, you are plunged into

the loveliest of unfamiliar Mozart (for
many of us) and the most beautiful string
sound I have ever heard on any record
before. It is the beauty of, well, call it

high tech. Limpidly clear, totally minus
edginess, yet brilliant. It is the beauty of
ideal microphone technique so that
these instruments blend perfectly, as
they should, yet are warm and alive as a
body of musicians should always sound.

I was so absolutely startled by the first

ítCpv
FIDELITY IN
SPATIAL REPRODUCTION

And when the horn solo enters, there
is more to enjoy. Not a blatant, close-up

solo "virtuoso" but a horn that blends
with the orchestra as it should in the live
performance, yet with every note clear
and, as well, every note in the orchestra
equally vivid as the horn plays. No, it is
not,

I

gather, an "authentic" valveless

horn. The florid Mozart horn parts, composed for that very instrument, are still
extremely difficult for the modern player.
But Herr Hogner is the smoothest and
most musical of modern horn players,
with never a miss or a blat (allowable in
such a prodigiously demanding instrument!) along with a marvelous sense of
rhythm and phrasing and color. A plea-

sure to hear him, so well recorded.

I

would readily grant him his anachronistic
valves for such perceptive musicianship,
though it would be interesting to hear a
valveless version. (Now probably somebody is going to tell me it IS a valveless
horn. If so, then miracle! But never forget

that the original performances

in

the

18th century were indeed with valveless
horn - there was no other.)

Ecos d'Espana. Guitar

notes, I could scarcely believe it. And, of
course, it is the beauty of Viennese clas-

Music of
Spain. Carlos Bonell.
Nonesuch H-71390, stereo, $8.98.

sic playing at its very best, never tired
and jaded, never "pushing" for effect,

Sound. A Recording: A- Surfaces: A -

just light, clear, and humorously alive.
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This sturdy young Spaniard out of

Illustration: Rick Tulka

Enter No. 39 on Reader Service Card
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TDK CREATES SA -X.

Now you can explore the far reaches of high bias.
TDK has added a new dimension to high bias
recording. It's called SA -X.
SA -X emerges from the Super Avilyn technology
that has set the reference standard for high bias
cassettes. Beyond that, TDIK engineers saw new
worlds of high bias to explore. By taking two layers

of Super Avilyn with different coercivities and optimally matching them ,TDK creates aformulation
that raises high bias to a higher level. One that
approaches the sound quality of metal.
You will hear rock and jazz soar to new heights.
Classical, with more of its wide dynamic range.
A clarity that even the best bijas couldn't give you
before. With every kind of music, SA -X brings you
closer to the richness of a live performance. And it
will keep you there, with its flawless mechanical
construction. TDK has given SA -X the Laboratory
Standard Mechanism for optimal interfacing with
cassette deck heads. You'll hear its consistently
superior performance for years to come.
SA -X performs like no other cassette. Expect it to
cost a bit more. You can also expect it to take you
further into high bias than you've ever been.

c 1984 TDK Electronics Ccrp.. Garden 21y, N.Y '153)

Enter Jo cz oe Reader Service 03rd

The Amazing

Machine

Carlos Bonell is fond of slow
music, but we quickly feel

the strength behind
this seemingly leisurely
approach.
England, just over 30, plays an interestfeel for Spanish atmospherics a la Sego-

larger than life but of a superb clarity in
the sound. The guitar was "crafted," it
says, by David Rubio, who also makes

via

with a certain sinewy, downright
civali-y that - for me at least - reads

instruments for Julian Bream.
In contrast to that virtuoso of many re-

England. That's where he was educated, anyhow. In this Enigma recording
(British label) his guitar is an instrument

cordings, whose finger dexterity tends
towards a sort of high-speed nervousun-

with "modern" - which in guitarese

you have to hear to believe, big, fat, rich,

derwhelmed production. He is fond of

means the same old familiar idiom with a

ing Spanisn guitar, combining a good

ness,

Carlos

Bonell

plays

an

slow music, and there is nothing genuinely fast on this entire record. But we
quickly feel the strength behind this
seemingly leisurely approach when his
muscles show suddenly in casual bits of
breathtaking expertise.
I

liked the program, too, beginning

few coy dissonances added here and
there, nothing to bother the fans. Still -

There is no
true accuracy

without

high efficiency.
Interface.

Without huge amplifiers, accurate
reproduction of today's state-ofthe-art source material requires

modern, in place of the too -often stilted

"old music." Then there's a splendid

very efficient loudspeakers.

big Beethoven -period dirge by Fernando
Sor, splendidly performed, a work to in-

Efficient loudspeakers allow your
amp to idle; being asked to pro-

does he roll back into the gentle Spanish

terest any listener. Only on side two

duce very little power during
normal playing levels so it needs
to respond with its rated capabilities only to handle the sharp
The "power war" is over. Highpowered receivers and amplifiers transients and increased
dynamic range.
are going the way of the"gas
guzzler" in this era of energy
Interface loudspeakers were

dances, and, to end, four Spanish folk
songs - not even these ending with a
bang. It's all very casual and the more

consciousness and inflation. Yet
technological advancements in
source material, such as direct to -disc and digitally -mastered
records, demand far more from
your loudspeaker system than
ever before.

designed to answer this challenge.
Highly efficient. very accurate,
yet capable of handling a lot of

Austrian Court Music 1680-1780. Ba-

power when necessary, without
the coloration found in so many
loudspeakers.

Gasparo GS 206, stereo, $7.98.
Sound: B Recording: B- Surfaces: A -

Listen to your music the way it
was intended. Audition Interface
at your nearest Interface dealer.

Here is a somewhat novel example of
the current exploiting of college and university music as material for LP records.
Oberlin, in Ohio, has developed a very
considerable school of older music performed as far as possible on original instruments and in a reasonably authentic
style; the Baroque Performance Institute
is one part of this. The present disc is a
scholarly delving into a bit of the enormous amount of music performed at the
Imperial Court for the series of music loving emperors and empresses of the Ba-

impressive for it.

roque Performance
1979.

Institute, Oberlin,

roque period - virtually none of it published or known in active performance
today.

I should hasten to say that this is not
the ever -popular Baroque that intrigues
many a hi-fi equipment owner, centered
upon Vivaldi, Handel, Bach, Telemann
and played, usually, on modern instruments including, of course, modern

brass. A glorious sound, very late Baroque, and not really typical of the period, which was opera and chamber music orientated, for the most part. The
offerings here are small-scale works

Electrol/oice

(from our viewpoint today), excerpts from
serious operas, a trio, a sonata; there are

600 Ceca Street. Buchanan, Michigan 49107

two solo voices, soprano and high baritone, and a brace of viola da gamba, the

Ir Canada
Electro -Voice. Div of Gulton Industries (Canada) Ltd..
345 Herbert St_ Gananoque. Ontario K7G 2V1

AmericanRadioHistory.Com
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Bob Carver explains
(briefly) how the Magnetic
Field Amplifier works.
(Others tell how it sounds.)
Q. How is it possible for an
amplifier as small and as light
as the M-400 to deliver so
much power and to cost so
little?

A. The M -400's size (less
than 7 inches) and weight
(less than 10 pounds) reflect
the advanced technology
and the new patented designs used in both its power
supply and amplifying stages

-and the innovative relationship between them. (Not to
mention the incredibly low
price that resulted: $399.)

Q. What is different about the
M -400's power supply and
amplifying stages?
A. In any amplifier, the power
supply produces and stores
energy for use by the amplifying circuits.
Conventional amplifier
power supplies are very inefficient because they produce
a constant high voltage level

at all times-irrespective of
the demands of the ever-

changing audio signal-and
even when there's no audio in
the circuit at all!

This inefficient approach
demands large and expensive power transformers and
electrolytic capacitors. Large
heat sinks are also needed to
get rid of the heat associated
with the constant high voltage of conventional power
supplies.
In sharp contrast, the
M -400's "smart" power supply produces only the power
that the amplifier section
needs from moment to moment to handle the signal
accurately. In effect, the
M -400's power supply is
signal -responsive. As a
result, overall efficiency is
extraordinarily high.
Q. Do I really need 200 watts
per channel?
A. Yes! If you want to hear
music reproduced with full
realistic impact and dynamic
range, the musical peaks
must be handled without
compression, clipping or
overload.
You'll be amazed at the
improvement in openness
and clarity when your system
is able to deliver the power
that music really requires.
When full digital audio
arrives, dynamic -range capability will be even more
significant. And the M -400's
power will be even more nec-

essary-with its ability to
Conventional power amplifier
Solid line: audio output signal
Broken line: power supply voltage
Shaded area: wasted power
Vertical lines: power to speakers

Magnetic field amplifier

deliver 500 watts in mono,
900 watts for brief time
periods, and more than
1200 watts on peaks!

Q. Now I understand why the
M -400's power capability will
improve my system, but can
my speakers take it?
A. Speakers with a power
rating of 50 watts or so will
have no problem with the
M-400. That's because
speakers are not generally
blown out by high, clean
power, but rather by low powered amplifiers pushed
beyond their overload points.
These low -powered amplifiers

say that it does. More con"clip", generating speaker vincing perhaps, others condamaging transients.
firm this. Leonard Feldman in
In addition to providing
Audio reported: "Music reprobetter sound and sufficient
power, the M-400 has special duction was superb and
protective circuits that guard completely free of any false
bass coloration or muddiboth itself and your loudness. The amplifier handled
speakers from almost any
the toughest transients we
conceivable damaging cirwere able to feed to it with
cumstance. These include
long and short-term overload, ease...there was none of the
brittle quality that one often
sudden overdrive signals
(such as from dropped styli), detects from amplifiers that
are beginning to strain."
shorted speaker leads. etc.
Julian Hirsch reported in
Stereo Review that "...Its
distortion and noise levels
are entirely negligible...
hardly conceivable that a
small, inexpensive, lightweight cube such as this
could deliver as much
clean power as any but
a few of the largest conventional amplifiers on

the market-but it does."
Q. Is the M-400 limited to
systems with separate
amplifiers?
A. No. The M-400 can be
used in many different types
of systems, including those
with receivers and integrated
amplifiers. With our new
Z -coupler device, you can
upgrade your existing low power system into a superb

M-400 Magnetic Field Amplifier
201 watts minimum continuous
power per channel (500 watts
mono) into 8 ohms, 20 Hz
to 20 kHz, with no more
than 0.05% total harmonic
distortion.

All this protection operates
via the signal -controlled
power supply circuits, not the
amplifier stages, so there's
absolutely no chance of the
typical distortions caused by
conventional protection
circuits.
Q. Aside from the technical
innovations in its design, how
does the M-400 sound when
it comes to music?
A. My design goal was to
make it sound musically
accurate, and I'm proud to

200 watts -per -channel system. What's more, the M-400

is easily connected without
accessories to put out
500 watts mono!
Q. How can I get more
information?
A. Easily. For literature, test
reports and the address of
your nearest Carver dealer,
circle the number below. For
faster response, write to us
directly.

CARVER
Co
R

P

0 R AT

0

N

P.O. Box 664, 14304 N.E. 193rd Place Woodinville, Washington 98072
Enter No. 13 on Reader Service Card
AmericanRadioHistory.Com

old "leg viol," cousin of the cello, the
sound of which, as well as the playing
style, takes a lot of getting accustomed
to - though it has fascinated musicians

cords but rather for local concert. The

The viola da gamba does not have to be
played in this fashion, nor does the singing voice necessarily sing this way. Not
good for record listening where an even
keel comes over well; gustiness makes
us reach for the volume control.
These things considered, the recording is cleanly done and never out of control. But there is a hard room sound, of
plaster walls perhaps, most notably

leader, August Wenziger, imposes what
to my ear is a somewhat old-fashioned

when thesolo voices perform, which is
from my point of view a bit amateurish.

style - that is, in terms of recent years
- of gusty swoops and sighs, a product
of the 1930s more clearly than of the
Baroque years themselves, with much
sudden swelling -up and dying -away.

I'd guess that they were made, if not with

for centuries. It snorts and swoops most
peculiarly, it has a cold in the head, and
three or four of them multiply the effect.
All this given, these are pleasant performances definitely not shaped for re-

an audience, then in the empty hall
where the audience had been, at the
Oberlin concerts. In spite of all this lovely music if your ear is attuned.

Impress your neighbors.

Handel: Samson, Baker, Watts, Tear,
Shirley -Quirk, Luxon; London Voices,
English Chamber Orchestra, Leppard.

RCA ARL4 3635, four discs, stereo,
$39.96.
Sound: A- Recording: A- Surfaces: A
What a splendid musical edifice this
great album raises up for us! Though not

to any credit of RCA's, except some of
the finishing. The RCA label is now reissuing

notable

European

recordings

through the French Erato company oddly, that is the source of this totally
British performance.

Those who were weaned on "Messiah" perhaps do not realize how much
more dramatic are Handel's other big
oratorios, notably those out of the -Old
Testament,

crowned

by

"Israel

in

Egypt" with its double chorus throughout. "Solomon" is all oriental splendor,
with the Queen of Sheba in person, all
opulence unparalleled; "Samson" is
tragedy from start to end in the noble
tradition, yet it, too, is full of color and
drama, all accomplished within the strict
shapes of the musical traditions of Handel's day.

Here we have a great, a dedicated
performance, in spite of the usual thing

- big, modern voices almost preposterously "wrong" for the music, both in
the arias and the large quantity of sung
recitative. Big artists, true musicians, can
overcome! With one exception, these
do, and it is a truly stellar cast. both male
and female, not to mention the superbly
expressive chorus, the London Voices,
Graphic equalization, an integral part of the contemporary home music
system, gives you the kind of focussed music power that will bring your
neighbors over for a late night get together.
The new MXR Stereo Octave Equalizer lets you remix your music so that
you can bring up that earth shattering bass line, screaming guitar solo or
any part of the performance loud enough for everybody to hear without
boosting noise.
Annoying problems like hiss, turntable rumble and other kinds of distortion
are easily overcome with the Stereo Octave Eq. It can accommodate the
extended dynamic range of the new high performance discs and be an
invaluable tool when recording car stereo cassettes.
Featuring professional specs and the highest quality components
hand -assembled in Rochester, N.Y., USA, the MXR Stereo Octave Eq
adds clean, noise -free power to specific parts of your music while
maximizing your system's response. Check one out at your local MXR
dealer and get to know your neighbors better.
MXR Innovations, Inc.
740 Driving Park Avenue, Rochester, New York 14613 (716) 254-2910

LrS4IXR'

Consumer
Products Group

that is in constant assistance.
The exception, curiously, is Samson
himself, Robert Tear. In this music he is
not only out of style, wobbly and inaccu-

rate, but his pitch, his hearing of the
harmonies, is woefully lacking; he is
constantly off, out of tune, in the wrong
key, so to speak, most noticeably in the
recitatives which he all but simply
speaks, so hideously sour are his notes.
Strange! In other music, Robert Tear has
a fine reputation; he just doesn't get the
musical sense of Hendel's idiom, which
to millions of us is simple and direct, far
easier than old Bach's.
Fortunately, Samson is martyred before the last side and, before that, he is
often off-stage doing great acts and the
like, described (very musically!) by those
on stage

Dvorak: Symphony No. 7 in D Minor.
Czech Philharmonic Orch., Kosler.
Quintessence PMC-7126, stereo,

$5.98.
Sound: B Recording: B-? Surfaces: A Like

the

Russian

Melodiya

label,

Czechoslovakia's Supraphon has often
been licensed out to American compa-

nies over the years.
guished history.
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It

has a distin-

played Supraphon
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You might find a bigger
loudspeaker at the same price.

for listening to-not

different., but inside the compact F. _itre cabinet
it's a different story Drive units, filter networks
and the unicue KEF electronic overload
protection circuit (S -STOP) represent the latest
advances inloudspeaker technology.
The result is a system which ac iieves broad
frequency response with optimum efficiency,
unsurpassed realism ar_c
clarity of reproduction.
But loucspeakers are

You won't buy a better one.
Sadly, some people still think ore loudspeaker

is raid the same as another.
Tc those of you suffering the consequence of
tlrs misapprehension, we have a message there is a difference!
Adifference once appreciated, never forgpttcn_
Take the KEF Model 103.2, for example. A new
acdition to our renowned
Reference Series, it may
not look strikingly
S-5.ICP ©cuit

talking about.
Contact your KEF
dealer for a thorough
demonstration. For his
name & ad cress, write:
KEF Electronics, Ltd.

do Intratec
P.O. Box 17414

Dulles Int'_. Airport
Washington, CSC. 20041.

In Canada: Smyth Sound
Equipment, Ltd., Quebec.

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

IMPROVE YOUR
IMAGE...

shellac 78s many years before the LP
appeared. Those who are familiar with
the Melodiya sound, whether on Angel,
Columbia or recently on Quintessence itself, will perhaps suspect that this 1964

recording is Russian influenced, a not
unlikely thought. The sound is definitely
close-up, but the ambience is rather on
the dead side and too close for my taste
since, in the more demanding passages,

the strings tend to jab - so many discrete individuals - rather than blend together as intended.
But do not forget that the Czech lands

were for centuries at the very cultural
heart of Western music, and the people
for whom Dvorak wrote his symphonies
still live within that culture. Fortunately,
the past, at least most of it, is apolitical in
music. In five minutes you can sense
love, respect and understanding in this
really fine performance of perhaps the
moodiest, most darkly Romantic of all
the Dvorak symphonies, dating form

1885, a long, long near -century ago.
Czech life, so different then, is not easy
for any outlander to recapture.

Offenbach: Suites pour deux violoncelles. Etienne Peclard, Roland Pidoux.

Harmonia Mundi HM 1043, stereo,
$9.95 (155 North San Vicente Blvd.,

rrt=

Beverly Hills, Cal. 90211).
Sound: A Recording: A

If the sound
image from your
loudspeaker leaves you
flat, consider this:
Dahlquist DQ-10 Phased Array"
loudspeakers reclaim the missing

Offenbach, writing learnedly for two cel-

los? Yes - and most entertainingly,
too. An unexpectedly lovely and melodi-

ous record, beautifully played and recorded with a sound as full as a whole
string orchestra.

third dimension-DEPTH. They give

Somehow, we expect works for solo
strings, minus accompaniment, to sound
heavy and labored, like the incomparable (but difficult) Bach sonatas for solo

music back its substance and form and let you
explore its inner spaces. Subtlety, power, contrast,

shading-perhaps even emotion and intent - stand revealed.
So nothing stands between you and the music.
It's all made possible by our patented Phased Arrays" principle: a
system of mounting and aligning each driver to minimize diffraction
and eliminate time delay distortion. The result is a five -way system

violin and solo cello. But there are two
here! That makes the difference, and
sheer

technical expertise (Offenbach
was a virtuoso cellist in his earlier years

- when these works were probably

that blends into a single coherent and musically accurate sound source.

composed) plus the well-known Offenbach gift for melody make this an utterly
different sort of music. Learned in technique, yes! But in sound, freely, lushly
Romantic, and so played, to perfection.

But talking about a loudspeaker isn't as good as listening to it. Take

the time to visit your Dahlquist representative soon and learn for
yourself how important a good image can be.

I 3 la

III= 0111[3

Surfaces: A

What - that brilliant, slightly hysterical satirist of French operetta, Jacques

An absolutely first-rate cello record.
The first of the two Suites, on side 1,

ILJP U

keeps reminding me of Dvofak at his
most melodious (he wrote similar works
for small string groups), though Dvofak
composed many years later. The second

601 Old Willets Path, Hauppauge, NewYork 11787 (516) 234-5757

We've prepared a guide to listening tor accuracy in loudspeakers. If you fill in this coupon,
we'll send you one free along with the name of your nearest Dahlquist representative.

- could

it

actually be the first? -

seems earlier in orientation, more of the
Name

Chopin era and even Weber (another
great tune writer). In two minutes, unless

Address
City

you are a cellist, you'll forget all about
State

Zip

A-6/81

the cellos and just listen to the music.
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The Adcom Crosscoil XC. The
finest high output moving coil
cartridge yet devised.
The new van den Hul stylus.
The most far reaching improvement
in stylus design since the invention
of the phonograph.
Now, these two signal contributions to audio technology have
been combined to create the ultimate phono cartridge.
The Adcom Crosscoil XC/
van den Hul.
Relative groove contact area (in white )
van den Hul (L) vs. elliptical stylus (R)

Staying on track
Anyone with even a casual
knowledge of phono cartridge
design recognizes that the interface
between the stylus tip and the
record groove is of paramount
importance. For if the stylus tip is
unable to accurately ;race the
microscopic undulations of the
record groove, the result must
inevitably be something less than
faithful reproduction.
Obviously, the shape or
contour of the stylus tip is the critical
performance factor. Just how critical, may be inferred from the proliferation of stylus designs in recent
years.
Ideally, the perfect stylus
would have the same shape as the
stylus used to cut the record master. Unfortunately, this rather
obvious solution has proved to be
impractical, for such a stylus tends
to "recut" the groove with each play
and hasten record wear.

Clearly, what is required is a
modified tip shape which closely
approaches that of the cutter stylus,
yet avoids its potentially destructive
drawbacks.

Enter the van den Hul Stylus.
Employing advanced computer optimization techniques, A.J.
van den Hul, a Dutch scientist, has
developed a new stylus shape that
achieves this most elusive goal.
The shape of the new van den
Hul stylus tip is the closest, practical
approximation of the cutter yet
devised. Its contact radius is only
3.5 microns (front to back), while
vertical groove contact is extended
to 85 microns.
As a result, the new stylus can
trace frequencies as high as 85 kHz.
So, reproducing 20Hz to 20 kHZ
signals is no problem at all.
But extended frequency
response is only the beginning.

Exhaustive testing has revealed that
the new van den Hul stylus materially reduces record and tip wear.
And thanks to the extended vertical
contact radius, records actually
play more quietly with less groove
deformation.
Tip mass is extremely low,
achieved via a programmed grinding pattern that removes excess
diamond from front and rear surfaces. An added benefit is the
reduction of tracing distortion at all
levels of groove modulation. Finally,
a square diamond shank insures
precise alignment of the tip in
respect to the cantilever.
But in order to fully realize all
of the performance benefits conferred by this truly innovative stylus,
it must be coupled to a demonstrably superior cartridge capable
of translating extraordinarily complex mechanical movement into a
precise electrical analog.
Happily, the Adcom Crosscoil
XC is just such a cartridge. Experts
have been unstinting in their praise,
citing the Crosscoil for its extremely
flat and extended frequency response, low distortion, superb
dynam c range and above all its
unfailing musicality.
In combinaton, cartridge and
stylus seem to transcend their individual capabilities. A synergism that
fully justifies the expression, "the
ultimate cartridge."
Surely, one day someone will
create a cartridge to equal it, but
if you would like to experience the
future now, listen to the Adcom
Crosscoil XC/van den Hul. It is truly
the shape of things to come.
For additional information and
the name of your nearest Adcom
dealer write: Adcom, 9 Jules Lane,
New Brunswick, New Jersey 08901
U.S.A.

THE SHAPE OF THINGS 10 COME.

THE ADCOM CROSSCOIL XC/VAN DEN HUL
Enter No. 2 on Reader Service Card
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Albert Brown, Brooklyn, N.Y.
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But there are other possibilities. Perhaps your cassette deck is at fault. You
can check by playing the offending cassettes on other decks; hopefully your audio dealer will be cooperative in this respect. If the same cassettes still jam on
other decks of your model, but don't jam
on other brands and models, it would
appear that it is your model line which is
at fault. If they jam in all cases, it is clearly the cassettes that are at fault. If the
cassettes jam only on your deck, then
this is where the fault lies. And the deck

change - preferably exchange.
Another possibility is that you were
unlucky enough to get several cassettes
out of a bad batch, owing to a lapse in
quality control. But since this happened

with two different brands of tape, the
possibility, although
comes quite remote.

ever

it still

exists, be-

Trade -Offs
Q. I am in the market for a cassette
deck. What should I take into consideration pertaining to bias and distortion? Amos Perrine, Huntington, W. Va.
A. Of course, you want a deck with as
citiCatto¡eCeiver

low distortion as possible in recording
and playback. In recording, distortion
ties in with bias, Sometimes, in order to
get extended treble response, a manufacturer may underbias excessively, re
suiting in too much distortion. A good
deck seeks an optimum combination of

specifications

peo
For e
pleaseon

Alignment Line -Up
Q. Where are alignment tapes availN.Y.

dro, Cal. 94577; Magnetic Reference
Laboratory, 999 Commercial St., Palo
Alto, Cal. 94303; Nortronics, 8101
10th Avenue North, Minneapolis, Minn.

55427; Audiotex, 400 South Wyman
St., Rockford, Ill. 61101; TDK Electronics Corp., 755 Eastgate Blvd., Garden
City, N.Y. 11530, and Magnetic Information Systems, 415 Howe Ave., Shelton, Conn. 06484. This is not necessarily a complete list.

should be brought in for repair or ex-
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quiet with other decks. Perhaps you
have one of these luckless combina-
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chrome, ferrichrome,
and metal tapes.
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thus a reduction in recording level in order to reduce distortion will also decrease signal-to-noise ratio. In view of
the variety of cassette tape coating formulations, it is desirable to have considerable flexibility in choice of bias as well
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a thing as quality control any more? -
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boost in recording, and recording level.

Q. I have been having a problem with
two well-known brands of cassette tape
which have been jamming in my deck,
given me no such problem. Is there such
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low

distortion

and

extended

treble
through careful choice of bias, treble

Un-Dolbyized
Q. If I make a cassette recording with
Dolby NR on, is it harmful to play the
tape back with Dolby NR off? Conversely, if I record with Dolby NR off, is it
harmful to play the tape with Dolby NR
on?-Richard Paul, Philadelphia, Pa.
A. I am not sure what you mean by
harmful. If you refer to physical or electronic damage to your equipment, there
is absolutely no harm in playing without
Dolby NR a Dolby -encoded tape, or in
playing with Dolby NR a tape that has
not been Dolby encoded.

If you refer to frequency response,
yes there is often harm. If a tape has
been Dolby encoded and is played without Dolby encoding, the result is an increase in brightness, in treble response.
If you have a problem or question on tape recording, write to Mr. Herman Burstein at AUDIO, 1515 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10036. All
letters are answered. Please enclose a
stamped, self-addressed envelope.
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You've spent a fair amount of your hard-earned money on

audio equipment. And yet, no matter where you put your
speakers or how much you "process" the signal with
equalizers, expanders and enhancers, the stereo in your living room continues to sound like "a stereo in your living room".
If your search for sonic realism has left you somewhat disil-

lusioned, you might take solace in the knowledge that your
brain is functioning correctly. You see, singing in the shower
sounds distinctly unlike singing outdoors because the ways in
which sound reflects from nearby surfaces and the varying
amounts of time these reflections take to reach your ears give

your brain vital clues about your acoustic environment. It is
precisely this psychoacoustic principle that makes it difficult
for conventiona stereo to create believable sonic illusions in
your living room.

And it is precisely th's principle which makes the ADS 10
Acoustic Dimension Synthesizer unique. Using sophisticated
digital delay technology, the ADS 10 recreates (through a pair
of rear -channel speakers) the ambient sound field which surrounds the listener in any real space. No other product can so

convincingly transport you from your home to the musical
environment of your choice - any place from an intimate club
to an awe-inspiring cathedral. And it can do so with any conventional stereo program source, not to mention older
monaural recordings.
If you would like more information on what experts consider

the most advanced, flexible and musical digital delay system ever made, write to ADS, Dept. AU27, or call toll free

1-800-824-7888 (California 1-800-852-7777) and ask for Operator 483. Or better yet, take your favorite records to your

ADS dealer and let him demonstrate how the ADS '0 can
recreate the live musical experience in your home.

ADS

Audio for the critically demanding

Rackrcount Handles Optional

Analog & Digital Systems, Inc., One Progress Way, Wilmington, MA 01887 (617) 658-5100

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

Alternatively, if a tape has not been Dolby encoded but is played with Dolby decoding, the sound is dulled, a decrease

in treble. On the other hand, your ear
might find one effect or the other to be
pleasing. For example, if your speakers
are overly bright, you might find a slightly

dulled sound beneficial when playing
tapes that are not Dolby encoded.

Real Old Reels
O. I have several tapes made with an
old open -reel deck. Will these play back
properly on a new deck?- John Etnier,
South Harpswell, Maine

A. Any tape that has been properly
recorded, that is with the NAB recorded
induction characteristic, will play back

TDK brings two new standards
to open reel.
TDK announces two breakthroughs in open reel. TDK GX Studio Mastering tape:
an ultra refined particle lets it handle the critical demands of live music mastering.
And TDK LX Professional Studio tape, with a super refined particle that gives it
a performance ideal for professional and audiophile use.
A unique polishing and binding process makes dropouts practically a thing of
the past. A special graphite and carbon backcoating on all GX and some LX reduces
friction for smooth winding while preventing static and diminishing wow and
flutter. At last your music is heard the way you intended to hear it.
Listen to TDK GX and LX. They could open up /Z,

a whole new standard of recording excellence.Z¿

K.

flat on a deck that supplies the NAB
playback characteristic for the speed in
question.

Print -Through and Through
Q. Many of my cassette recordings
have a delayed echo on side 1 - that
is,

a repeat of what is

said, several

words behind, at a very low volume but
audible and annoying. When I flip to side
2, rather than an echo I hear an anticipation of what will be said - starting several words ahead. I use good tape. The
problem seems worse on older tapes but
is discernible on new ones as well. Can

you advise what the problem may be
and how to solve it? - Wendy Rickert,

Copyright 1981 TDK Electronics Corp., Garden City, N.Y. 11530

Enter No. 46 on Reader Service

Boulder Creek, Cal.
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Directly comparable in both sonic quality and test specifications with the most expen-

sive and prestigious equipment. the Haller
amplifier and preamplifier are moderately
priced. and further savings can be made by the
option of assembling them from kits.
These units are advanced designs using
top quality components for consistent performance and long-term reliability. For the kit
builder. critical circuits are factory assembled
and pre -tested. making a simple. enjoyable assembly project. even for the novice constructor.
Distortion has been virtually eliminated

STATE OF THE ART
COMPONENTS AT
AFFORDABLE PRICES
from these designs, and particular attention
has been paid to reduction of all forms of transient and interfacing distortions. so that input

sources and loudspeakers do not impair the
specified performance.
Detailed literature is available free on
request. And, if you send $1 to cover handling
costs, we will send an extensive compilation of

test reports by independent reviewers including both laboratory and listening tests. We will
also include a kit construction manual (normally

$3) so you can judge the feasibility of assembling our kits.
Available through selected dealers.

DH -101 PREAMPLIFIER

A. Your problem is called print through, wherein the signal on one layer
of tape is magnetically transferred to adjacent layers. Whether you get pre -echo

or post -echo depends on whether the
tape is rewound before storage or left in
the played condition.

Print -through tends to increase with
time, approaching a limit. Print -through
tends also to increase with magnitude of
the signal level recorded on the tape and
with decreasing thickness of the tape.
Therefore, measures to minimize print through are to avoid high recording levels and to avoid the very thin tapes, such
as C-1 20. (There are additional reasons
for avoiding the ultra -thin tapes, involving distortion, squeal, etc.) For a given
type of tape and for a given recording
level, some brands of tape may be less
susceptible to print -through than others.
Trial and error are necessary to find out
which tapes are best.
To some extent, existing print -through

can be reduced by shuttling the tape
back and forth prior to playing. A slow
shuttling at operating speed is recommended.
Because of print -through, accumulating physical stress and other reasons, it
is a good idea to play a tape periodically,

DH -200 POWER AMPLIFIER
100 WATTSICHANNEL

chwEd haff

Dept A681

5910 Crescent Boulevard

_

say every few months, rather than let it
COMPANY

Pennsauken

stay in storage indefinitely.

A

New Jersey 08109
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who says

a"moving coil"
is the best?
Compare the new choice:
Moving F1uxMF"
Coil Assemblies

Like a moving magnet...

Until now, buing a phono cartridge
has been a difficult decision. You could
choose the superb sound - and high price
tag - of a moving coil cartridge. Or you
could elect the economy and adequate hi-fi
performance of a moving magnet cartridge
or other magnetic cartridge type. Astatic
has made the decision easier.

The Moving Flux MF TM

17

di
11

Moving Flux MF

Astatic moving flux cartridges offer
three features that make them economical.
First, their high output means you don't
need an expensive transformer or prepreamp to enjoy the superb sound. Their
low inductance and load impedance
permits proper matching to any magnetic
input terminal. Second, you can replace
the stylus yourself rebuilding when it becomes worn.

ir

Magnet

Stylus 'Cantilever Tube

cartridge.
It's a state of the art breakthrough a newly patented' principal in phono
cartridge design. The moving flux
transducer combines the superb
performance of moving coil designs with
the economy of moving magnet cartridges.
It's a whole new choice that eliminates
compromise.

Like a moving coil...
Astatic moving flux cartridges convert
stylus mechanical motion directly into
electrical energy. Musical detail is more
clearly reproduced than with moving
magnet designs. That's because moving
magnet cartridges and all other magnetic
types have a built-in source of phase
distortion - the iron pole pieces that
transfer magnetic energy from the stylus
to the output coils as output voltage. This
phase distortion results from
magnetostriction (magnetic time delay).

Dr. Heinrich George Barkhausen
discovered magnetostriction over 80 years

tit

xrat

Cull

StyLs Guitilerrr nil'
SrvLd.
Moving Coil

-

-p

;

Co,?,

Pole Plea.
Magnet

Finally, Astatic's line of four Moving
Flux cartridges are all priced competitively
with moving magnet cartridges - well
below the high range of moving coil units.

fSrylus Caetil,Tf/ rule
Srulus

MovingMagnet

ago. He found that iron, because of
variations in size, shape, and alignment of
its molecules, becomes magnetized in
discrete steps rather than in a smooth
linear manner.
In the pole pieces of any magnetic
cartridge this nonlinearity translates into
musical sound that is reproduced with
distortion and less than full fidelity.

Moving flux cartridges, like the
moving coil, eliminate magnetostriction
by eliminating pole pieces. The results are
audible. Sound comes through clear and

undistorted, transparent and "clean" characteristic of outstanding moving coil
sound. Stereo imaging is solid and sure.

Who is Astatic?
The largest manufacturer of tonearms,
cartridges, and styli in the USA. Astatic
has been innovating and contributing to
the art of cartridge design since 1930.
These years of research and development
have paid off in a new, no -compromise
choice for the cartridge buyer.

At last, a cartridge that combines the
best features of moving coil and moving

magnet - without the drawbacks of
either. Come hear and compare for
yourself at selected hi-fi dealers throughout
the country.
There are four models available priced
for all audio budgets. Also, precision
premounted models in head shells.

Write for free brochure, for full
technical specifications of the
complete line.

The New Patented
Astatic Moving Flux (MF)
magnetic cartridges.

U.S. Patents 4,072,823 and 4,123,067

The Astatic Corporation Conneaut, Ohio 44030NM
Enter No. 6 on Reader Service Card
AmericanRadioHistory.Com
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Station Break -In
Q. I am having a problem with r.f. in-

choke. (But if you are not expert in work-

of the field of a permanent magnet. The

ing with p.c. boards, do not attempt

motion of the coil with respect to the

terference involving connecting cords

this.) You may have to use somewhat

magnetic field causes a voltage to devel-

between my receiver and turntable. The

higher value capacitors than those I have
suggested, but I have chosen these val-

op, and this voltage is then amplified

receiver is one block away from the

and equalized so that we hear a properly
reproduced signal.
A strain -gauge cartridge is quite dif-

broadcast transmitter of the station causing the problem.
When in the phono mode, with cables
connected, this FM station is clearly audible. When the cables are disconnected, nó sound from the station is heard.

ues because they will have minimal ef-

-Dan Scanlon, Detroit, Mich.
A. This kind of interference is not always readily removed. The quickest ap-

It is often necessary for an equipment
manufacturer to ground the phono connectors at some point in the circuit other
than at the point on the chassis to which
the connector is attached. While this arrangement may result in the elimination
of ground loops and, hence, the reduction of a.c. hum, such a practice will result in an increase in possible r.f. inter-

change of d.c. resistance, in and of itself, does not result in a voltage across

ference.

the terminals of the cartridge so the

To obtain good r.f. grounding and still
maintain good audio performance,
bypass the ground terminal of each phono connector to the chassis with a 100-

preamplifier has nothing to amplify. To
make such a cartridge produce meaningful output, it is necessary to apply a

proach is to obtain the antenna from any

discarded portable radio. Remove the
ferrite rod, wrap all excess phono interconnecting cables around this rod, and
secure the cables by tape or whatever
means are at hand so that the coil will
not slip off. This arrangement tends to
work best at lower radio frequencies
than those used to broadcast FM. It is
still worth a try, however, because it is
simple and does not require working on
the innards of the receiver.
Another similar approach, while crude

in appearance, has worked for me in
similar cases, again without having to
open up the equipment. Coil up all excess phono lead into as small a bundle
as possible and wrap the entire bundle in
aluminum foil. Ground this foil to the

chassis of the receiver at one of the inputs to the phonograph.
If neither approach is successful, you
will then have to work inside the receiver. First obtain ferrite beads, either from
a portable AM/FM radio or a good elec-

tronics parts supplier. Slip the beads
over the leads connecting the phono
connector to the rest of the set. (This will
be impossible in those instances where

the connector is soldered directly to a
p.c. board). The increased inductance
provided by the ferrite beads may alone
be sufficient to remove the interference.

The next possibility is to make up a
"pi" filter using an Ohmmite Z144 r.f.
choke and two 40-pF mica capacitors.
One filter will be needed for each channel, with the choke wired in series with
the phono connector and the rest of the
circuitry. The capacitors are run to
ground with short leads from each side
of the choke. For stereo, two chokes and
four capacitors are required. If connectors are soldered directly to p.c. boards,
you must first cut the foils to insert the

fect on the audio performance of the
system. Note that any increase in capacitance should be considered in terms of
the overall
must see.

capacitance your pickup

pF ceramic or mica capacitor, one for
each connector. Use the shortest possible leads when installing these capacitors. Lead lengths which are too long will
possess inductance and reduce the efficiency of the capacitor as a bypassing
agent.

It may be that this ground arrangement, in and of itself, may remove the
interference without resorting to "pi"
filters and the like.

Mike L. Ement's Duration
Q. Is the life expectancy of electret
condenser mike elements unlimited, or
do they deteriorate with age? - Tom
Sherwood, Dayton, Ohio

A. Electret elements will deteriorate
with time. Their output will gradually decrease. However, many years must pass
before this becomes apparent.
have
owned these microphones for more than
10 years and have not noticed any deteI

rioration.

Cartridge Types
Q. What is the difference between a

ferent. Here the stylus is attached to a
semiconductor material which has the
property of changing d.c. resistance in
proportion to the amount of deflection,
or bending, of the element. The resistance change will be proportional to the
instantaneous position of the element, as
moved by the stylus.
Connecting a strain -gauge cartridge

directly to the input of a preamplifier
does not produce any signal. The

small d.c. voltage across this variable resistance element. The amount of voltage
developed across the resistance will vary
according to the instantaneous value of

resistance. We now have a voltage
which varies in accordance with the
modulation impressed on the grooves,
which is exactly what is required as the
end product of any phono cartridge.

Again, as with a moving -coil cartridge, the voltage is small and must be
amplified. Such a cartridge, however, requires less equalization to correct for the
pre -emphasis placed on the discs being
played.

This discussion of the operation of a
strain -gauge cartridge is, of necessity,
oversimplified; it does not account for
necessary compensation for linearity of

output voltage to instantaneous stylus
position. It also does not account for the
inability to change phase by merely
reversing connections to terminal plugs,
etc. We hope, however, that it gives you
a basic feel for the nature of such a cartridge. When all of its particular eccentricities are taken into account, a strain gauge cartridge is capable of incredibly
wide -range, transparent reproduction Q

strain -gauge cartridge and a moving -coil

cartridge? - David Schermerhorn, Allentown, Pa.

A. A moving -coil cartridge is one in
which the stylus moves a coil to which it
is attached. This coil is in the presence

26

If you have a problem or question about audio,
write to Mr. Joseph Giovanelli at AUDIO Magazine, 1515 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10036.
All

letters are answered. Please enclose a

stamped, self-addressed envelope.
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We don't just guatantee
AR speakers won't die.
We guarantee they won't
fade away.
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in the AR factory. We never buy
drivers or cross-overs from
outside suppliers as some
SQeC`e,<APaeÉ
5
;Z:(t
makers do. We even wind
e03 (late
``Qt{,
15
our own air -core chokes.
eacSYet
PR
It's
the only way to really
a5
nt.
control quality.
And isn't quality what you're looking for
in your next speakers?
If it is, come listen to the best at your AR
All good speakers are guaranteed against dealer's.
defects in parts and workmanship.
He has a catalog with pictures and specs
So are AR's.
of all nine models we build. If he's out of
But AR also gives you a full warranty
catalogs temporarily, write and we'll send
(not a limited one) with an important
you one.
extra.
We don't just promise to. We guarantee it.
n
TELEDYNE
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH
We not only promise that your speakers
10 AMERICAN DRIVE, NORWOOD, MASSACHUSETTS 02062 USA © 1981
won't fall apart, we also promise that they'll IN CANADA BY A. C. SIMMONDS AND SONS LTD.
AND IN AUSTRALIA BY W. C. WEDDERSPOON PTY. LTD.
perform within 1dB of design specs for
5 years from the day you walk them out the
door (see our warranty for full details).
That's quite a promise.
But we build quite a speaker.
It's designed for accuracy; the most
"Truth in Listening"
important quality in a speaker no matter
what kind of music you're

c1t, ad é`t;cÁ ó 4a c 45ee,

f

into.

Building it to stay accurate is the real challenge.
It means designing,
building, testing and
re -testing every driver
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since as a rule both reading audiences

want to peek through every keyhole,
know about every wrinkle in the sub-

r

ject's personality, and drag every skeleton out of the closet. With Morrison, this
is a difficult task as there is an ongoing
battle between the Morrison Estate (controlled by his parents, who were totally

ashamed of their son's behavior) and
those who wish to preserve the Morrison
legacy (such as the authors). There are
legal reasons why Morrison's poetry
must stay in the vaults, and with the Morrison family adamant about not doing interviews, one can imagine that the infor-

t

-.,

mation divulged about Jimbo's childhood must have been near impossible to

No One Here Gets Out Alive by Danny
Sugerman and Jerry Hopkins. Warner
Books 97-133, $7.95.
Having read th s book after being besieged by its negative reviews, we expected the worst: Cheap sensationalism
from cover to cover, at least a sexual
episode per page, and nonstop glorifica-

uncover. Still, one can easily get a feel
for the atmosphere which helped nurture
the seething rock/blues poet who
earned his living as a singer but became
a greater figure after his death, despite
the success he had in the singles market
while still kicking.
The Morrison Mythology is well -preserved in No One Here Gets Out Alive.

For those interested in the subject,
there is more than enough meat in No
One Here Gets Out Alive to liven the
taste buds. But the nature of the food stuff is to keep one always ... hungry
for more.

Jon & Sally Tiven

IEEE Standard Dictionary of Electrical &

Electronic Terms, 2nd Edition, Std. 100 1977. IEEE and Wiley Interscience, 882
pp., $37.50 ($33.75 to IEEE members).
This dictionary covers a wide range of
topics with such categories as automatic
train control, medical electronics, and rotating machinery among those included.

It should be understood that this is a
"Standard" dictionary, since the terms
and definitions contained are those that
have been used by IEEE in a specific
standard. Thereby, the definition is
standardized for all who wish or need to
follow IEEE practice. The bulk of the new
definitions are from standards published

between 1968 and 1977. Most definitions from the first (1972) edition have
been reaffirmed and included because

of this compared to the abun-

Although the veneer of mock callousness is only occasionally pierced, one
can only read between the lines and

of their continuing usefulness.
The terms are not necessarily in
agreement with popular usage, and

dance of other sorts of moral abandon in

sometimes get glimpses at the man be-

the life of Jim Morrison, the subject of

hind the mask - but at best these are
only guesses. And as for whether Jim

there are many recently coined words
that do not appear, hologram, field-ef-

tion of drugs. In actuality there is relatively little

this book. Though not intimate acquain-

tances of Mr. Lizard King, we would
guess that it's a reasonably accurate
portrayal of the lead singer of The Doors.
The rock biography, as a form, is fair-

ly similar to its Hollywood counterpart,

Morrison is (as legend has it) still alive
and living a secretive existence, the authors cast serious doubts on such stories, yet in the final analysis they don't
dismiss the possibility completely.

fect transistor, etc. It is a little frustrating

not to find such items of interest, but
they'll have to wait standardization and the next edition. There are 20,254
entries, and, if you want the standard
definition, this is it. Howard A. Roberson
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Dolby C and Nakamichi
The Perfect Combination

Nakamichi Spoken Here.

No question about it. Dolby C is a remarkable noise -reduction system. With 10 -dB greater quieting than Dolby B, tape
noise is inaudible. And, unlike straight companders, Dolby
C doesn't "pump" or "breathe." But you don't get something
for nothing! Dolby C demands exceptional performance from
the cassette recorder. Even Dolby Laboratories states that
"taking full advantage of the noise reduction effect of
the Dolby C system requires high mechanical and electrical
performance from the recorder incorporating it, including
very low noise in the circuitry which surrounds the
noise reduction processor."
To achieve its superior quieting, Dolby C uses more
compression during recording and more expansion in playback. If recorder response and tracking are excellent, the
compensation is perfect. But every frequency -response error
in the recorder is magnified more by Dolby C than by Dolby
B. The result? Audible coloration! Mistracking error alters
tonal balance and upsets the delicate relationship between
fundamental and harmonics. The result? A change in timbre!
While many cassette decks will feature Dolby C, Nakamichi
recorders are renowned for the superior headroom and
inherently smooth, wideband, 20-20,000 Hz response
needed to recreate the total sound experience-a response
free from low -frequency contour effect, mid -frequency sag

and high -frequency rolloff-the response demanded by
Dolby C to achieve its full potential without audible coloration.
New for Nakamichi? Hardly! We have always demanded
such perfection from our recorders-perfection that defies
obsolescence. So, with utmost confidence, we offer the
NR -100 Dolby -C system designed for our most recently introduced models end the NR -200 Dolby B/C processor for
use with other Nakamichi decks. For our new customers, we
have a completely revised line of recorders with built-in
Dolby B/C and advanced electronic metering. See them now
at your Nakamichi dealer.
niNakamichi To learn more about Nakamichi's unique technology, write directly to:
Nakamichi U.S.A. Corporation, 1101 Colorado Avenue, Santa Monica. CA 90401.

Dolby NR under license from Dolby Laboratories, Inc. The word "DOLBY" and the Double -D
symbol are trademarks of Dolby Laboratories, Inc.
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WHAT'S NEW IN AUDIO
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Audio Research
Preamplifier
The SP -6B preamplifier from Audio
Research utilizes hybrid technology; its
solid-state power supplies are coupled
with vacuum tubes in the amplification
stages. Features include a rear -panel

during circuit stabilization. Frequency response for the magnetic phono section

gain "range" switch to better match
components and a two -minute warm-up

and IM distortion is less than 0.002 percent for the same output. Price:

timer that automatically mutes output

$1,495.00.

is said to be from 30 Hz to 40 kHz,
±0.25 dB, and for the high-level section

from 5 Hz to 30 kHz, ±0.25 dB. Specified harmonic distortion is less than 0.01

percent at 2 V rms, 20 Hz to 20 kHz,

Enter No. 100 on Reader Service Card

Audio Research
Power Amplifier
Audio Research's Model D-120 is a
solid-state linear power amplifier incorporating their proprietary "Analog Module" design circuitry. Newly available

duced levels of corrective feedback, and

bias currents can operate at a higher
level, bringing the amplifier closer to

Cosmos Industries
Loudspeaker

Class -A operation. Power output is 120
watts per channel, both channels driven
into 8 ohms, with less than 0.25 percent

The Cosmostatic omnidirectional
electrostatic system has a self-contained
1,200 -watt amplifier on the rear of each
speaker to drive eleven 6 x 6 -inch electrostatic panels above 1 kHz. Below 1

output devices, 10 times more linear

THD from 10 Hz to 20 kHz; bridged

than the standard bipolar transistor, are
exactly matched for maximum linearity
and coupled to an 80 -joule power storage supply which allows the amplifier to
remain stable under any normal operat-

mono output is 400 watts. IM distortion
is less than 0.035 percent at rated output, slew rate is 80 V/µS, rise time is 2
µ S, and the damping factor is 300 (10
Hz to 20 kHz). Price: $1,795.00.

ing

load. High linearity allows for re -

Enter No. 101 on Reader Service Card

kHz, the main amp drives four 6 -inch
woofers back -loaded into a cabinet that
has two chambers of unequal volume.
The chambers are vented to each other,
and each terminates into a 10 -inch passive radiator. A 1 .6 -inch dome is used to
provide a smooth transfer from the
woofers to the ES system at 1 kHz. This
array combines to produce a specified

flat response from 50 Hz to 20 kHz.
Price: $3,600.00 per pair.
Enter No. 102 on Reader Service Card
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Jensen Loudspeaker

The System 500

is

a

three-way

acoustic suspension design with separate midrange and tweeter controls. The
1 -inch soft dome tweeter works in conjunction with a 2 -inch rear -firing direct
radiator to produce a more uniform pattern of high -frequency energy. A 5 -inch

cone midrange and 12 -inch acoustic
suspension woofer form the remainder
of the vertically aligned speaker comple-

ment. Crossover points are at 760 Hz
and 4.2 kHz, frequency response is said

to be from 38 Hz to 20 kHz, ±3 dB,
claimed SPL is 90 dB (1 watt/1 meter),
and recommended minimum amplifier
power is 10 watts. Price: $290.00.

Poor connections cause problems
at phono cartridge pins, tone arm
connectors, speaker terminals and
wherever there are jacks & plugs.
Air contains corrosive elements

Enter No. 104 on Reader Service Card

such as sulfur dioxide, chlorine
gasses and salts that coat metal
connections with non -conducting
films causing noise & distortion.
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Numark Equalizer
The Numark EQ2400 graphic equalizer is intended for the home recordist

Audiovisual Systems
Programmable Patch Bay

and to improve the sound of stereo com-

the "nerve center" for stereo audio
and/or video components, allowing

ponents. Each of the 20 linear sliding
controls, calibrated with ±15 dB boost

The PB-289G patch bay can serve as

Cramolín
Audio Kit

them to function separately or together

or cut, is said to have true octave spacing. Frequency response is claimed to
be 10 Hz to 100 kHz, ±1 dB, with THD
less than 0.01 percent and IM distortion
less than 0.02 percent. Price: $199.00.

and permitting A/B comparisons for

Enter No. 103 on Reader Service Card

one or two patch cords then allows com-

improve sound definition even in
the finest electronic equipment.
An application of Cramolin CR -10
dissolves metallic oxide films that
increase connection resistance.
Then CR -20 forms a long lasting
molecular layer protecting metal
from atmospheric contaminants.

component evaluation. For normal operation, no patch cords are needed; an internal switch array allows the user to es-

Used for years by the US Military
and professionals who demand the

best. Safe to use and acid free; it

tablish a basic signal path. Insertion of

is effective

ponents to be added or rearranged as
desired. Access to all possible 16 phono
jack inputs and 16 phono jack outputs is

made via the front panel of this rack mountable unit, and designation strips
are provided to clearly label all points of
connection. Price: $650.00.

.rweouerron
all
metals,
+.
including gold. Cra®oll :=
AUDIO KIT

non-flammable
non-toxic

'

crwawrow
0
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The
Sound
Solution.

Enter No. 105 on Reader Service Card

Ask your dealer or write:

CAIG LABORATORIES INC.
P.O. Box J, 1175-0 Industrial Ave.
Escondido, CA 92025
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WHAT NEW I\ VIDEO

Lectrotech Video
Stabilizer
Model VS -2020 video stabilizer

is

used in conjunction with either a Beta or
VHS videocassette recorder to eliminate
vertical sync -related problems such as
roll, jitter, and blackout. The unit is pack-

x 3 x 6 inch aluminum
aged in a
case. Price: $129.50.
1

1'8

Enter No. 1 1 1 on Reader Service Card

Kloss Video
Projection System
The Novabeam is a two-piece high luminescence projection video system
with a 61/2 -foot diagonal screen. Its receiver -projector console offers remote
control and may also serve as a coffee
table. Price: $3.150.00.
Enter No. 110 on Reader Service Card
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Radio Shack
TV Tuner
The Realistic TV -20 VHF high-fidelity
television tuner is designed to provide a
wide -range, low distortion source of TV

Apres Audio
Components Cart

sound for playback through an audio

accessories. Available in either natural or
walnut oak, each cart features solid oak

system and for tape recording. The unit
features output level control to match its
output with other signal sources, a fine
tuning knob to permit precise channel
tuning, an IC i.f. stage, two types of antenna input jacks to match 300- or 75 ohm lead-ins, and an LED power indicator. Specified S/N is 60 dB, with distortion

of less than 0.5 percent.

Le Cart is a mobile storage vehicle on

casters that holds a television, video
and/or audio components, tapes, and

railing, brass accents, and three broom
formica shelves. Overall dimensions are
31 inches wide, 20 inches deep, and 34
inches high (including casters). Price:
$200.00.
Enter No. 114 on Reader Service Card

Price:

$79.95.
Enter No. 112 on Reader Service Card
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Akai Film Adaptor
The VLC-V9 Tele -Cine Adaptor trans-

fers film and slides to video to allow
users to create their own video movies.
Material shown by a film or slide projector is directed through a vertical fresnel
lens and reflected by a mirror into a vid-

eo camera. The information is transferred immediately to a videocassette
and is then ready for viewing. By using
the transfer device, movies can be edited and segments placed in any desired
order. Price: $89.95.
Enter No. 113 on
Reader Service Card
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THE ROOTS OF
NIGH FIDELITY
SOUND
electrical signal coming from the pickup
manyfold and feeds it into a loudspeaker
with a multi -cellular horn tweeter and 1 5 -

inch woofer. The full-bodied sound extends from 40 to 12,000 cycles, and the
music of the Philadelphia Orchestra con-

ducted by Leopold Stokowski sounds
just great. In another part of the laboratory, another record is being played and its

output is fed to two amplifiers and two
of the big loudspeakers, because the
playback is in stereophonic sound.
How can this be? Have we stumbled

across a secret laboratory run by creatures from outer space? Not at all. The
laboratory is operated by mortal men under the benevolent embrace of the Bell
Telephone Company.
The hi-fi or audio industry as we know

it today is generally considered to have

come into being about 1948. At that

The Bell Labs group that developed high-fidelity recorded sound are shown circa
1930. From the left, they are: P. B. Flanders, J. P. Maxfield, D. G. Blattner (seated),
A. C. Keller, and H. C. Harrison (seated).

The year is 1933, and President
Franklin D. Roosevelt is trying to
cope with the Great Depression.
Those who are lucky enough to hold
house and hearth together ofttimes attempt to relieve the tensions of the day
by playing phonograph records. Their
12 -inch records revolve at 78 rpm and
are made of a shellac -based compound
with an abrasive asphaltic filler that will

grind the steel playback needle to the
contour of the record grooves. This natu-

rally produces noise. The phonograph
pickup is a mechanical/acoustical transducer, and the steel needle linked to the

transducer tracks the record with about
5 to 7 ounces of force. At best, the frequency response of the record and playback system extends from about 150 to
3,000 cycles. The sound is noisy, nasal,
and constricted.

At the same time in a laboratory in
Murray Hill, New Jersey, other people
are playing phonograph records. Their
12 -inch discs revolve at 33'/3 rpm. The
records are made of a plastic and have
quiet playback surfaces, which are
tracked by a magnetic moving -coil pho-

no cartridge at a force of 2 grams. A
vacuum -tube amplifier magnifies the tiny

34
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time, much of the so-called hi-fi equipment was derived from broadcast and
motion picture technology and was sold
mainly in radio and electronics parts
stores. However, a limited number of
such items as phono cartridges, amplifiers, and loudspeakers were specifically

developed for the hi-fi nuts and their
fledgling market. It must be remembered
that 1948 was still the era of monophonic sound, 78 -rpm shellac records, and 5 to 10 -watt amplifiers. It was pretty primitive stuff, especially considering the
equipment Bell Labs had developed 15
years earlier. The story of the Bell Telephone Laboratories research that led to
the first high-fidelity sound and the people who developed it is truly fascinating.
Bell Labs was in a uniquely favorable
position to undertake basic research in
speech, hearing, music, and acoustics.
The underlying thrust for all this activity

was the improvement of the quality of
telephone sound and its transmission.

One must admire the talent
shown by Arthur Keller and
his colleagues at Bell Labs,
as well as the pioneering
advances they made in
recording technology.
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Considerable progress had been made

ing technology resulting from this

in these areas during the 1920s. Bell

search at Bell Labs was the introduction

be recorded in their usual on-stage performing locations. This made possible

Labs had always been interested in disc

of electrical recording in 1925. Up to

recording and reproduction, especially
of speech, and felt this was a valuable
adjunct in their ongoing development of
telephone sound quality. The recording
of music presented similar problems to
the recording of speech, especially with
respect to frequency response, dynamic

for the first time the pickup of rever-

this time all recording was accomplished
by acoustical methods. Readers will be
familiar with photographic scenes from
those days, showing musicians clustered
closely together right in front of the large
megaphone or recording horn. This

berant energy as well as providing some
dynamic range.

range, and distortion content. As far
back as 1916, the Western Electric Engineering Laboratory (the precursor of
Bell Labs) had indicated that research di-

rected to the improvement of disc recording and ,reproduction of music
would be worthwhile.

It must be remembered that during
the '20s, '30s and '40s the Bell System
was a vastly successful commercial enterprise. Bell Labs had enormous technical and financial resources and attracted
many brilliant scientists to its roster. Distinguished Bell Labs personnel included

such men as Dr. Harvey Fletcher (the
same man who worked out the Fletcher -

Munson loudness compensation
curves); Joseph P. Maxfield and Henry
Harrison, co -developers of electrical re-

cording, and Arthur C. Keller, a truly
prolific inventor and altogether remarkable man who invented the moving -coil
phonograph cartridge, the first stereophonic system, gold sputtering for plating record masters, and, with colleague
Ira Rafuse, the single -groove 45/45
stereo record. He also was the engineer
in charge of recording Stokowski and
the Philadelphia Orchestra during their
famous 1931-32 collaboration with Bell
Labs.

is safe to say that the intensive efforts and unstinting financial support Bell
Labs lavished on its research to improve
disc recording and reproduction were
then without parallel and are unlikely to
be equalled, let alone surpassed, in the
foreseeable future by any single organiIt

zation. The first major advance in record -

re-

An interesting offshoot of Maxfield's
work on electrical recording was his
mathematical analysis of the best record

method depended on the power of the
sound waves alone to activate a diaphragm (usually made of mica) which in
turn would drive a cutting stylus to inscribe grooves on a rotating thick wax

speed for maximum playing time on a
record of given diameter at a specific
cutting pitch and groove velocity. This
was done in connection with Vitaphone
sound motion pictures, a process introduced in 1926 which used a disc re-

recording blank. So little power was generated by the sound waves that many of
the harmonics, even those within the fre-

cording synchronized with the film. Maxfield determined that a 16 -inch disc revolving at 33 Y3 rpm would give sufficient

quency range of the system, were not
recorded at all. Similarly, there was no
dynamic range, since everything had to

playing time for a standard 1,000 -foot
reel of movie film. According to Max field's analysis, 33 %3 rpm is not the

be recorded at maximum loudness simply to activate the cutting stylus.
Bell Labs gave the task of developing

ideal speed for 12 -inch disc recordings,
and its use in recordings of that diame-

electrical recording to Joseph P. Max-

from the Vitaphone process. Apparently,
45 rpm is a more suitable speed for re-

field and Henry Harrison. Their colleague
E.C. Wente had developed the first condenser microphone which had sufficient

sensitivity and frequency response to
transform the incident sound wave energy to electrical signals. Maxfield used a
vacuum -tube amplifier to boost the microphone output to levels high enough to

enscribe a wax disc. Henry Harrison's
contribution was an electromagnetic recording cutter which combined an arma-

ture, cutting stylus, connecting shafts,
and a rubber transmission line as elements of an electromechanical network.
He had based his "rubber line" recorder
on the then well-known electrical transmission theory and the mechanical analogs of resistance, capacitance, inductance, etc. pertinent to the theory. With
the Harrison recording cutter, a frequen-

cy response of 50 to 6,500 cycles was
possible. With a complete electrical re-

ter, then and now, is just a carry-over
cords of 12 -inch diameter. There are
presently a number of audiophile 12 inch 45 -rpm recordings, and their makers claim that the higher speed (as compared to the normal 33 y3 rpm) affords
higher frequency range and improved
transient response. This is, however, ac-

companied by a reduction in playing
time. Recently, the Nimbus Record
Company in England claimed it has a
process which will allow 45 -rpm records

of 22 to 24 minutes duration on "average program material," while maintaining normal recording levels and bass response.

By 1930, Henry Harrison's rubber
line recorder -cutter had been modified to
allow a frequency range of 30 to 12,000
cycles. It could make lateral or vertical

"hill and dale" cut records, and later on

cording system of condenser microphone, vacuum -tube amplifier, and rubber line recorder -cutter, musicians could

The rubber line recorder
used for making vertical,
lateral or stereo records.
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Dolby C -f ype
Noise Reduction

DOLBY BC NR
DOLBY C NRJ

to where they were in the original program
material, thus restoring proper musical
balance while simultaneously effecting
noise reduction. With Dolby C, signals

are boosted and attenuated more than
with Dolby B. In addition, Dolby C
operates down to a lower frequency to
maintain subjectively uniform noise
reduction across the audible range.

Figure 1: Noise from biased cassette tape (70 µs
equalization), measured with a constant -bandwidth wave analyzer, and weighted (CCIR/ARM)
to reflect the ear's sensitivity to noise and to
noise reduction effects.

What Dolby C -type NR is
Dolby C is a new noise reduction system
developed by Dolby Laboratories for
consumer tape recording. It provides
20 dB of noise reduction above about
1 kHz, compared to the standard Dolby
B -type system's 10 dB of noise reduction
above about 4 kHz. Like the original
system, the new Dolby C -type system
operates without side effects on virtually
all kinds of program material. It does not
replace the standard Dolby B system, but
will supplement it in a number of new
high-performance cassette decks appearing in 1981.

How Dolby C -works:
dual -level processing
In some respects, Dolby C -type noise
reduction operates like Dolby B. When a
recording is made, the middle and higher
frequencies of low-level signals are selectively boosted, while loud signals are
essentially untouched. On playback, the
previously -boosted signals are attenuated

Dolby C -type noise reduction is based
upon a new and unique dual -level processing scheme. Two sliding -band processors
operate in tandem at different levels to
solve the problem of achieving 20 dB of
compression and expansion without
introducing undesirable side effects.
Dolby C also incorporates several other
new developments which reduce the
effects of high -frequency tape saturation
and minimize encode -decode errors,
that the new system puts no special
demands on the user and requires no
special recorder adjustments.

High level
signals
(no dynamic
action)
Dynamic
action of
high-level
stage
Dynamic
action of
low-level
stage
signals
(no dynamic
action;
amplifier
action only)

Figure 2: Dolby C -type

noise reduction features
dual -level processing,
whereby two sliding -

band processors operate
in tandem at different
levels. Like Dolby B,
companding action is
restricted to part of the
dynamic range, above
which there is essentially
no action, and below
which the system acts

Availability
The following manufacturers have
announced plans to develop products
incorporating Dolby C -type noise
reduction:
Nakamichi
Advent
NNEC
Aiwa
Olympus
Akai
Pioneer
Alpine Electronics
Sansui
BASF
Sanyo
Chunilsa
H. H. Scott
Crown (Japan)
Shinwa
Denon (Nippon
Silver (ShinColumbia)
Shirasuna)
Dual
Sony
Hitachi
TEAC
JVC (Victor)
Vector Research
Lux
Yamaha (Nippon
Marantz
Gakki)
Mitsubishi
NAD

What Dolby C means
to rn44ette recording
Combined with good tape formulations
and a well -engineered cassette deck,
Dolby C reduces tape noise to a level
below the noise of virtually any program
source available now or likely to be available in the forseeable future. In fact, even
at high listening levels, tape noise is lower
than the ambient noise in many listening
rooms. Thus for all intents and purposes,
with Dolby C -type noise reduction, tape
noise in cassette recording will no longer
be of any practical consequence.

as a fixed -gain amplifier.
Minimizing the system's

dynamic action minimizes the possibility of
side -effects on the signal
being recorded.

DD Dolby
Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corp.,
731 Sansome St., San Francisco, CA 94111,

Dolby C -type noise reduction has
been designed so that recorders incorporating it can also provide the Dolby B
characteristic at the push of a switch. This
means that existing cassette recordings
encoded with Dolby B -type noise reduction will be properly reproduced on
the new models featuring Dolby C.
In addition, most listeners are likely to
find that Dolby C recordings are enjoyable on machines equipped only with
Dolby B, or on portable and automobile
players without any noise reduction
circuitry.
Enter No. 20 on Reader Service Card
AmericanRadioHistory.Com

Telephone (415) 392-0300. Telex 34409.
"Dolby" and the double -D symbol are the registered trademarks
of Dolby Laboratories for its A -type, B -type, and C -type noise
reduction systems. 581/3122/3136
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single groove stereo records of both the
vertical -lateral combination and 45/45
variety were possible. Around 1928, Ar-

thur Keller was experimenting with a
two -band disc -recording system he had
invented, and this ultimately led to two band concentric groove stereo records.

In his experiments, Keller showed that
maximum distortion in a record was
caused by intermodulation between high
and low frequencies, rather than by harmonic distortion of single tones. Using a

crossover frequency of 1,000 cycles,
Keller split the frequency band so that
the relatively high-energy low frequencies were recorded on the inner portion
of the disc, while the low -energy high
frequencies were recorded on the outer
portion of the disc. The two concentric

bands of the vertically cut disc were
played by twin pickup cartridges which,
when combined electrically, gave considerably less distortion and a distinct
improvement in quality as compared to
conventionally cut discs. With the two
concentric -band concept, stereo experimentation was obvious and inevitable.

The Roxy in New York was a very
large theater and a major showcase for
top films. It also had a stage show and
boasted "a symphony orchestra of 80
men" under the direction of Erno Rapee.
This orchestra regularly scheduled such
musical chestnuts as Ravel's "Bolero,"
Rimsky-Korsakov's "Capriccio Espagnol," Tchaikovsky's "March Slav," and
other works of similar distinction. Bell
Labs arranged to have two of their famous 640 -AA calibration condenser microphones permanently hung over the

The gold -sputtering
machine invented by
Arthur Keller.

orchestra pit, and two equalized telephone lines run to the Bell laboratories in
Murray Hill, New Jersey. When the Roxy
symphony was performing, all Keller had
to do was flip a switch and .
voila!
Instant Stereo! He made quite a few concentric -band stereo recordings but rec.

.

ognized, of course, that this format reduced the amount of recording time.
(Many readers will no doubt recall the
two -band binaural recordings issued by
Emory Cook in the early 1950s. They
were played back with a Livingston arm
equipped with twin cartridges spaced so
that they could play the concentric
bands simultaneously. Synchronizing

the cartridges was irksome, and there
was the problem of different groove velocities in the outer and inner bands.)
The Roxy Theater has long since been a

victim of the wrecker's ball, but I understand some of the recordings still exist,

and perhaps some day Bell Labs will
make it possible to hear them.
After the experiments with two -band
concentric recording of both the split -frequency monophonic and the stereo vari-

ety, Arthur Keller invented a multiplex
single -stylus recording system which
permitted two or more channels of
sound in a single groove. However, with
the recorder -cutter of the time, there was
not sufficient bandwidth to provide two
channels of wide frequency range
sound. Keller therefore decided to use a
two -band system which used a vertical
cut for one channel and a lateral cut for
the other channel. One of the recorder -

38

cutters was modified for this purpose to
minimize cross -modulation between
channels, and quite a number of stereo
recordings were made during the early
1930s. (It is interesting to note that years
later,

in 1956,

I

met Arthur Haddy of

Decca in New York and he demonstrated some similar vertical -lateral stereo recordings for me.) While these vertical -lateral

stereo recordings had adequate

separation between channels, Keller felt

that distortion differences in the two
channels were objectionable. To overcome this and other problems, Keller
and his colleague Ira Rafuse invented

the 45/45 stereo recording

system

which is in current use. This plain statement of fact requires some explanation.
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...for your greater pleasure.
Mordaunt-Short Inc
Importers and Distributors of
Mcrdaunt-Short High -Fidelity Loudspeaker Systems

Enter No. 31 on Readier Service Card

1919 Middle Country Road, Centereach, N.Y. 11720
Telephone: (516) 981-0066
In Canada:

Interson Etectroniques Ltee., Dorval, Quebec
AmericanRadioHistory.Com
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First of all, I am happy to note that Arthur

"Since the two recordings have verti-

Keller is still very much alive, quite hale
and hearty in his 81st year. I have had

cal components in common, surface

the pleasure of meeting with him and
discussing many aspects of his research
at Bell Labs. In respect to the invention
of the 45/45 stereo system, Keller notes
that he and Rafuse had completed their

only one of the recording planes and

work on this project in 1932 and had
submitted patent applications through

reproducer unit which is reproducing the
recorded sounds."
This rather astonishing proposed alternate use of the 45/45 stereo system
could have been the precursor of a present day disc noise -reduction system.

Bell Labs. For some reason, the patents

were not filed until June of 1936, and
eventually U.S. Patent #2,114,471 was
issued to Keller and Rafuse on April 18,
1938. As is fairly common knowledge,
Alan Blumlein of England is generally
credited with the invention of the 45/45
stereo disc system in 1933. So who was
first is a moot point, but in any case both
parties invented essentially the same device. Several excerpts from the KellerRafuse patent are pertinent to a general
idea of the 45/45 stereo system:
"In accordance with the general features of the invention, the two recordings
are formed by a single stylus which vibrates in two planes at an angle to each
other and at equal angles to its own axis
and to the surface of the record. In the
preferred embodiment the planes of vibration are normal to each other and at
45 degrees to the surface of the record.
The recorder may consist of two suitable
recorder units of any known type connected by suitable linkages to the com-

C n LL .

April 19. 1938.

noise in reproduction can be materially
reduced by cutting a sound record in

29222 20
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feeding back in reverse phase the output
of the reproducer unit which is driven in

the other plane into the circuit of the

With the advances in disc -cutting
technology at Bell Labs came the need
for records with quieter surfaces. Thus,
shellac records with their noisy built-in
abrasives were abandoned. In the early
1930s clear cellulose acetate without
abrasives was tried for records. The acetate proved to be considerably quieter
than shellac, but it was a hygroscopic
material and in conditions of high humidity absorbed moisture differentially and
caused warpage. Bell Labs personnel
determined that the usual processing of
the wax masters contributed noise. The
practice at the time was to make the wax

electrically conductive by rubbing the
surface with finely divided graphite. Fine

as it was, there still was enough gross
particulate graphite to cause noise.
Once again, it was Arthur Keller to the

rescue with his invention of the gold -

FIG 3

FIG I

,
_
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-

,
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Schematic of the 45/45 stereo system
patented by Arthur Keller and Ira Rafuse.

two inches thick, for recording the masters. If a mistake was made in recording,

the modulated surface of the wax was
"shaved" with an agate knife, thus presenting a new surface. This shaving did
not produce a plane surface which was

mon stylus, and the reproducer also

sputtering

apparatus.

flat enough to suit Keller, so he made up
metal plate molds with a 3 -inch lip and

preferably has two generating elements
each responsive to undulations in only
one of the groove walls so that the two
records may be reproduced separately
without using external networks.
"Since the recordings are disposed at
the same angle to the record surface,
quality differences may be substantially
eliminated, and for this reason the invention is particularly useful in stereophonic
reproducing systems.
"While the principal advantage of this
invention over the combination hill-anddale/lateral system is its ability to give
two reproductions of identical quality as
required in certain applications such as
stereophonic reproduction, the invention
may be used in various other ways. For
example, one of the recording units may
be used to make a record in which the

There had been previous attempts at

into these he flowed wax to create a

sputtering, but they were unsatisfactory.
Keller's device was essentially a cham-

super -smooth surface. (In conversations,

volume range is compressed and the
other unit may cut a control record to

electroplating. With this process at hand,
Keller devised a new method of preparing wax masters. The standard practice
was to use a cake of wax, approximately

effect a complementary expansion in the
volume range during reproduction.

record -coating

ber in which a high vacuum could be
created, a holder for the wax master,
and a spiral grid of electrodes covered
with gold. The electrodes were attached

Keller told me the "wax" was a mixture
of wax and several other compounds,
more closely resembling a hard soap
than a wax in the usual sense.) Once

these wax masters had been gold -

to a transformer which would step up the
a.c. to a high voltage, and the spiral grid
was placed approximately an inch above

sputtered and copperplated, live steam
and caustic soda were used to remove

the wax master surface. The secret of
Keller's success with this process was

the bright gold surface of the negative
master. Bell Labs generally did not process these discs any further, but used
them directly to produce records. One
day, representatives of Union Carbide

that when the high voltage was applied,
the cathodic particles of gold were evenly deposited on the recorded wax surface because of the spiral configuration
of the electrodes. In this manner, a mo-

lecular film of gold was plated on the
wax master, and, in turn, the gold was
heavily copperplated by conventional

40

the wax and clean the grooves, revealing

showed up with a new plastic they called
Vinylite and suggested it would be good

for molding telephone instruments. It
found immediate use in pure form to
mold records, and at last, Bell Labs had
their quiet records and were able to take

advantage of the wide dynamic range
possible with the new recording techniques.
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Now you can hear how good
a Revox system really is.
Studer Revox is known for recorders. The best
in the business. But since even the finest recorder
is limited by what it is connected to, we recently developed a line of tuners, turntables and amplifiers to
optimize the signals going to and coming from our
tape machines.
Now the system is complete. We have a new
speaker factory. We make our own drivers. And
we're introducing three innovative, high performance
speaker systems so you can finally have a system
that is all Revox. With unmatched sonic quality and
a special pride of ownership.

The Revox Triton has the uncommon ability to
reproduce undistorted bass frequencies as low as
30 Hz, yet it fits almost unnoticed in rooms of any
size or decor.
Triton is a three-piece system. Frequencies from
200 to 25,000 Hz are reproduced by two 3 -way compact bookshelf speakers that can be easily placed for
maximum stereo effect. And the lowest frequencies,
which are essentially non -directional, are reproduced
by a pair of subwoofers mounted in a single cabinet
that may be placed anywhere in the room. The sub woofers are spring -mounted within the cabinet and
their resonance is so low that no vibration is transferred to the cabinet. It can be used as a shelf for other
components, even a sensitive turntable.

We are also proud of the new Revox BR530
speaker system. It's a 3 -way bass reflex system with
the accuracy and musicality customarily expected
from much less efficient units. The mid- and high frequency drivers are placed to eliminate interference
beats, and ringing is eliminated by a specially damped
phase modulator tube. The cabinet on this and all
Revox speakers is as beautiful as the sound, with
magnificent hand rubbed and oiled walnut veneers.
Our new Revox BX350 makes use of the latest
research in phase -coherent wave propagation. The
cabinet is precisely stepped, to ensure that all fre-

quencies reach the listener at the same timeeven if they are coming from drivers with different
depths. The five drivers are specially made with cast
aluminum chassis and a new kind of cone treatment,
and are arrayed for optimum dispersion and overall
transparent sound.
Three superb, but different, new speakers. Hear
how good they are at your Revox dealer.

AmericanRadioHistory.Com
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RE1/OX

Studer Revox America, Inc.
1425 Elm Hill Pike,
Nashville, TN 37210, (615) 254-5651
Offices: LA (213) 780-4234; NY (212) 255-4462

Early in Bell Labs' effort to improve
disc recording and reproduction, they
decided to concentrate on vertical cut
hill -and -dale records rather than lateral

cut discs. The reasons for this are not
hard to understand. In vertical cut records, the stylus is riding smoothly up and
down (hill and dale) with the depth of the
cut varying with the amplitude of the sig-

nal to be recorded. With this technique
low -frequency, high-energy signals do
not cause violent excursions of the stylus
so that overcutting into adjacent grooves
occurs as in the lateral cut records.
Groove pinch effect is considerably less
of a problem, and there is less high -frequency inner -groove distortion. The vertical cut records of that period had a fre-

quency range of 30 to 10,000 or
12,000 cycles and an amazing dynamic
range of 60 dB, almost the same as the
best of today's records!
For optimum playback of the vertical
cut records, Arthur Keller invented the
moving -coil magnetic cartridge. The first

embodiment was the 7A Reproducer
with a diamond or sapphire stylus and
which had an effective mass of less than
12.5 milligrams. Later on, the 9A Universal Phonograph Reproducer could play
either vertical or lateral cut records, vertical -lateral stereo records with the requi-

site circuitry, or even 45/45 stereo records. Both of these moving -coil sys
tems were said to track at less than 10
grams. Keller also described the "hair-

flange placed close to the cutting stylus.
The air pressure maintained about a 2 mil separation between the flange on the
cutting head and the wax surface. Thus,
depth of cut was accomplished without
noise -producing damage to the wax surface.

With all of the elements for a highfidelity disc -recording and reproducing
system on hand, Arthur Keller was ready

for the historic collaboration between
Leopold Stokowski and the Philadelphia
Orchestra with Bell Labs.
It seems that early in 1930 Dr. Harvey
Fletcher of Bell Labs approached Serge
Koussevitsky, conductor of the Boston

Symphony Orchestra, with the idea of
enlisting his assistance in carrying out

These experiments could be
made during the rehearsals, so there
posal.

would be no expense incurred whatever.
We never have anybody at the rehearsals so the experiments could be private
and the results could be kept confidential if you so wish." Events moved rapidly after this overture. Within several
months Bell Telephone Laboratories had

established a room filled with electrical
apparatus in the basement of Philadelphia's Academy of Music.
A memo from Dr. Arnold of Bell Labs
in 1932
noted that, "Fortunately,

through the friendly cooperation of Dr.
Stokowski we were permitted to install
our apparatus in the Academy of Music
in Philadelphia, to place microphones as

some experiments. Koussevitsky did not
respond positively, and Fletcher subsequently approached Stokowski who
gave him a favorable response.
Stokowski visited Bell Labs early in April

we pleased in the auditorium and use
them both at rehearsals and at regular
performances, and to make use of the
large foyer in the Academy building for
listening purposes." Thus Stokowski's

1930 to meet with Fletcher and other
Labs executives and was given
demonstrations of some experimental
work in progress. In a letter of April 8,
1931, Stokowski made an offer of help

April 1931 invitation dovetailed with Bell
Labs' desire to make "proper evaluation
of the frequency and dynamic ranges re -

Bell

to Harold Arnold, one of the Directors of
Bell Labs:
"If I or the Philadelphia Orchestra can

be of any service to you in any sound
experiments, we are always at your dis-

Leopold Stokowski (left) and Harvey
Fletcher, then director of physical
research for Bell Labs, at Washington's
Constitution Hall with Stokowski
adjusting the controls of early stereo
equipment.

pin" moving -coil magnetic pickup which
had but a single turn of wire on its coil,

hence the "hairpin" designation. remarked that the output of the cartridge
I

must have been very low indeed, and he

said that was no problem because his
vacuum tube amplifier gave him "gain to
burn." This hairpin cartridge could track

at two grams, and it was able to play
wax masters without damage so they
could still be successfully processed into
Vinylite records.
Among other inventions of Arthur
Keller's which contributed greatly to the
improvement of disc record quality was

an "air advance ball," which used the
Bernouli principle. This replaced the old
jewel advance ball which preceded the
cutting stylus to adjust the depth of the
cut. In so doing, the advance ball slightly
scored the wax surface, enough

to

cause noise in the finished record. The
air advance ball used low air pressure

through a small tube terminated by a
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THE LOWDOWN ON DEEP BASS
(and subwoofers.)
Too many audiophiles believe

that the sole reason for adding a

creased, while amplifiers have a

With a B2-50, you can even use

much lighter load placed upon them

subwoofer to their systems is to add
more "punch" to rock and jazz mu-

and can "loaf" along, well within

small loudspeakers and get better
sound while settling family feuds.

their optimum operating range.

sic or to hear the lowest octave of
bass, such as deep organ notes in
classical music. While this position

(The B2 -50's elegant Swedish styling

Thus, besides delivering the

is completely true, it is very far from
the complete truth.
Because of these widespread
beliefs, many system owners rationalize their delay in purchasing a sub woofer with statements such as, "My
room is too small." "There is not that
much deep bass in most music, any-

way:' "My system sounds pretty
good now, so I'll wait." It is clear that

these people have never heard a
good subwoofer in operation.

lowest octave of deep bass, a good
subwoofer improves every other op-

erating aspect of a music system-

from the amplifier to the primary
speakers-accurately recreating not
just the music, but the "ambiance"
of the actual studio or performance

ISOLATION BASE.

B2 -50.A SUBWOOFER
FOR ALL SYSTEMS.
Unlike most subwoofers, which
require an extra amplifier (for power) and a crossover (to divide the
deep bass signals from the rest of
the music), the Audio Pro B2-50 has
all that built in. Asa result the B2-50
does the best job of blending right

B2-50 felt it was the best in the
world. We would be happy to send
you a packet of reprints of these reviews at no charge.)

BEST Turntable Base TT -2 $49.95

For a limited time only, Audio
Pro will give you a free Turntable
Isolation base with the purchase of

a B2-50 (in either walnut or black
ash). Without a subwoofer you don't

need this base, because it is
signed to prevent acoustical feedback. If your system doesn't generate much deep bass, we're offering
you a cure for a problem you don't
have. (This is an intentional exaggeration, because virtually every

In fact, the B2-50 blends in so

turntable will benefit from better

beautifully with your system that

isolation from the environment.)
However, with your new B2-50,
your system will be delivering huge
amounts of deep bass (up to a 100

you can place it virtually anywhere
in the room, even behind the listening area. The reason is that deep

than most rooms) that you cannot

db at 20Hz) and a turntable isolation base will probably be the next

easily localize them.

accessory you go out to buy.

bass sound waves are so long (larger

There is no single piece of

SPECIAL OFFER!
FREE TURNTABLE

arena.

in with the rest of your system. (High
Fidelity said so, and, for that matter,
most magazines which reviewed the

equipment which you can add to a
good stereo system that will make
a greater improvement in that sys-

blends beautifully with even the finest world -class furniture.)

We want you to have one free
so you can have good bass and a
good base.

tem's overall sound than a good sub woofer.

A good subwoofer will make
any system sound better because it
makes the system operate more effi-

ciently and effortlessly. Since the
bass passages (the most demanding

audio pro

portions of the music spectrum on
both speakers and amplifiers) are
handled by the subwoofer, the rest
of the system has much lighter demands placed upon its capabilities.

4720-Q BOSTON WAY

LANHAM, MD. 20801
TEL: 301-459-3292
TOLL FREE: 800-638-0228

Thus, primary speakers operate with

less distortion and appear to have

had their efficiencies greatly inEnter No. 8 on Reader Service Card
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quired

in music reproduction." Bell
Labs' interest in such tests was fourfold:
First, a desire to determine what
changes, if any, should be made in the

Rafuse monitored the controls

operating telephone companies' "program circuits" carrying music from per-

ing.' We came back to tell Stokowski,

formance locations to radio broadcasting
stations; second, speculation that "wire
distribution circuits" to individual homes
(shades of today's cable service!) might
eventually prove a better alternative than
radio for the transmission of high -quality

in the
basement. After the magnificent 10 -minute performance, I checked with Rafuse
and he said, 'It looks like a good record-

he was completely exhausted,
soaked with perspiration."
In all, Arthur Keller made 128 recordings of the Philadelphia Orchestra. The
flowed -wax master recordings were taken to Bell Labs and processed to gold sputtered negatives, electroplated, and
and

excerpts from Moussorgsky's "Pictures
at an Exhibition." The second volume is
all Wagner with excerpts from the "Ring
of the Nibelungen."
Unfortunately, these two volumes of
Stokowski and the Philadelphia Orchestra are not available to the general pub-

lic. They were issued for historic and
commemorative purposes, and in a ceremony at Lincoln Center in New York on
January 16, 1980, Dr. William O. Baker,
Chairman of the Board of Bell Labs, presented the two albums to David Hall, Curator of the Rodgers and Hammerstein
Archives of Recorded Sound. Overall the
performances on these discs are simply

music ("This is the strongly expressed

pressed on vinyl. Along with approxi-

opinion of Dr. Stokowski and some of his
assistants, who feel that there is a vast
difference in musical quality between
that demonstrated in these experiments

mately 6,000 other gold -sputtered mas-

and the best they had ever heard by

some of these historic recordings to the
Rodgers and Hammerstein Archives of

Philadelphia Orchestra at the height of

Recorded Music at Lincoln Center in

Stokowski is just breathtaking. What incredible playing! What precision of ensemble! What ravishing tonalities! The
sound is amazingly good. The records
are a bit noisy, the first volume more so

phonograph and radio"); third, interest
in improving the sound quality in motion
pictures, and fourth, desire to effect the
improvement of records for home and
broadcast use.

In the autumn of 1931 Arthur Keller
and Ira Rafuse were at Philadelphia's
Academy of Music to begin their historic

recording sessions or, more properly,
experiments. Keller had set up his recorder -cutter to make vertical -cut recordings and dual concentric stereo recordings. Strategically positioned in the

Academy were two Bell Labs 618-A
moving -coil microphones, and from what
I can determine this mike was a precur-

sor of the cardioid microphone. The
618-A apparently was essentially flat
from 35 to beyond 10,000 cycles. I was
a bit surprised that the famous 640 -AA
condenser calibration microphone was
not used for these recordings, as it was a
wider range mike than the 618-A. However, there may have been good reason
for this since the 640 -AA required the
close proximity of its amplifier, and they
may therefore have chosen the less obtrusive 618-A. I say this because Keller
made experimental recordings of virtual-

ly the entire 1931-32 concert season,
with the full cooperation of the Maestro,
but unbeknownst to the orchestra members at Stokowski's request. Keller especially recalls a rehearsal on December 1,
1931, in which he asked Maestro
Stokowski to play something he thought
would demonstrate the widest frequency
response and dynamic range capabilities of his orchestra. Stokowski responded with Berlioz' "Roman Carnival Overture." Keller recalled that he "was sitting
in the middle of the orchestra seats while

ters, these 128 recordings have been
stored at Bell Labs in Murray Hill for 50
years. When it was decided to present

N.Y., experiments with pressing directly
from the gold -sputtered masters were
not too successful, mainly because of
noise problems. Evidently, even with the
permanency of gold, some deterioration
had occurred. Apparently the flow characteristics of modern vinyl formulas, with

their plasticizers, lubricants, etc., were
not the same as the pure vinyl used in
the old days. It must also be noted that
these Philadelphia Orchestra recordings
were never intended for commercial release, and therefore there are no complete recordings in the usual sense.
There are individual whole short works

and "bits and pieces" of others. The
Bell folks decided to play the gold negatives with the Stanton
special "saddle" stylus made for this
sputtered

mind boggling! The virtuosity of the
its

powers under the magic spell of

than the second. Frequency range is
quite extended, and there is none of the
thin pinched sound typical of standard
records of that era. The stereo sound in
both albums is quite good, with well-de-

fined left vs. right positioning and surprisingly little of the "hole in the middle"
problem. Most impressive of all are the
sonorities and really wide dynamic range
in the Wagnerian excerpts on the second album. The first album presents the
acoustics of the Academy of Music au
nature!, a mite dry; the second album
has a little reverb added which makes for

a fuller sound. The recordings are a

purpose and to record the signals onto
standard magnetic tape. In this way,
some of the individual excerpts could be
spliced together to create a continuous
performance. The job of collating and
assembling the music and making the

good reflection of the technical capabili-

disc -to -tape transfer was handled by H.
Ward Marsten IV of Philadelphia. From

shown, as well as the pioneering ad-

the edited tapes two records of the
Stokowski/Philadelphia Orchestra performances have been made. The first
volume has some stereo selections but is
mainly vertical -cut monophonic. Includ-

ed are the Berlioz "Roman Carnival
Overture," Weber's "Invitation to the

ties of Bell Labs and show what we
might have had in the consumer record
market if the Depression had not intervened.

Certainly, one must admire the talent
in recording technology that
were the result of the work done at Bell
Labs by men like Arthur Keller and his

vances

colleagues.

A

(Some of the quotes and material in
this article are used with the kind permission of Robert McGinn of Stanford Uni-

Dance," Mendelssohn's scherzo from

versity and are excerpted from his talk
"Stokowski and Bell Laboratories, Col-

"A Midsummer Night's Dream," the pre-

laboration in the Development of High Fi-

lude and "Liebestod" from Wagner's

delity Sound, 1930 to 1940," which

"Tristan and Isolde," two excerpts from
Scriabin's "Symphony #5, Prometheus: The Poem of Fire," and four

was presented at the annual meeting of
the History of Science Society in New
York City, December 29, 1979.)
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TELEFUNKEN DIGITAL

MINI

DISCGARYSTOCK

/NW MUM

TELEfNNKEN

MD -RAVER MINI DISK

Telefunken's MD employs
a simple approach to encoding
digital information on a disc
surface, at a moderate price.

0

bservers of the Japanese electronics industry found an intriguing and puzzling item in the Oc-

tober 23, 1980 issue of Dempa Shim bun, Japan's leading electronics trade
newspaper. An article quoted spokesmen for the "DAD Committee," a government -sanctioned study group formed

to make recommendations on a standard for digital audio discs, as saying that
the committee had narrowed the field to
three contenders. Two of those contend-

ers were familiar: One was the optical
4 %z -inch diameter Compact Disc (CD)
system developed by Philips and backed
by Sony and Studer/Revox, among oth-

ers; and the second Japanese Victor
Company's Audio High Density (AHD)
capacitance system, developed as a
spinoff of the massive JVC videodisc development program. The third was a lit-

tle-known "dark horse," backed by no
one but its developer, that had been
demonstrated to the DAD Committee for

the first time a few days earlier on the
17th of October, Telefunken of Germany's MD (for Minidisk or Mikrodisk) format. Overnight, the MD format, which
had previously been considered one of
numerous prototype design exercises

with relatively little commercial impor-

tance, acquired strategic significance to
the world's major audio manufacturers.
MD is the product of a decade -long

research project by Telefunken's and
Decca's cooperative development wing,
Teldec. Primarily the brainchild of noted
Telefunken engineer Horst Redlich, MD
employs a relatively simple mechanical
approach to encoding digital information
on the disc surface, in the interest of obtaining a moderate final price. According
to the comments of Telefunken officials,
one primary requisite for MD was that it
have final hardware and software costs
comparable to those for high -quality analog turntables and LP records.

The MD disc comes in two sizes, a
135 -millimeter (5.3 -inch) diameter Minidisk, which holds one hour of music per
side in stereo, and a 75 -millimeter (3 inch) diameter Mikrodisc, which is analogous to a regular 45 -rpm single in terms
of usage and holds 10 minutes per side

in stereo. Both are enclosed in a cassette -type case, similar to the "caddy"
used by RCA for its videodiscs, that prevents groove damage or contamination;
both are played in the same player. The
transduction system, to put it simply, is a

piezoceramic cartridge, equipped with a
long cantilever assembly and a diamond
stylus tip, that plays a vertically modulat-

ed (hill and dale) groove. The servomechanisms needed to guide the stylus

inward are considerably simplified by
this spiral -groove arrangement.

Discs are mastered on a modified
record -cutting lathe, in real time, using a

copper master disc blank (the stylus is
not heated; it produces a thin thread of
copper as it inscribes the groove). A
ridge arrangement at the center of the
master disc provides automatic centering of the intermediate mothers and
stampers as well as the final vinyl disc. A

conventional record press can be used
for pressing - even the disc raw material is identical to that used for LPs - and
according to Telefunken, a press of con-

ventional size can press either three
or six Mikrodisks .per cycle,
thus bringing the actual production cost
Minidisks

of a Minidisk below that of an analog
record (at least until the unspecified cost
of the cassette structure is added).
On the electronic side, the MD format

uses a 14 -bit linear encoding system,
with fairly elaborate error correction, and
provides a theoretical signal-to-noise ra-
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THE MORA RED SET III.
TRUE SPECS.
At ?Aura, we believe the in.dorned truh .s our strcngest ally.
That's because we. prodace superior and innovative p-oci ts of
uncorp-omistrg quality. Frcduts that don't require puffery and
half-truths to sell them.
Tice our tc of the line mini headphores, the Red Set I1 i TM The
graph belcw represents tie Red Set Ill's f-e4uency response. Ncte the
100

dB - far better than analog -

'

re-

cordings but not quite up to the 90 -dB
S/N ratios of the JVC system and Philips

Compact Disc. Like the Philips format,
Telefunken's MD has a complete random-access system.

OE
10C

Philips has made a point in discussions of the Compact Disc of noting its
suitability to automotive and other porta-

1

9E

i

ble applications - an idea presently

9C

dismissed by some as not needed by the
consumer, but one that will certainly be
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use of 1dB incre-r:erts sot ut maximum performance detail is
revealed (rather than using larger incremen:s as otiers do to make
ti- e r care locK fatter;. Also note that our -reasuremen s are taken
at Pal: st c sound pressare bevels and that .here is no peak or valley cf
rro-e than 2dB tram 1000 F z refe-ence lee= over the range of 15: Hz
tc 1a,Ot0Ez.
0- course 312 graph is not a compete p-esrr.tation of the specs
on the Red Set Ill For instance, THD :s less thar 0.ár at 103 dB output from 100 tc 20,000 Hz.
But :he must impressive spec of all is -.het sound c tIls quality
can be produced by a headset that weighs only 1.6 oz.
Tr. is for yourself. W thi ik ,you'll :raly amazed.

format standards have been set and the
technology begins to filter over to automotive and budget equipment. Telefunken claims that MD can be made usable
in portable systems as well, though the
groove -contact format would not seem
to lend itself easily to such applications.
No one really knows how good Telefunken's chances of being selected as

the DAD Committee's favored system
are, but most industry observers see it as
the least likely of the three to be backed,

despite the approach's demonstrated
practicality and moderate cost. For one
thing, Telefunken is not viewed as the
preeminent trend -setting power among
European electronics suppliers; Philips
is, so most other European and British
manufacturers are more likely to back a
Philips -sponsored system, irrespective of

its technical particulars, than one from
Telefunken. Recent announcements by
Sony officials that "more than 20" Japanese manufacturers had been signed

up as Compact Disc supporters also
seem to bode ill for MD's chances. (See
this month's VideoScenes for particulars
on Matsushita's prototype Compact Disc
entry.) For the domestic Japanese market, VHD must be considered the odds-

on favorite to become the videodisc
standard, and AHD's chances are there-

fore substantially enhanced by "coattail" effect, especially since the same
actual player would be used to play both
VHD and AHD software. MD is clearly a
brilliant, cost-effective design, but it may
have come into the fray just a bit too late

and with too few big -league friends to
achieve supremacy. Its best shot at vic-

tory may be the traditional tactic for
"dark horse" entrants in any competition - to be perceived as a reasonable
compromise if the conflict between more
powerful contenders becomes too protracted.
A

MURA

You'll be Hearing From Us
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Bring your music into focus...

'

_morát44'

11k.r

with the B&W DM16.
Like a photograph that is out of focus, a loudspeaker that presents a
hazy, clouded image will never make music sound real.

In a camera, exact optical focus is achieved by the combination of
advanced design and exacting constructional standards. B&W Loudspeakers
achieve musical focus by adhering to the same strict standards. Their advanced

technology includes crossover designs optimized by computer and cone
inspection performed by laser interferometry. B&W's flawless construction is

evidenced throughout-from massive cast -alloy frames to exquisite wood
veneer finishes.

B&W Loudspeakers reproduce much more than just the notes and
overtones of a performance. By revealing the subtlest details of the music, they
add a sense of depth and clarity that brings one much closer to the experience
of listening to a live performance. Serious music listeners use a variety of terms
to describe this elusive quality. We at B&W call it focus.
Anglo-American Audio P.O. Box 653, Buffalo, N.Y. 14240
Enter No. 40 on Reader Service Card
AmericanRadioHistory.Com

DM16

This top -of -the -line model in B&W's "DM
Series" represents the ultimate integration of
high style and high performance. The DM16
incorporates many of B&W's major technological innovations: including polymer driver
cones and domes, APOC overload protection
system, isolation mounting of the bass driver
and Pentagram Design's "Sound Slope" front
baffle. From B&W. A loudspeaker that looks
as good as it sounds.
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SLT

LINEAR
TRACKING
TURNTABLES
Sharp VZ-3000

lay many indications, 1981 will be
the year of the straight-line track-

ing (SLT) turntable - not only
among serious audio enthusiasts but
also among those who favor compact hi-

fi systems. After a long period of dormancy, the radial track is back and available in exotic separate versions as well
as moderately priced high -style forms.

The reasons behind this SLT renaissance aren't that hard to discern. As is
common in audio development, it is a
combination of technical and market -related factors that have revived the concept rapidly and with broad support. On
the one hand, cartridge and disc quality
have both improved enormously in the

past five years, "upping the ante" for
turntable and tonearm makers in terms
of the audibility of tracking and platter system

aberrations.

A

well -designed

straight-line tracking turntable can now
- for reasons we will discuss in greater
detail a bit further on - be expected to
sound better on many recordings than its
conventionally pivoted counterpart,
where a few years ago the subtle distinctions between the two arm types would

probably have been lost in the haze of

cartridge- and disc -induced colorations.

Technology spun out of other fields
has also made improvements in SLT
performance and simplicity of construction possible. Most contact -style videodisc formats. including JVC's VHD system and RCA's SelectaVision, use fairly
elaborate servo systems to drive their radial arms since the stylus pressures of
videodiscs are too small to permit free
(wholly groove -controlled) tracking. This

technology has already been worked
into some of the currently available SLT
turntables, most notably into Mitsubishi's
vertical units and JVC's LE -5, and other
SLTs are likely to benefit from it as well.
The biggest impetus to the SLT's return, however, probably has to do with
its attractiveness as a distinctive concept
in the marketplace. The major Far Eastern and European suppliers of turntables
understand well that newness is the sizzle which sells the audio industry's
steak. The introduction of metal -particle
tape acted to generate very high sales
volume in replacement cassette decks; it
was a well -promoted, distinctive concept
that promised real and audible benefits

to those who bought it - and it also
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Technics SL -15

Straight-line tracking turntables offer sleek cosmetics
as well as the promise of
better -sounding music.

411111MW

occurred at a time when technology in
the cassette deck field had been stagnant (or at least slowly evolutionary) in
most areas for several years. The turntable business is at that same point in
1981 - waiting for the next big, distinctively marketable idea to come along
now that the direct -drive concept has
been widely accepted. And the straightline tracking turntable offers not only

cursions into the field. Technics has had
their record -jacket -sized SL -10, with a
short SLT arm and integral moving -coil
cartridge mounted in the dust cover, on

sleek cosmetics, an easily explained scientific raison d'etre (it plays the record

oriented toward the serious audio enthusiast. Pioneer has been selling their

the same way it was made - what
could be simpler than a straight line?),
and a well -researched foundation in currently available technology but also the
promise of better -sounding music.
It's not surprising, then, that many of
the major manufacturers have made in-

the market for more than a year.

It is

being joined this year by a smaller, less
expensive version, the SL -7, and a more
complex programmable unit, the SL -15.
Two other larger SLTs will later appear in
the Technics line-up, both with features
massive Linear 1 SLT in Japan for some

table, but a new separate turntable, the
LE -5, based on the component system's
unit. Yamaha has the PX-2, complete
with massive undercarriage and an elaborate superstructure. Mitsubishi Audio
has charged into the field with two sepa-

rate turntables - including the LT -5V
that plays the disc vertically and a con ventional horizontal player, as well as a
complete integrated music system with
vertical SLT turntable. Sharp has an SLT
music system, the V2-3000, which plays
both sides of a disc without turning it.

time but has chosen for the moment to
market its innovative arm mechanism in
this country as part of the Model 8000
turntable from their subsidiary, Phase

Also in on the radial -tracking ground

Linear. JVC has not only a micro-compo-

their pull-out 4100 automatic; Revox,

nent system with miniature SLT turn-

which makes two units, both with an un -

floor are Aiwa, which has had their programmable LP -3000U out for more than
a year; Benjamin Electroproducts with

THREE APPROACHES TO ARM ACTUATION
In A, the arm is propelled inward or
outward by rotation of a threaded rod or
worm gear arrangement, sometimes with
the motor attached directly to the thread-

'
.9 ,

ed shaft itself. Also common, approach
B uses a stretched cord or wire attached
by an arrangement of pulleys to a motor;

Ír

this may improve arm/motor isolation

TONEARM

GEAR

G, .

MOTOR

''.,,.

0

O

TONEARM

^
O

RUNNER MOTOR

iC1

CENTER SHAFT

Fig. A - Gear drive method.
TON EARM

TONEARM HAS A
TRACKING ERROR

_7

41

BELT

-,

,,»J<C» WI
MOTOR

Fig. B - Belt drive method.

TONEARM IS
TANGENTIAL TO
THE GROOVE

,

somewhat, depending on the specifics
of the design. Approach C employs a

constantly rotating shaft of larger diameter contacted by a wheel whenever the
arm deviates from tangency. It is
proprietary to Harman-Kardon turn tables. Approach D, used by Pioneer,
employs a long electromagnet to induce
motion by magnetic force. A fifth approach, used only by Dennesen at present, is to permit the arm to freely re spond to groove motion without any ser vo mechanisms. A low -friction bearing
permits independent arm motion.

`
j\

IIIIII
III

/
AXIAL FORCE TO CORRECT
THE TRACKING ERROR
Fig. C - The runner method.
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3 -PHASE
POWER SUPPLY

Fig. D - Structure of the linear motor.
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ELECTRO RESEARCH
ASK THE MAN
WHO OWNS ONE

5Oa

}
CNANNEI.TERM

FIECTRO RfSfARCN

EK-I Disc Playback Control Center

ELECTRO RESEARCH CORPORATION
9259 ETON AVE., CHATSWORTH, CA91311, 213/709-1107
Enter No. 22 on Reader Service Card
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SLT
Hanna n-Kardon ST -8

Technology spun out of the
videodisc has made improvements in SLT performance
and construction possible.
usual and sophisticated light -controlled
arm assembly called the Linatrak, and
Bang & Olufsen, whose early Beogram

A SHORT HISTORY OF THE SLT

4000, available since 1973, has now

The concept of a radial -tracking tone -

been supplanted by two units (the Beo-

arm is one of such simplicity that it's

gram 4004 and Beogram 8000) designed to work with B & O's own cartridge series. The builders of the ground

floor - Harman-Kardon, whose now absorbed subsidiary Rabco originally
popularized the concept in the mid -'60s

- have remained in the field with two
units that employ a mechanical servo arrangement, the ST -7 and ST -8. At the
esoteric end of the SLT line-up are two
newcomers: Dennesen, with its goldplated, air -column supported ABLT-1 ,

and the French firm Goldmund, which
markets a separate SLT arm with outboard control box. On the horizon are
introductions from several of the other
large Japanese suppliers, some at prices
expected to be in the middle ranges.

been attracting inventors and amateur
constructors since the dawn of hi-fi.
One man closely associated with the
popularization of the SLT arm was Jacob
Rabinow, the celebrated servo -systems
engineer who founded Rabco (later absorbed by Harman-Kardon) and designed the original SL -8E separate SLT

the position of a mask. The idea would
have worked perfectly, although the device would have been unduly complicated." Marantz took a stab at SLT development in the mid -'60s with their SLT12, which employed a gear mechanism
to move an arm that extended out over
the record like a fishing pole. SLT techRabco ST -4

tonearm and the ST -4 integrated SLT
turntable. His patents in the tonearm
field date back to the early '60s and cov-

er not only radial tracking systems but
also counterweight decoupling and an
extraordinary tonearm system that supports a cartridge on a sort of trapeze
made of cords. Rabinow's basic theory
- an SLT that uses mechanical means
Marantz SL T-12

SLTs can be divided into two basic
camps relative to their theory of opera-

nology reached the apogee of complexi-

ty with Elwood Norris' fabled, ill-fated

tion. The first and predominant category
encompasses servo -controlled units,
those in which some control mechanism
observes the tonearm's motion as it de-

SSI tonearm. Patent literature shows a
number of Norris patents on a complete
changer mechanism for the SSI, but the
concept and the company never quite

viates from tangency and then acts to

correct that deviation by moving the

got rolling.
The microprocessor -integrated

tonearm inward. Servo mechanisms
need not be electronic in nature, though

cir-

most SLT servo systems are; there are
mechanical, hydraulic, and thermal ser-

to servo -correct - survives to this date

cuit, which permits engineers to construct "smart" yet inexpensive servo

in the Harman-Kardon ST -7 and ST -8.

systems, capable of remembering multi-

vo devices in use in a wide variety of
industrial products. The original Rabco
arm used an extremely straightforward

Rabinow was not the first SLT de-

servo system: When the arm deviated, it
fetched a gold wire hanging vertically up
against a platinum spring, thus complet-

ing an electrical circuit which supplied
current through a one -transistor amplifier
to the tracking motor. Contemporary ser-

ve mechanisms are more complex. As
shown in the accompanying figure, the

Linatrak from Revox uses a complex
LED-photodiode assembly that in turn
activates the motor through a controlling
integrated circuit. Other systems are
equally involved and often microprocessor activated.

A second, rare category of SLT has
what might be called a "freewheeling"

veloper, however. Aside from unverified
reports of prewar SLTs, there is a 1958

patent issued to Orthosonic that describes a mechanically actuated SLT;
seasoned audiophiles may remember
the Bard SLT arm. Audio presented a
construction project in May 1966 called

ple commands and executing multiple
simultaneous actions, will probably put
an end to the tradition of SLT basement
tinkers, but we'll always have an intriguingly diverse history of development to
look back upon.

"The Servo Groove Tracker," and Great
Britain's Wireless World also carried a

long and detailed letter describing a
home-brew SLT arm in January of that
year. Our own 1969 review of the first
SL -8E comments 20 years in advance
on current SLT servo systems, with the

author of the review noting that "Mr.
Johnson [in his earlier construction article] suggested a lamp which illuminated
either of two photocells depending on
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20Hz

SLT
Yamaha PX-2

The radial -tracking
approach may well represent
the Best That Will Ever Be
in terms of disc playback
quality.
Exploded view of Linatrak
mechanism featured on
Revox 8790 and 8795
turntables. Legend:
1 is LED, 2 is photo
diode, 3 is arm drive
motor, 4 is jewel
pivot, and 5 is
magnetic
support.

tonearm, in which the entire arm assembly is drawn inward by the groove pulling

on the stylus. The problem with the
freewheeling approach is friction; it must
be extremely low (on the order of a few
milligrams) to prevent a high -compliance
stylus assembly from bending sideways
instead of pulling the arm along with it as
the groove spirals inward as it ought.
Only Dennesen, whose air -bearing arrangement is essentially frictionless,
uses this approach currently.

Why should a straight-line tracking
arm sound better than a conventional

best radial -tracking turntables their trans-

parent sound. In a pivoted arm, skating
forces that vary widely from one moment

to the next (dependent, according to
classic studies, upon groove radius, mo-

dulation of the groove, and a variety of
other factors) vary the degree of lateral
pressure upon the stylus assembly, while

a single, unchanging (and therefore approximate) anti -skating force provides
long-term compensation but not
moment -to -moment correction. Hence
the stylus is almost continuously in the
midst of a lateral tug of war between op-

one? Skeptics note that the actual angular deviation in many SLTs is almost as
large as in a conventional arm; a 10 -inch
pivoted arm has a maximum tracking error of 1.72 degrees, according to stand-

posed forces. A straight-line tracking
arm eliminates that pair of opposed
forces and allows the stylus to do only
what it is intended to do - track the

ard theory. Straight-line tracking arms
are set up to correct their position only
when deviation from tangency exceeds
a degree or so - meaning that they are
almost constantly in a condition of substantial angular error. The pivoted arm
proponents also note that the quality of
performance with a properly designed
pivoted arm does not suddenly and radically improve at the two points where
such an arm is precisely tangent to the

directly, but it's interesting to note that
the one type of conventional tonearm
also theoretically free of this tug-of-war

record groove.

are coming on more rapidly than many
observers had expected. For the hundreds of millions of phonograph records
in existence, though, the radial -tracking
approach may well represent the Best
That Will Ever Be in terms of disc play-

Supporters of the SLT concept reply
by noting that the virtues of this concept
may have little to do with the notion of
angular accuracy. Rather, it may be the
often unmentioned absence of skating
and anti -skating forces that gives the

flat.

Loudspeaker reproduction of 20 -Hz
energy at full strength is so rare that
most people have never heard it (actually, never felt it would be a better
phrase). Speaker output always
decreases in the lowest octave.
Yet many acoustic suspension loudspeakers, even some inexpensive
ones, are capable of flat output down
to 20 Hz if properly equalized. Ordinary graphic and parametric equalizers cannot provide the correct compensation. Allison's The Electronic

Subwoofer' can, because it was
designed specifically for that purpose. It also has built-in sharp cutoff filters below and above the
audio range.
All Allison® loudspeakers are
suitable for use with The Electronic
Subwoofer - even our smallest
model, the Allison Six. Several
other manufacturers make acoustic
suspension models that work very
well with The Electronic Subwoofer.
ALLISON:SIX

groove. Such a theory is difficult to prove

effect, the electronically servo -controlled
arm format of Sony and JVC, also seems

to exhibit an improved transparency in
the view of many listeners.

The next big step in record -playing
technology after the SLT will probably be
their march into oblivion, since digital audio discs and consumer PCM recorders

back quality.

A

THE ELECTRONIC SUBWOOFER: $290.

($50 CASH REBATE on The Electronic Subwoofer until May 1, 1981)

ALLISON
ACOUSTICS
tic; en l'cch C ircic \nlick. N1
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For literature and information call (800) 225-4791
In MA (617) 237-2670, or send coupon.
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Address
City
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$160 each

State

Zip

EQUIPMENT ROFILE

Manufacturer's Specifications
Frequency Response: 20 Hz to 20
kHz,
±0.75
tapes.

dB,

Mike, 0.2 mV; line.

Nakamichi

50 mV; external NR, 100 mV.
Output Level: Line, 1 .0 V; external NR,
100 mV; headphones, 45 mW.

0.8 percent at

Flutter: 0.04 percent W rms, 0.08 per-

with

Harmonic Distortion:

Input Sensitivity:

Dolby level with 400 Hz.

Signal/Noise Ratio: 66 dB with Dolby
NR.

Separation: 37 dB.
Crosstalk: 60 dB.
Erasure: 60 dB.

NAKAMICHI
1000 ZXL
CASSETTE
DECK
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cent wtd. peak.

Dimensions:

203/4 in. (527 mm) W x
10-3/16 in. (258 mm) H x 12-11/16

in. (322 mm) D.

Weight: 41.9 lbs. (19 kg).

Price: $3,800.00.

Immediately, the Nakamichi 1000 ZXL computing cassette
deck is most impressive: The physical size and weight, the features included, the specified performance, and the price. The

unit is supplied in a rugged wooden cabinet, and it is rack mountable if that is desired. The front panel is the standard
Nakamichi black with white lettering, which is easy to read even
in fairly dim light. Behind a clear cover along the top of the deck
are the display panel for A.B.L.E. and RAMM, the 4 -digit electronic counter, and the fluorescent level indicators. The acronym

digits were a bit dim, however, causing reading difficulty with
medium to bright room lighting. The fluorescent level meters, on
the other hand, appear to have exactly the right brightness for all
lighting conditions. The 56 -segment bar graph, with individual
thresholds, provides the best resolution for such devices seen to
date. The scale is expanded (smaller dB steps) between "-10"
and "+10" which increases its value to the recordist. Below are
the slider -type input and output level controls. There are separate line and microphone faders (pots, if you prefer), so it is a

A.B.L.E. stands for the microprocessor -controlled Azimuth,

simple matter to mix as desired. There is also the exclusive

Bias, Level and Equalization adjustment system which automatically adjusts any and all of these parameters for best performance with the tape being used. RAMM (Random Access Music
Memory) allows location/identification of up to 15 separate pro-

desired. It is an appealing feature which gives the recordist

Nakamichi Blend mike input, which is fed equally to both channels at the same time that the other two mike inputs are used as

much more flexibility on mike placement and the resultant

grams on a tape and putting up to 30 commands for playing
programs in memory. The displays for these functions are
groups of bright annunciators that are very easy to read. The
A.B.L.E. row is on top, that for RAMM is just below. These

sound. The sliders are positioned in pairs so that the left and
right knobs in any set are easily held simultaneously for smooth
fading of both channels at the same time. The RAMM controls
are to the left of the faders, and those for A.B.L.E. are below -

functions and their displays will be covered in more detail in the
"Circuit Description" section of this report.
The fourth digit of the tape counter provides increased resolution of tape position at the beginning of the cassette. The red

more about these later.

The logic -controlled, light -touch transport switches are unusual in several respects. First of all, they are larger than most,
with plenty of area for a finger to push. They are also coded by
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The Nakamichi 1000 ZXL
computing cassette deck
offers a level of
performance unmatched by
any other deck.

shape and color. Stop and Pause (with an added white vertical
bar) are rectangular with status indicators that are actually light green surrounds. Play, Rewind and F.Fwd are good -size arrow
shapes, with similar surround -type light -green status indicators.
The wind buttons also have white arrows on the button faces.
Record is oval shaped with a red bar in the center and a red
surround -type status indicator. There is no doubt about their
being different from most transport switches, and their status
can be seen from anywhere in the room, a feature of possible
value to some users. A second push of Record obtains muting
while held in. The logic system does not permit making flying
start recordings, consistent with other Nakamichi decks, which
is a possible limitation for some users. A pitch control, with center detent, provides ±6 percent adjustment in tape play speed;
it

that point reduces the speed to one -fifth of normal. Rocking the

tape is possible with the two wind buttons. All in all, this is an
excellent cue system.
Along the bottom of the front panel are the power switch, the
headphones jack, and nine rotary switches with pointer knobs.

They provide selections for Timer (record/off/play), Memory
(stop/off/play), Test Tone (off/400 Hz), Bias Set (under/normal/over), EQ (70/120 µS), Filter (subsonic/off/MPX/MPX &
subsonic), Noise Reduction (external/out/Dolby NR), Meter
(peak/hold, VU/peak), and Monitor (tape/source). Most of the
designations are self-explanatory, but some added comments
are in order. Bias Set allows shifting the normal range of bias
used by A.B.L.E. up or down 12.5 percent for tapes with unusual bias needs or special recording needs. The 400 -Hz test
tone is for calibrating other equipment for use with the 1000

is not operational in the record mode to prevent making

unwanted errors. Eject obtained a smooth opening and tilting of
the cassette carrier. Loading was smooth, and access was excellent for maintenance tasks. Pushing Pause when in fast wind
obtains cue mode with the play head moved closer to the tape
and wind speed reduced to one-third. Holding a wind button at

ZXL, in particular a Nakamichi High Corn II system. Thus, there
is an Ext. position on the noise -reduction switch for this or other
NR systems. In Peak/Hold mode, the meters are peak responding, and there is an additional cursor which indicates peaks and

then decays at a rate that is 10 times slower than the peak -
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Fig. 1-Block diagram of

KEY D SPLAY

one channel, Nakamichi
1000 ZXL cassette deck.
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meter indication, effectively holding the peak for some time, but
not for an extended period. In VU/Peak, the meters have VU
ballistics, but the cursor is peak responding. This is a desirable
combination at times, for it gives continual indication of both
averaged and peak levels.
On the back panel are stereo sets of line-in/line-out jacks as

mv DOLBY

a

well as encoder in/out and decoder in/out jacks for external
noise -reduction systems, with all jacks gold-plated - a good

0

way to improve the reliability of such connections. There are also
sockets for mechanism and RAMM remote controls as well as a
holder for the batteries used to keep the A.B.L.E. memories alive
when a.c. power is off. The final item is a ground post.

á

1

5dB

w

>

pin with some wirewrap. Parts and adjustments were labeled on
both sides of the cards, and five soldered -in fuses were noted.
Shielding was used around some circuits, with the fluorescent
display and its drivers completely enclosed. This high -quality
design and construction help prevent switching noises from getting into the audio.

7

-20

CC

The 1000 ZXL was carefully removed from its cabinet for a
look at the construction. Everything appeared to be of high qual-

ity, and the soldering on the many p.c. boards was excellent,
with very little flux residue. Interconnections were mostly multi -

7
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Fig. 2-Frequency response with and without
(- - -) Dolby NR using
Nakamichi EXII tape.

DOLBY

Circuit Description
Figure 1 is a block diagram of one channel of the 1000 ZXL.

r

A perusal of the elements shown will demonstrate why Nakami-

a.

chi classifies the unit as a "computing" cassette deck. There
are the RAMM and auto calibration computer processing units
and A/D, D/A converters. Some of the circuitry shown is stand-

O
w
>

ard for all three -head decks, so space will not be taken to follow
such signal paths.
As Nakamichi states in their literature, this unit is the first tape
recorder with a specified response of 20 Hz to 20 kHz, ± 0.75
dB, which does raise more than a few eyebrows. The microprocessor -controlled A.B.L.E. auto calibration scheme includes azimuth alignment of the record head, adjustment of bias current

and recording equalization, and setting record sensitivity for
level matching and best Dolby tracking. Initiating the process is
most simple: From Record/Pause to Record, push Play while
holding the auto cal Run button. The first step is azimuth align-

I=

J
w
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IOk

20k
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Fig. 3-Frequency response with and without
(- - -) Dolby NR using
Nakamichi SX tape.

ment of the record head, and a flashing indicator shows that
alignment is in process. Next, bias is adjusted and annunciators
flash on and off from channel to channel. EQ is next and then
level, with some final trimming back and forth between these
two. Note in the figure that the oscillator has frequencies of 400
Hz and 2.4, 7.2, and 20 kHz. This is part of the sophistication
that obtains the outstanding reponse, as the adjustments are
made to meet criteria at all four points. There is a latch function,
of course, for all of the adjustments, and when they are complete as shown by the annunciators, the information on all of the
adjustments can be put into any one of four memories. Playback
EQ and noise -reduction mode can also be stored at the same
time. Once the calibration has been stored for a particular formulation, it will probably only be necessary to touch up azimuth
alignment with the Azimuth auto cal button and then punch in
the appropriate tape memory. If you change your mind on EQ or
NR, there is an EQ/NR Manual Set for such a purpose. It is of
some interest to note that bias to the erase head is at one-half
the frequency of bias to the record head. The lower frequency,
which is frequency and phase locked, gains greater efficiency in
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Fig. 4-Frequency response with and without
(- - -) Dolby NR using
Nakamichi ZX tape.
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Frequency response tests of
the Nakamichi 1000 ZXL
with three tapes provided
the best results to date
bar none.
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Fig. 6-Frequency re-

erasing, while the 105 kHz to the record head minimizes bias
birdies.
Because RAMM is microprocessor controlled, some functions

are possible that are outside the capability of other systems for
similar purposes. As many as 15 separate programs or selections can be identified by RAMM, and up to 30 commands can
be stored for any order of playing, repeating any as desired. The
RAMM encoding uses a sub -audible (5 -Hz) frequency which can

sponse of subsonic and
MPX filters and interchannel
record/playback separation
with 20 -Hz to 20-khz
sweep at Dolby level.

be inserted anywhere on a tape. Normally, that would be in a

silent space of 2 to 4.5 seconds, but it can even be in the
middle of a selection. Encoding can be either automatic or manual, and annunciators continually show the status of that process
or the decoding when there is playback of an encoded tape. The

encoding/decoding not only gives the location of each of the
programs, but the EQ and NR settings used to make the recording will be matched for proper playback even if the panel switches are set differently. To keep the 5 -Hz RAMM signals out of the
audio signal in playback, there is a 10 -Hz high-pass filter after
the d.c. playback equalization amplifier. The subsonic recording
filter is used to keep out such things as record-warp/arm-resonance effects which could introduce spurious signals into the

encoding. There is a push-button switch to enter the RAMM
mode and set, reset, up, and down switches to do the encoding.

Fig. 7-Record/
playback of 1 -kHz
square wave.

Performance
The playback response with standard alignment tapes was
well within 2 dB at all points, usually within a fraction of a dB.
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Level indications on the meters were about 0.5 dB high. Tape
play speed was 0.5 percent fast. The deck was supplied with
Nakamichi EXIT, SX and ZX tapes, and the great majority of the
tests were run with them. To give a fast check to the auto calibration system, many tapes were run through the calibration
cycle, and then the record/playback response was checked
with pink noise and a 1/3 -octave RTA. All results were at least

very good - usually excellent, including operation in Dolby
mode. The average time to do the complete auto calibration was
about 40 seconds, with azimuth alignment in only 10 seconds
or less.
Nakamichi EXII was put through auto cal, and the results were

figure. The auto azimuth alignment consistently positioned the
record head so that the playback of a recorded 10 -kHz tone had
90 degrees phase difference between channels. A check at
lower frequencies showed that the interchannel time error was
consistently 25 to 35 µS. This alignment error is not large, but it

seems that the alignment system should have done better.
Phase jitter of the 10 -kHz tone was just 15 degrees, less than
most decks. Bias in the output was exceedingly low. Figure 7 is
the playback of a 1 -kHz square wave, notable for its good shape
and steadiness. The output in Tape was the same polarity as the
input, but the polarity was reversed in Source. The 400 -Hz
(396 -Hz actual) test tone gave a 0 -dB indication on the meters
and had 0.7 percent distortion, plenty good enough.

stored in Tape Memory A. SX and ZX tapes were put through
the same process, and the results were stored in memories B
and C, respectively. Memory D was retained for use in any
crosschecks to be made. Record/playback responses were tak1.0
en at Dolby level and at 20 dB below that, both with and without
Dolby NR. The plotted responses appear in Figs. 2 to 4, and the
-3 dB response limits are listed in Table I. The EXII plots (Fig. 2)
show the poorer of the two channels, and the center -frequency
rise with the other channel was limited to 0.7 dB. The Dolby
tracking with the SX and ZX tapes is superb. Outside of the
subdued peak at 20 kHz with SX tape, all responses at -20 dB o
s
without NR were within ±0.75 dB from about 17 Hz to 22 kHz.
At this same level, the -3 dB points were at 13 Hz and 26 to 27
kHz for all tapes. The responses at 0 dB are also very impres0.01
100
10
sive, not only for the extended headroom but for the flatness of
FREQUENCY - Hz
the responses before roll -off. These are the best responses to
date - bár none. Fig. 5 shows what might happen if the bias
set switch was moved to "under" or "over." Actually, the com- Fig. 9 -Third harmonic
puter system made them both good, with just a very slight differ- distortion vs. frequency in
ence at 0 dB. The figure also has the -20 dB responses of a Dolby mode at 10 dB
number of tapes selected at random to put through A.B.L.E. All below Dolby level with
deviations are within about 1 .5 dB in Dolby mode as shown; Nakamichi ZX tape.
1k

40

60

Bo
10k

20k

responses without NR were measurably flatter.

Table I-Record/playback responses (-3 dB limits).
0.1

Tape Type
Nakamichi EX II
Nakamichi SX
Nakamichi ZX

With Dolby NR
Dolby Lvl
-20 dB
Hz
kHz
Hz
kHz
13
1 .4
13
26.4
13
12.0
13
27.0
13
14.1
13
26.7
1

Without Dolby NR
Dolby Lvl
-20 dB
Hz
13
13

13

kHz
1

1 .4

12.0
14.1

Hz
13
13
13

kHz
26.4
27.0
26.7

WTD. PK.

FLUTTER 0
(%)

0.1

W rms
FLUTTER 0

Table II-Signal/noise ratios with IEC A and CCIR/ARM

(%)

weightings.

Tepe Type

Nakamichi EX II
Nakamichi SX
Nakamichi ZX

+0.5

CCIR/ARM (dB)

IEC A Wtd. (dBA)

W/Dolby NR

Without NR

W/Dolby NR

120V

Without NR

@ DL HD=3% @ DL HD=3% @ DL HD=3% @ DL HD=3%
58.3 65.3 49.1 56.1 57.5 64.5 47.2 54.2
50.7 56.0
66.5
52.4 57.7 61.2
61.3 66.6
68.0 49.6 57 8
60.3
68.5 51.5 59.7 59.8

TAPE
SPEED
W.)

110V

130 V

0
0.5

-O.

I SEC

TIME --I.-

Figure 6 is a plot of the frequency response of the subsonic
and multiplex filters. The attenuation at 20 Hz seems excessive, Fig. 10 -Tape play speed
but this roll -off may be necessary to ensure reliable operation of vs. time and line voltage,
the RAMM system in case of record warps, etc. The record/ and wtd. rms and wtd.
playback separation from one channel to the other is also plot- peak flutter (three trials
ted. This must be considered as an "at -least" plotting because each).
a spectrum analyzer check at kHz gave a significantly lower
1
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I was impressed that the
recorder could be turned on
and off, days would pass,
and information in tape
memory could still be
called forth with superb results.
With the use of a spectrum analyzer and a 1 -kHz test tone,

the measured channel separation was 50 dB and crosstalk was down at least 72 dB, both excellent figures. Erasure
was checked at 100 Hz with ZX metal tape. The resultant figure
of 74 dB supports the manufacturer's claim of superior erase
head design. Attention was then given to checking the level of
third harmonic distortion (HDL3) vs. record level from -8 dB re:
Dolby level up to the point where the distortion reached 3 percent. Examination of this figure and comparison with other data
taken in the past will prove how excellent these results are,
particularly for metal tape. All too many recorders are touted as
metal -tape compatible but have very high distortion with that
formulation. Data were obtained on HDL3 vs. frequency (Fig. 9)
with ZX tape in Dolby mode at -10 dB, and because of tape
noise, getting valid figures was a bit of a challenge from 400 Hz
to 1 kHz, where the distortion level was just 0.040 percent. The
distortion was also comparatively low at the frequency extremes.

Other harmonics were low in all cases, especially so with ZX
tape. Without Dolby NR, distortion figures were up to 30 percent
higher in the mid frequencies.
The signal-to-noise ratios were measured for the three tapes

with both IEC A and CCIR/ARM weightings, with and without
Dolby NR. The results listed in Table II were based upon mea-

zero, dropping to 0.85 V with a 10-kilohm load. This result,
consistent with the specified output impedance of 2 kilohms,
should be no cause for concern in audiophile usage, but it's on
the high side in studio use where there might be a few 10-kilohm
loads in parallel. The headphone output was 0.62 V or 48 mW
to 8 ohms. All phones tried could be driven to very high levels,
easily controlled with the output faders. The dynamic response
of the fluorescent meters was to standard with the VU setting. In
peak mode, the attack time was to standard, but the 2.9 -second
result for 20 -dB decay was on the high side. Frequency response was 3 dB down at 7 Hz and 30.4 kHz. The 56 segments
in each bar graph provided excellent resolution, and they were
very accurate from "-20" to "+10." At the lowest levels, readings were slightly high, more so in peak mode.
Tape speed appeared to increase slightly with line voltage
reduced to 110 V during the plotting (Fig. 10), but the counter
monitor of the 3,000 Hz increased only one digit, a minuscule
increase. The flutter was quite consistent from trial to trial, and
typical figures were outstanding: 0.03 percent wtd. rms and
0.06 percent wtd. peak. The wind times for a C-60 cassette
averaged 48 seconds, fast and smooth. The tape -play speed

r i`

surements of playback with the 1 -kHz test tone recorded at both

Dolby level and the point at which HDL3 = 3 percent. The results are excellent, and the good utilization of tape capabilities is
indicated with the increasing values from Type I to Type II to
Type IV formulations.

being held at the same time with a thumb and index finger, the
input -level pot tracked within a dB for about 40 dB - showing
that well-balanced fades were very possible. The output -level
pots gave similar results. The line outputs were 1.00 V at meter

control had a range from -6.4 to +7.1 percent, a bit over a
semi -tone (5.9 percent) each way. All operations of the transport

control/logic system took less than a second, including wind

The input sensitivities were 0.18 mV for left and right mikes,

0.22 mV for the blend mike, and 55 mV for line. The input
overloads were 30.4 V for line and an astounding 2.05 V for

mike, by a wide margin the highest ever measured. The output
clipped at a level equivalent to +17 dB re: meter zero. While

run -out to stop.

Use and Listening Tests
All in/out cassette handling and maintenance tasks were
conveniently done and there was automatic tape -slack take-up,

4.4

Nakamichí 1000 ZXL
Computing Cassette Deck
ea,pe
Una Pomp r
..s+w.

(..111. w.
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another nice feature. The slider -type level controls were a distinct pleasure to use, working smoothly and setting levels quickly. The rotary switches showed good detenting, and the pointer
knobs facilitated fast checks of position. The surround -type indicators on the transport controls aided operation in dim lighting.
The purposeful attempts to cause some sort of hang-up caused
no problems whatsoever with these or the switches for auto
calibration and RAMM. Everything just kept working smoothly,

with occasional "chiding" from the annunciators that

I

had

made a mistake. The cueing facilities of this Nakamichi deck are
unusual, and they were put to good use on a number of occasions. I did miss the lack of a flying -start scheme, but others may
not notice. Pushing Record again to get muting seemed slightly
odd in ways, but it certainly worked.

The level meters generated a fair amount of enthusiasm in
use - their wide range, resolution, brightness, and the excellent implementation of both VU and peak -responding displays.
was continually impressed that the recorder could be turned on

I

and off, that days could pass, and that the information in tape
memory could still be called forth to ensure superb results. The
instruction book has very good text and illustrations, with a number of helpful added footnotes. There is quite a bit on RAMM,
which is good, because many such systems have inadequate

explanation. There is no schematic, but there is a good block
diagram - actually more useful to the audiophile.

In addition to a few pink noise checks of Dolby NR in/out
effects, listening tests were conducted primarily with discs as
source material. The music included the dbx-encoded Baroque
Brass with the Empire Brass Quintet, The Organ at Chester Cathedral with Roger Fisher, and some of the Maxell sampler records. Everything sounded so good that there was a little confusion on the position of the monitor switch at times. With pink
noise and vocals, it was possible to hear the slight boost in
Dolby mode with EXII tape, but not at other times. ZX tape
showed some of its superiority with triangle and finger cymbals
in one selection. The sound of the organ's pedal range was
particularly good with this Nakamichi deck. Record and stop
clicks were in tape noise; pause sounds were not detected.
There was an 8 -second delay after timer start, into Play or
Record as selected.

The Nakamichi 1000 ZXL computing cassette deck offers a
level of performance unmatched by any other deck. The flatness
of the frequency responses is superlative, the distortion is superbly low, the A.B.L.E. automatic calibration system is simple
to use and amazingly accurate, flutter is very low, and there are
many other attractive features of this most unusual deck. Nak-

amichi calls the 1000 ZXL "The Ultimate Recording Investment," and an excellent investment it can be.
Howard A. Roberson
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EQUqPME\T POFILE

Manufacturer's Specifications
MV3OHE Phono Cartridge
Generating System: Moving magnet.
Output Voltage: 3.5 mV (1 kHz,
5 cm/S peak).

Channel Separation: 25 dB at 1 kHz,

cm/S peak at 5 kHz, 37 cm/S peak at
10 kHz.

Weight: 11.8 grams including carrying
arm.

$230.00 including arm;
replacement stylus N3OHE, $60.00.

Price:

15 dB at 10 kHz.

Recommended Load Resistance: 47
kilohms.

Recommended Load Capacitance:
250 pF.

3009 I11 Tonearm
See May 1981 issue, page 44

Recommended Tracking Force: 3/4 to
11/4 grams.

SHURE MV3OHE PHONO

CARTRIDGE/SME 3009
TONEARM COMBINATION

Playback Frequency Response: 10
Hz to 25 kHz.

Trackabiliuy at 1 Gram: 29 cm/S peak
at 400 Hz, 42 cm/S peak at 1 kHz: 47

The Shure MV3OHE
cartridge was an excellent
performer both during
evaluation by the listening
panel and during the
technical measurements.

.
RS -9".121C
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When Shure Brothers, Inc. made its debut into the high-fideli-

main part of the tonearm, close to the pivots. Since the coupling
elements and signal -transfer plug and socket are close to the
pivots, and since there is no separate headshell or mounting
wide variety of microphones for many years. About 1959, Shure hardware at the cartridge end of the tonearm, the new design
introduced a phonographic tour de force in the form of two inte- certainly must qualify as an integrated tonearm/cartridge combigrated tonearm/cartridge combinations, one 16 inches and the nation, and a low -mass one at that. The advantages inherent in
other 12 inches long, which they called Studio Dynetic Repro- an integrated tonearm/cartridge design can be significant. The
ducers. They were, at the time, truly extraordinary examples of new Shure MV3OHE, while based upon the now -famous V15
performance and reliability. Reliability is an interesting subject Type IV, was designed specifically to complement the SME
and one which has been rarely discussed in product reports. 3009 III tonearm. It is supplied only as an integral part of a
Over the years, there have been many phono cartridges which, carrying arm for the SME 3009 III so that none of the normal
while providing increased performance in one area or another, compromises, necessary so that a cartridge can be used in a
proved to be unreliable after a relatively short period of time and variety of tonearms, had to be made by Shure in this design.
to deteriorate rather rapidly into a state of unlistenability. To a
Although the Shure MV3OHE shares some common design
tiny group of audiophiles who change their equipment, especial- parameters with the V15 Type IV, such as a similar magnetic
ly phono cartridges, only slightly less often than their socks, this design and the same hyperelliptical stylus, they differ radically in
lack of durability probably doesn't mean much. But to the major- appearance. The MV3OHE has none of the mounting accoutreity, reliability and durability are major considerations. To their
ments normally needed by a cartridge to allow it to be mounted
credit, Shure Brothers has always put reliability very high on its in a standard tonearm or headshell, and therefore the new picklist of engineering requirements. Materials which give improved up is very streamlined in appearance. The MV3OHE does not
performance are never incorporated into a product design until offer the dynamic stabilizer which is a feature of the V15 Type
the long-term stability characteristics of such materials are tested
IV, but its low mass means that the ill effects upon performance
and verified.
usually caused by record surface irregularities are less severe
All this leads to the subject of this present report, a brand-new than would be the case for a more massive design. The build-up
integrated tonearm/cartridge offering from Shure Brothers. In of lint and dust, which is all but eliminated by the dynamic stabithis case, rather than making a complete new tonearm for the lizer used with the V15 Type IV, did not seem to be a problem
new cartridge design, they have mounted the cartridge into a with the MV3OHE.
carrying arm for the SME 3009 III or IIIS tonearms, British -made
The effective dynamic mass of a tonearm/cartridge combinaunits distributed in the U.S.A. by Shure Brothers. The SME tion is the total mass as seen at the stylus and is composed of
3009 III tonearm, which was reported on last issue, is a very the distributed mass of the tonearm and cartridge. The dynamic
sophisticated design which eschews the usual removable head- mass of the SME 3009 III carying arm is on the order of only 5
shell in favor of what the people at SME call a "carrying arm," grams. If the total mass of the MV3OHE cartridge, 2.7 grams, is
The carrying arm normally supplied with the SME 3009 III unit added to this, the total is only 7.7 grams, which is extremely
consists of an S-shaped tube with a tight, slip -fit plug on one end low. The MV3OHE weighs only 42 percent as much as the V15
and an integrally mounted, nonremovable headshell at the other Type IV, which weighs 6.35 grams. The low effective mass of
end. For this new low -mass integrated design, Shure has re- the new MV3OHE/3009 III combination results in a very low O
placed the usual carbon -fiber headshell with an extremely light at the main low -frequency resonance of the cartridge/tonearm
cartridge, the MV3OHE, permanently mounted to a special SME system. The optimum adjustment of the SME 3009 III tonearm
carrying arm. The plug end of the carrying arm mounts to the for the lighter mass of the MV3OHE required that the coun-

ty magnetic cartridge market back in the late 1950s, the firm
had been manufacturing other types of phono cartridges and a

MEASURED DATA
Shure MV3OHE Cartridge/Arm Combination
Serial No.:

1

Inductance, mH
Resistance, ohms
Output,
mV/cm/S at 45°
(B&K 2009, band 3)

Lett

Right

310
1056

310
1056

1.0

1.0

Dynamic Tracking Force
Grams required to track B&K 2010

(Grams x 980 = dynes; 0 dB cm/S lateral or 7.07 cm/S at 45°.)

Vertical
Force
Band 3, +8 dB
Band 4, +6 dB

1 .25

0.9

Sidethrust
1

25

0.9

Band 5, +4 dB
Band 6, +2 dB
Band 7, 0 dB

0.65
0.45
0.3

0.65
0.45
0.3

Cartridge Mass: 2.0 grams.
Microphonic Rejection: Excellent.
Hum Rejection: Excellent.
High -Frequency Resonance: 24.4 kHz.
Low -Frequency Resonance: 11 .5 Hz with O of 1.8.
Rise Time: 18 µS.
Recommended Load Resistance: 47 kilohms.
Recommended Load Capacitance: 250 pF.
Polarity: Negative for inward groove modulation.
Recommended Tracking Force: 1 .1 grams.
NOTE: Measured data for this arm portion is largely the same as was
presented last month; differences are discussed in the text.
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The Shure MV30HE/SME
3009 III combination not
only equaled the reference
system in almost every
category, it beat the
reference in most.

WIZ
Fig. 1 A-Tracking of CBS
STR-112 band 9, 300 Hz at

+18 dB re: 11.2 µM;1.Og
tracking force, 1.0 g
sidethrust. This photo and
Fig. 1B show very good
tracking when playing the
highest level bands on
these test records.
2A

Fig. 1 B-Tracking for B&K
2010 band 3, 1 kHz at +8
dB (17.76 cm/S @ 450);
1.25 g tracking force, 1.25
g sidethrust.

terweights be changed from those used with the V15 Type IV.
This also results in an improvement in the performance due to
the overall lowering of the effective dynamic mass.
Shure provides a novel plastic guide which can be used to set
the correct stylus azimuth when viewing the cartridge from the
front. With the plastic guide temporarily fastened to the
MV30HE, the cartridge is rotated in the carrying arm until the
horizontal part of the carrying arm is parallel to the record surface. This adjustment should optimize the crosstalk between the
right and left channels of stereo records. Of course, there are
variations from disc to disc in the azimuth of different disc -cutting systems, but the validity of making this adjustment was verified to some extent by checking the vertical output from some
mono records. The Shure device, when used with the MV30HE
as recommended, proved to be very accurate in setting the optimum azimuth.
Figure 1 A shows the left (upper trace) and right (lower trace)

channel outputs for the 300 -Hz tone on band 5, the highest
level band, of CBS test record STR-1 12. As in all of the previous

reports, the upper trace will be the left channel unless noted
differently. Band 5 is recorded at a level of +18 dB referenced
2B

2C

Fig. 2B-Expanded view
of 2A; 41 µS is the time of
one period at the 24.4 -kHz
high -frequency resonance.

Fig. 2C-Same as 2A
except left vs. right
channel showing
interchannel phase
relationships.
Fig. 2A-CBS STR-112
band 1, 1 -kHz square

wave; 3.54 cm/S
modulation in each

>.

channel. Input loading is
R= 47 kilohms, C = 250
pF for Figs. 2A, 2B, and
2C.

..,.., Few., S. a

Fig. 3-Amplitude vs.
frequency response, and
interchannel crosstalk
with input loading as in

to a groove modulation amplitude of 11.2 µM. The Shure
MV3OHE tracked this band at only 1.25 grams. This is almost as

low as the Shure V15 Type IV, which tracked it at 1.1 grams.
There was only a small amount of jitter evident when tracking
this band, much less than that seen from other tonearm/cartridge combinations and only slightly more than that observed
during the testing of the V15 Type IV/3009 Ill combination,
which was excellent in this respect. It should be remembered
that the Shure V15 Type IV had the benefit of the integrally
mounted dynamic stabilizer which was very effective in removing jitter induced by record surface irregularities. The antistatic
properties of the dynamic stabilizer were also missed at times
when playing certain records, which seemed particularly prone
to the buildup of electrostatic charges. In the past, with the exception of the SME 3009 III tonearm/Shure V15 Type IV cartridge report, I have shown the results of attempts to accurately
track the 300 -Hz tone of both band 4 (+15 dB) and band 5
(+18 dB) of the CBS STR-112 test record. Usually, band 5
causes most tonearm/cartridges to severely mistrack. Once
again an SME/Shure combination is an exception. Most combinations are also unable to negotiate the highest level, band 3, of

Fig. 2. The dip at 18 kHz is
an artifact of the B&K
2009 test record.

the B&K 2010 test record - at any vertical tracking force. In
this case, Fig. 1B shows that the MV3OHE/3009 III combination
was bettered by only the V15 Type IV/3009 III which is the best
tracking combination I have measured so far. During the listen -
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ing evaluations, no comments were made by the listening panel
which could be attributed specifically to mistracking.
Figure 2 shows the response of the MV3OHE/3009 III to the
1 -kHz square wave on the CBS STR-1 12 test record. Figure 2B,

which is an expanded view of Figure 2A, shows what is commonly called "ringing" at high frequencies. Comparing Fig. 2B
of this report to Fig. 8B of the previous V15 Type IV report
shows that extreme high frequencies above 20 kHz are coming
through the electromechanical system of the MV3OHE cartridge
The initial overshoot is at a frequency related to the natural reso-

> Rwe sÍnn

I1RGaa

MV30HE a6r
CARTRIDG

"ringing" is to consider it as a signal delay phenomenon. The
same electromechanical parameters which cause the roll -off of
the higher frequencies present in the square wave also cause
them to be delayed in time. What one sees, then, can be considered as the initial absence of the high frequency, due to delay,
and its appearance at a later time. Of course, a perfect square
wave requires that all its individual frequency components be
present in the right amounts (amplitude) and at the proper time
(phase). If the high frequency is delayed, it leaves a hole, so to
speak, and what is seen initially is its absence. If the high -frequency resonance is filtered out almost completely by the electromechanical parameters of the cartridge design, then a vacant
spot will appear on the square wave immediately after the overshoot portion. In the case of the MV3OHE cartridge, the resonance occurs at 24.4 kHz and Fig. 2B shows that it is not
greatly attenuated. This is verified by Fig. 4 which shows that the
output at 24.4 kHz from the MV3OHE is not attenuated as much

as the 23 -kHz output from the V15 Type IV (Fig.

11

of the

previous report).
Figure 3 shows the response and crosstalk between channels
for the MV3OHE. The input loading was 47 kilohms and 250 pF.

The B&K 2009 test record was used so a comparison might be
made with the V15 Type IV, although this record seems to have
high amounts of crosstalk recorded right in the grooves. This is
borne out by a comparison to Fig. 4 which shows tests made for
crosstalk using the B&K 201 0 test record. Also notice the difference in the high -frequency response between the two records
which shows the 2010 record to be down about 3 dB at 20 kHz

from the B&K 2009 record. This inconsistency between test
records is one of the main obstacles which prevents valid judgments of the quality of phono systems based solely upon objective technical measurements. If records vary this much, even
from the same company, imagine the variety which must exist in
commercial records! Of course, the test records are valuable in
helping to relate technical parameters to subjectively perceived
performance as long as the discs' limitations are known and
appreciated. Comments from some of the members of the listening panel regarding the good stability of the stereo image on
some records could be directly related to the excellent separation indicated by the data of Fig. 4, and to something else which
cannot be shown directly in this report, the lack of jitter. This
lack of jitter, which can cause a lack of clarity and a smearing of
the images, must be credited to a great extent to the SME damping system and to the low effective mass of the MV3OHE/3009
Ill combination.
A change in tracking force from 0.75 to 1.25 grams caused
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nance of the interaction between the effective tip mass of the
stylus and the compliance of the stylus shank. The resonance of
the stylus mass and record material compliance is at an even
higher frequency and is insignificant. One way of analyzing such
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B&K's 2010, has lower
crosstalk and has a
recorded output of 20 Hz
to 45 kHz.

frequency response, and
interchannel crosstalk
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This combination has many
of the musical qualities
sought by moving -coil

cartridge advocates but has
tracking capabilities far
superior to most MC models.
little change in the amplitude vs. frequency response and is
therefore not shown in this report, but the variation of frequency
response with record diameter is shown in Fig. 5. The scanning
loss characteristic, due to tracing loss or "pinch effect" at the
inside record diameter, is not as great as has been seen with
some cartridges and must be credited to excellent shape characteristics and orientation of the stylus of the MV3OHE.
After measuring the variations in amplitude vs. frequency response with changes in input resistance loading (shown in Fig.
6), as well as making many other measurements related to the
values of resistance and capacitance input loading, too numerous to include in this report, the values recommended by Shure

EVEI
Fig. 7-Effect of resistive

Fig. 8-Rise time is 18µS

loading with CBS STR-112
band 1 record. Top:
100 kilohms; middle,
47 kilohms; bottom,
27 kilohms; C = 250 pF
constant.

with load of 250 pF and
47 kilohms, very good
performance.

of 47 kilohms and 250 pF were confirmed as being the best.
These values were used for the remaining technical measurements and for the listening panel evaluations. Although it might
appear from Fig. 6 that 100 kilohms would be a better choice,
this value allows the input capacitance to have a greater effect
upon the high -frequency response and therefore should be
avoided. Also, other test records do not show as much high frequency roll -off as the B&K 2010 test record. The listening
panel comments regarding the extreme high frequencies verified
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the choice of 47 kilohms and 250 pF for the input loading values. All agreed that the top end response was excellent, and
"clean," were noted. The sound was so clear, in fact, that comments were made about what was thought to be modulation
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CBS STR-112 test record of variations in the input resistance
loading. While making these measurements, the frequency of
the "ringing" was checked at 33 %3 and 45 rpm. No correlation
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could be found which would be related to the difference in
speed, which would be the case if the "ringing" were actually
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caused by modulation recorded into the grooves. Both the later-

Fig. 9-Second and third
harmonic distortion with

al and vertical modulation bands of the CBS STR-112 test

lateral modulation from
band 3 of the B&K 2009.

fect that high -frequency modulation had been found in the

record were checked since we had seen information to the efgrooves by another laboratory. Our tests were necessarily brief,

but they seem to indicate that the high frequencies on the
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harmonic distortion with
vertical modulation from
band 4 of the B&K 2009.
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square waves of Fig. 7 are not modulated in the grooves of our
copies of the CBS STR-1 12 test records.
The rise time of 18 µS, shown in Fig. 8, for the Shure
MV3OHE cartridge is about 1.4 times faster than the 25-µS rise
time of their V15 Type IV into a similar input load and very good
for this general type of magnetic cartridge design. This seems to
relate well with the comments of the listening panel regarding
the top end performance of the MV3OHE cartridge. This rise
time is partly related to the inductance of the coils, which measured 310 mH compared to 480 mH for the V15 Type IV.
The effective mass of the MV3OHE stylus is about the same
as that of the V15 Type IV, since the high -frequency resonances
are about the same at 23 kHz and 24.4 kHz respectively. The

1.0 mV/cm/S @ 45° output of the MV3OHE is only slightly
less than the 1.2 mV/cm/S @ 45° output of the V15 Type IV.
Figures 9 and 10 show the second and third harmonic distor-

tion of the lateral and vertical modulation bands of the B&K
2009 test record respectively. While much of the distortion is
likely due to the record cutting system, it is possible to see a
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difference in distortion between the MV3OHE and the V15 Type

IV, particularly in the range between 2 and 6 kHz, with the
MV3OHE having the lower distortion. Listening panel comments,
particularly with respect to the clarity and sheen to the sound of
massed strings, could perhaps be related to the relatively low
distortion in what is considered to be the "brightness" range.

In past reports we have presented a sequence of photos
showing the left and right channel outputs and the left vs. right
phase information for 3, 5, 10, and 20 kHz. These were obtained by capturing and storing the signals from the B&K 2009
sweep frequency test record that is used to obtain the amplitude
vs. frequency response graphs shown elsewhere in the reports.
This way, the same record can be used to generate the data for
both forms of presentation. To do this, a computer -controlled
Nicolet Explorer Ill digital storage system is used, allowing the
signal to be captured when it is precisely at the required frequency. Since the data at 3, 5, and 10 kHz were so similar for the
MV3OHE and the V15 Type IV, only the data for 20 kHz are

Fig. 11A-Left and right

Fig. 11B-Left vs. right

channels at 20 kHz, stop
action of sweep tone on
B&K 2009.

channels at 20 kHz, as in
Fig. 11A. The interchannel
phase response is slightly
off.

shown in Fig. 11 for the Shure MV3OHE.

Figure 12 indicates the excellent damping of the MV3OHE/
3009 III combination using the smallest damping paddle, which

was also used during the listening evaluations, and Fig. 13
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shows the response of the MV3OHE to the 10.8 -kHz tone burst
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occurs at 1 1 .5 Hz. The Q at this resonance is 1 .8 and the roll -off

1.1 GM

of lower frequencies is quite steep, being down about 20 dB at
the main record warp frequencies around 4 to 5 Hz. The isolation from the effects of the sound field at the cartridge position
were excellent and are so similar to the data for the V15 Type
IV/3009 III combination that they are not shown here.
For this report, the polarity determining signal was obtained
by using band 12 of the JVC TRS-1004 test record. Figure 14
shows the output from the MV3OHE for the asymmetrical signal
on this record. This signal is repetitive at 370 Hz but has a 3/7
duty cycle for the positive vs. negative parts of the waveform.
The recorded polarity follows the recommendations for the CD -4
four -channel disc format, and the Shure MV3OHE adheres to
this convention.
The new Shure MV3OHE was a pleasure to set up.and test,
proving itself an excellent performer both during the subjective
evaluation by the listening panel and during the technical mea-
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Fig. 12-Low-frequency
resonance is at 11.5 Hz
with a Q of 1.8 using small
paddle of the SME 3009 III.

surements. The MV3OHE/3009 Ill combination not only equaled the reference system in almost every category, it beat the
reference in most. The deep bass was as good as the reference
system. The performance in the upper bass, for example in the
lower range of the guitar, was judged superior to the reference
system. Reproduction of solo voice was judged as good, while
reproduction of massed voices was judged superior to the reference system. The clarity of the upper registers was considered

superb by some members of the listening panel. The general
consensus of this panel, which is certainly borne out by the
technical measurements, is that the Shure MV3OHE/SME 3009
Ill combination has many of the musical qualities sought by moving -coil cartridge advocates but with tracking capabilities far su-

perior to most MC cartridges. What is also very good is that
these fine attributes are available at what seems to be a very
reasonable price.

Edward M. Long
Enter No. 91 on Reader Service Card

Fig. 13-Response to

Fig. 14-Polarity test

10.8 -kHz tone burst from
Shure TTR-103 test
record, band 4, 30 cm/S
peak @ 45°. Right
channel, below, shows
output, while left channel
shows crosstalk.

using band 12 of JVC's
TRS-1004 test disc, 370
Hz, with a 3/7 duty cycle.
Output is negative for
modulation of the groove
toward the center of the
record.
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EQ,IPME\T ROFILE

Manufacturer's Specifications
Type: Two speed.

Motor Type: Direct drive, d.c. servo,
quartz PLL.

Wow & Flutter: 0.04 percent W rms.
Rumble: 78 dB (DIN "B").
Platter: Aluminum diecast, 3.3 lbs.
(1.48 kg).

MITSUBISHI
LT -30

TURNTABLE
The Mitsubishi LT -30 must
take its place among the top
few turntables now
available.
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Arm: Straight stainless tube.
Headshell: Magnesium diecast.

Dimensions: 19 in. (48.26 cm) x 161/4
in. (41.27 cm) x 53/4 in. (14.60 cm).

Weight: 33 lbs. (14.85 kg).
Price: $690.00.

During the past two years, a surprising number of straight-line
tracking turntables have appeared on the scene, and more are

larger than conventional turntables, measuring 19 inches by
16'/4 inches by 53/4 inches. The motor board is made from

on the way. Most use optical sensors to keep the cartridge

diecast aluminum, styled in charcoal gray and silver, and it contrasts with the wooden base covered with an attractive rosewood

aligned, while the arm is moved by a separate slide motor. Each
revolution of the record brings the stylus one groove nearer the

center and thus tends to pivot the arm a fraction of a degree.
This operates the sensors which in turn activate the motor to
move the arm. The technique is now firmly established, and,
provided the mechanical parts are properly designed and engineered, it can work very well indeed. Whether the advantages of
tangential tracking are more theoretical than real is debated in
some circles, but it certainly disposes of the anti -skating compli-

cations-no magnets, springs, or hanging wire outriggers!
There is another very real advantage: Most turntables of this
type are a real delight to use because of the simple, positive
cueing.
The model selected for review, the Mitsubishi LT -30, is a trifle

vinyl veneer. The unit stands on four large isolating feet. The
arm assembly is mounted on nylon rollers which move on two
parallel rods at the rear, and it is provided with both height and
tracking angle adjustments. The arm itself is made from stainless
steel and measures 6 /8 inches from pivot center to stylus. It is a
statically balanced type with a calibrated balance weight at the
rear.

Over on the left-hand side, near the platter, is a light, mounted in a plastic deflector, which functions with a sensing circuit to

gauge the record size and determine the speed and correct
lead-in position of the arm. Small prisms mounted on the turntable mat project through the platter to receive light from the
aforementioned deflector. If a 12 -inch record is placed on the

i

w
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Most tangential tracking
turntables are a real delight
to use because of the simple,
positive cueing.

platter, all the prisms are covered so a logic circuit switches the
speed to 33 rpm and sets the arm lead-in position accordingly.
A small 45 -rpm record will not cover all the prisms, so the speed
would automatically be changed and the arm would move to the
appropriate position.
At the front of the unit, on the right, is a control panel contain-

ing six push buttons for speed, repeat, cue, start, stop and
platter on -off. This last switch allows the platter to rotate without
the arm moving, thereby facilitating record cleaning. Just behind
the group of push buttons is an illuminated display showing the

speed (33 or 45 rpm), quartz -lock indication, direction of the
arm, and tracking error. If tracking is correct, a vertical line illuminates. If one of the associated arrows lights up more than
momentarily, the arm must be adjusted accordingly. The motor

To operate, the start button is depressed and the arm moves
over until it lowers the stylus into the lead-in groove. At the end
of play, the arm returns to its rest, taking about 20 seconds. If
you keep the start button depressed, the arm will continue to
move (at half speed beyond the lead-in groove) until your finger
is removed and then a touch of the cue button will cause the arm
to be lowered. If you want to backtrack, it is only necessary to
press the stop button and the arm will rise and move into reverse
until the cue button is pressed. Thus, the arm is nicely controlled
in both directions, smoothly and without fuss, bounce or backlash. The unit was used to transfer a number of record selections
to tape for a local college. This exercise required accurate cueing with a speech commentary, and the LT -30 proved to be a
real pleasure to use.

is a direct -drive type, servo controlled by a PLL circuit.

Because of the logic control circuit with the platter sensors,
colored discs, 1 2 -inch 45 -rpm or 1 0 -inch records cannot be

In -Use Tests
For test purposes, an Adcom XC-E moving -coil cartridge was

used in the full automatic mode, and the speed must be set
manually. According to Mitsubishi, transparent discs can be
played if a circle of black paper is placed underneath. tried a

mounted on the headshell and the tracking force set to 1.7

I

height and so on, wow and flutter was measured. The combined

Scotch anti -static foam pad and had no problems.
The unit was relatively insensitive to acoustical feedback, and

figure was a very good 0.035 percent (DIN 45-507). Rumble

the base could be knocked quite hard before mistracking oc-

was a very low 64 dB (ARRL), and the arm resonance was at 8
Hz with a rise of 3.5 dB. Calibration of the balance weight was
found to be accurate within 5 percent. Speed was right on the
nose and showed no measurable drift.

curred. Unquestionably, the Mitsubishi LT -30 must take its place
among the top few turntables now available and it well deserves
George W. Tillett
a really high-grade cartridge.

grams. After checking the operation of the unit, adjusting the
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Equalizing is no longer a struggle. It's a science.
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Forget all the problems of trying to equalize by ear.
Because now there's the dbx 20/20. The world's first
computerized equalizer/analyzer.
Now you can equalize any location in your room. Automatically. In 15 seconds. You can store up to ten equalization curves in
the 20/20's memory. You can even analyze your music, your
system, and your room acoustics with the 20/20's sophisticated
measuring capabilities.
Hear the dbx 20/20 at your authorized dbx retailer, or send
the coupon for a free brochure.
Equalizing has finally become a science.
dbx, Inc., 71 Chapel St., Newton, Mass. 02195 U.S.A.
Tel. (617) 964-3210, Telex 92-2522. Distributed throughout Canada
by BSR (Canada) Ltd., Rexdale, Ontario.

I'd like to know more about the dbx 20/20 and how it
makes equalizing a science.
Name

Address
City

State

Zip

Phone

My current components are'

dbx, Incorporated, Dept. EA, 71 Chapel St.
Newton, Mass. 02195 U.S.A.
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THE DL -300 SERIES

MICHAEL TEARSON
JON TIVEN

DL -301 To control resonances, the cantilever

fulcrum of all Denon MC
cartridges is independent of
the damping rings, The
DL -301 uses two damping
rings, each optimized for its
portion of the frequency
range.

In addition a special magnetic structure eliminates
pole pieces, reducing both
weight and cost for the best
sonic value in MC cartridges.

DL -303 The first of the
DL -300 Series, the DL -303
has repeatedly been judged
"best of its class." It features
Denon's cross -shaped coil

Performance: A -

What is most obvious is the maturity
in Ellen's singing this time around. Instead of the mindless power vocals that
made songs like "Under My Thumb" ludicrous on her previous Ian Hunter -pro-

Foley's second album

opted for more of a cabaret feel, a more

Spirit of St. Louis: Ellen Foley

Epic/Cleveland NJE 36984, stereo,
$5.98.
Sound: BThat

Ellen

abandons the power rocker stance of
both her first album and her work with
Meat Loaf is a surprise considering the
success of Pat Benatar.
Spirit of St. Louis

is

a

startling

change of direction. Production is han-

dled by "My Boyfriend," a.k.a. Mick
Jones of The Clash who also co -wrote
half the album with Clash band -mate Joe

Strummer. The musicians include all of
The Clash plus assorted members of Ian
Dury's Blockheads and violinist Tymon
Dogg. With such a New Wave line-up the
big surprise is that the sound is more on
the lines of what is called Adult Contemporary than power rock.

Tenderness is the dominant emotion
of the album. And it is most prominent in
the songs of Jones and Strummer, par-

ticularly "The Shuttered Palace" and
"Torchlight." The former is very Europe-

an sounding - The Clash meet ABBA.
"Torchlight," a pure love song, features
Jones as lead singer in a remarkable
duet with Foley, much as Foley sings
lead on "Hitsville U.K." on The Clash's
Sandinista. In fact, Foley's album was
cut in and around the Sandinista ses-

and dual cantilever design
anda special tensioning
device that maintains ultrahigh performance for
extended periods.

duced album, The Clash's Jones has

adult approach. Indeed, "My Legionnaire" at the close of side one is a fine
example of an art song. The songs selected for the album display emotional
consideration and depth, qualities conspicuously absent from Ellen's prior
work. She has matured from a one-dimensional belter into a womanly singer.
The album goes completely against the
grain of the marketplace, which probably
will limit seriously its prospects for success; a shame. It is almost an indictment

of the tunnel vision that dominates the
record business here in the 1980's.
Can an album of other than obvious
merits find its audience? Stay tuned for
.M. T.
our next thrill -packed episode.
.

DL -305 The ultimate Denon
cartridge for 1981. It combines the cross -shaped coil,
dual -section cantilever,
double damping, special tensioning device, advanced
stylus shape and amorphous
boron cantilever (for the
greatest rigidity -to -mass ratio
known to man). The DL -305
is the top of the Denon line
and, therefore, the finest
cartridge available today

.

Competition: Tom Dickie & The Desires
Phonogram SRM-1 4018, stereo,
$8.98.
Performance : A Sound: B
If Nick Lowe had done things right, he

sions. Another standout is the Strummer -

might have been Tom Dickie. Forget
about power pop bands, New Wave,
and all the late 70s trends that have

Jones paean to driving, "M.P.H." Ellen
herself wrote the powerful "Phases of
Travel."

and boogie with AC/DC. Rainbow, and
Blackfoot! The difference is that al -

come down the pike and lust get in there

DENON
Imagine

what well
do next.
Denon America. Inc.
27 Law Drive. Fairfield. N

07006
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though they've got the heavy metal/
flanged guitar sound in the bag, Tom
Dickie and cohort John Macey are

miliar lick

strong melodic writers who could appeal

could get into, The title track is a reggae
thing, so we'll skip that even though it's

to the Bram Tchaikovsky/Alex Chilton/
Badfinger crowd as well. Dickie has got
all the smoothie inflections of a singer

(could that

be from The

Move?) and a vocal delivery a la Tom
Petty, but is something every Rush fan
good, but the next one, "House of Mirrors," sounds like Heart or Led Zeppe-

like Paul McCartney (or Nick Lowe). Despite the fact that this is a good record, it
might even sell a few copies as long as

lin! But what's Nick Lowe doing singing?
Of course there are some lighter, pop pier moments: "Inside" (vintage Decían

the band isn't put on tour with Dirty

McManus), "On the Other Side" (Beatles '65), and "Burnin' Up" (Mott The

Looks or Elvis Costello since they're

their bets, and it will be up to the record buying public to decide. One thing is for
certain: This is no one -hit wonder; this is
a force to be reckoned with. Forewarned
is forearmed.
Jon & Sally Tiven

more likely to appeal to a (heh, hem) Bad
Company crowd.
Check out side one, f'rinstance.

Hoople) to keep the hepcatz happy.

"Downtown Talk" is your basic riff -rock
song, charging down the line with a fa-

qualude set or a heavy group for New
Wavers? Obviously they're hedging all.

Then the question arises: Is Tom Dickie
& The Desires a melodic group for the

LIGHTWEIGHT HEADPHONES.
H EAVY WEIGHT
Some People: The Johnny Average

TECHNOLOGY.

Band

Bearsville BRK 3514, stereo, $8.98.

DT 550

Sound: B

Performance: C -

When Johnny sings, it's Average all

right - they've got the unmistakable
of a bar band trying to
inconspicuously drift into the New Wave
vein. His songs aren't knockout, particularly when it comes to lyrics (example:

delivery

"Whatcha gonna do when the reggae
breaks your heart"), but the band plays
fairly well with famed sidemen like Wells
Kelly and Shane Fontayne helping them

out. But only when Average's girlfren
Nikki Wills sings does any distinctive
sound emerge, and they only let her really open her mouth on one tune ("Ch Ch

DT 880

Cherie") on which Blondie's "Heart of
Glass" is simulated with authenticity. Mr.

4

Average should stick to guitar playing
and let Nikki sing all the time, and maybe next time around they'll sound (dare
we say it) better than Average.
Jon & Sally Tiven

DT 330

Imagine headphones so light you
hardly know they're there, with a
frequency range so wide you never
miss a note. And imagine what it took
to create such headphones- heavyweight
technology that distinguishes Beyer from
the rest.
A copper coil .9mm thick and one-third
the weight of conventional headphone coils.
A polycarborate plastic diaphragm so light,
rigid and rare it is found only in the world's
best mics. It Is viscous damped and statistically
embossed so it is absolutely perfect for transmitting sound. Imagine using rare samarium
cobalt magnets, the strongest material known.
And imagine headphones that will simply overwhelm you with bass response and a transparency
of sound unheard of except in the finest transducers.
But you don't have to imagine. Just visit y
Beyer dealer and try on our new heavyweightht
line of lightweight headphones. There is
something better from Beyer.
BEYER DYNAMIC, INC.

y

ver)))Í
Dynamic

5-05 Burns Avenue. Hicksville. NY 11801 (516)935-8000 in Canada, H. Roy Gray, Ltd.
AmericanRadioHistory.Com

Honi Soft: John Cale
A & M SP -4849, stereo, $8.98.
Sound: B+
Performance: B
John Cale has been an extremely erratic artist, not only in his musical stylings (which have ranged from obscure
classically oriented electronics to heavy
metal) but even in the frequency of his
releases (this is his first studio album in

five years or so). This is closest in approach to his Paris 1919 (Jim Morrison

sings Procol Harum), though the substance of that work seemed a little more

inspired than what

is

here. He's still

going for that bombastic "grand piano in

an airplane hangar" sound, although
without British engineers/producers

it

isn't quite the same. Still, Cale does

72

have

his

gutsy

moments

and

his

songwriting evinces the same emotions
as it always has, but somehow he's the
most convincing when he's at his most
minimalistic. Witness the pure force of
Fear, which is mostly guitar, keys and
voice, or better still, his finest moments

It Took Us Five Years
To Build The Best...

It Was Worth The Wait

with his three-piece band (fronted by
Chris Spedding) or jamming with Mick
Ronson at the Ocean Club. One can
only regret that more of these moments
weren't preserved for all time. In the
meanwhile, Honi Solt isn't bad at all.
Jon & Sally Tiven

Escape Artist: Garland Jeffries
Epic JE 36983, stereo, $8.98.
Sound: B+
Performance: AAll of a sudden Garland Jeffries is a
trendy "must -hear" as opposed to the
brilliant (but decidedly underrated) singer/songwriter who's been releasing excellent albums over the past 10 years.
Granted, being backed by The Rumour
certainly puts points in his favor with the

people who closely scrutinize such
goings-on, and covering "96 Tears" ingratiates him to the punk rockers, but
certainly he's made records that sound
as good many times before. So why the
fuss? Although this is a very good Garland Jeffries record (aren't they all?), the
major difference is that his record com-

Tandberg Series 3000
After five years of intense research and development with one single purpose, Tandberg proudly
introduces the Series 3000 - quite simply a new
standard in sound reproduction. A totally integrated system of audio separates scaling new
peaks in performance, reliability and elegance.
Tandberg set out to create the uhimate system. A

system against which others would be judged. A
system with no compromise. The result is a masterpiece of European Technology. Components

which, separately, define the state of the art in
their field. And which, together, approach sound
perfection.

TANDBERG
Iternatiw
The tar

01980 Tandberg of America. Inc., Labriola Cl., Armonk N.V. 10504
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Don't be misled ...

IMF

We pioneered T.L.S. (Transmission Line Bass)
ELECTRONICS
and A.L.S. (Active Line Bass)
speaker systems .. .
For Rossini or Rock
tight, extended bass, smooth overall
response - superbly engineered drive units and craftsman built
enclosures made in our own factories.
.

.

.

Considering an upgrade? - then demand to hear
them ... if not, beware - you will be dissatisfied
with your present speakers.

pany is putting a lot of money into a
campaign that will make sure that you
are at least aware of the album's existence, if not constantly bombarded by it
on the radio (a la Bruce Springsteen).

They couldn't have chosen a better
artist to put their guns behind, because
Garland Jeffries

is

a

rare

breed of

For the latest in Loudspeaker
technology, please visit our suite at the
Pick Congress Hotel May 31 through
June 3 for the Summer Consumer
Electronics Show.
Please send me details of your speakers and Ambisonic
UHJ Records.
NAME
ADDRESS

songwriter who not only has struggled
enough to deserve such a break, but has

kept both feet on the ground during his
recording career and is still a wholly viable talent. Bob Clearmountain has given
him the production bite that brings out
the character in his songs, and Jeffreys'
voice is sort of a Jagger -meets -Marley
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5226 State Street
Saginaw, Michigan 48603
Tel (517) 790-2121
TLX - 227461

Westbourne Street High Wycombe
Buckinghamshire
Tel High Wycombe 35576
TLX - 83545
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How to get 50% more

sound without
turning up the volume.
There's a whole range of sound in a
live performance that you never hear from
your stereo system. And it's not a question
of turning up the volume.
The problem is in the records you play.
When recording engineers master a
record, they electronically eliminate up to
half the music. They literally compress the
sound to make it "fit" on the vinyl record.
Fortunately, there's one solution to the
problem: dbx Dynamic Range Expanders.
A dbx Dynamic Range Expander in
your system restores most of the lost music.
And it reduces annoying record surface
noise by as much as 20 dB. So instead of a
compressed 50 or 60 dB of dynamic range,
you get a full 75 to 90 dB. The loud passages begin to thunder. The softs are truly
subtle. All your music comes to life.
And you can use a dbx Dynamic Range
Expander not only with your records, but
also with tapes and FM broadcasts.
Visit your authorized dbx retailer for

tool. Escape Artist is a fine record, and
his fans from way back shouldn't be offended by his new-found fame. But if we
start hearing about Garland hanging out
at all the wrong places with Margaret
Trudeau and Britt Ekland, we may have
to change our tune when his next record

I

Kings of the Wild Frontier: Adam &
The Ants

Epic NJE 37033, stereo, $5.98.
Sound: B-

a demonstration of the 1BX, 2BX and 3BX

Dynamic Range Expanders. Then select
the model that's best for your system.
Because there's a lot more to music
than has been reaching your ears.
dbx, Inc., 71 Chapel St., Newton, Mass.
02195 U.S.A. Tel. (617) 964-3210. Telex 92-2522.

Distributed throughout Canada by BSR
(Canada) Ltd., Rexdale, Ontario.

x
Making good sound better
Enter No. 17 on Reader Service Card

Jon & Sally Tiven

comes out.

Performance: A -

Adam & The Ants possess a rare
combination of concept, image and timing. With a clutch of songs that'special-

ire in sloganeering and swaggering "Antmusic for sexpeople" - they automatically establish a cult situation from
the first notes of either side of the album
just as David Bowie did with Ziggy Stardust, the album which catapulted him to
the foreground nine years ago. As with
Bowie, costuming is an essential element to their success, as is the spirited

playing by the band - particularly the
drummers.

Back when Ziggy appeared it scared
the pants out of radio programmers. It
took a few fanatics to play it, and once
heard it took off. The same is likely to be
the case with Adam & The Ants. Bowie
outgrew the Ziggy persona and kept on
growing and changing; whether Adam
Ant has this long-term potential is questionable, but youth and a canny sense of
outrage are on his side. The combination
of American Indian imagery and rhythms

with pirate outfits and motifs is a fascinating heady brew.

Three of Kings' songs have rocketed
to #1 in England with the album a solid
#1 for three months running as I write,
and Australia has fallen to the Insect
Prayer, too. Can America be far behind?
I think not.

As Adam Ant says, "You may not like

.dbx

it now but you will/The future will not
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stand still." Truer words are hard to find.
M. T.
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Joan Jett
Boardwalk JJ 707, stereo, $8.98.
Sound: BPerformance: C+
Joan Jett's career began as a puppet
for Kim Fowley, whose fantasies for an
all -girl rock band were lived out through
The Runaways. It wasn't long before
those girls were biting the hand that fed
them, disowning poor Kim and 'breaking out on their own." The group eventually fell apart, and two years later Joan,
the spokesperson for the group, has at
last released her own artistic statement,
a solo album with The Blackhearts.

Once again, she's merely the front
figure for someone else's idea of what
she should sound like. Producers Kenny
Laguna and Ritchie Cordell (best known
for their work with Tommy James & The
Shondells) mire her voice in echo, write

the bulk of the songs themselves (Ms.
Jett gets a total of four co -writing credits),

and generally make the record

sound like a British pop production of
1972. The two tracks produced by The
Sex Pistols are slightly better sonically,
but still very little of Joan Jett is heard,
merely a wall of reverb and various ses-

leased its first LP in the U.S. Unlike its
predecessor, Showcase, which was
dark and texturally dense, Sinsemilla has

a lightness and clarity to

that emphasizes the unique Jamaican rhythms
even more. With drummer Sly Dunbar
and bassist Robbie Shakespeare at the
it

production helm, Black Uhuru builds everything around the beat. Rhythms are
deceptively simple until you realize that

everything is designed to support and
enhance the beat in a carefully interlocking superstructure. Bass and drums are
mixed high and crisp. The piano is intentionally tinny and percussive and the guitar is used for single note ornaments. Using the dub technique of dropping instru-

ments in and out of the mix, tension is
created without resorting to the now
cliched use of heavy echo.

Michael Rose's melodies are happy
and fervent as he loops his light Rastafarian lyrics around the rhythms. The
remaining two-thirds of Black Uhuru provide a sparse, supple harmonic cushion
that paraphrases Michael's lyrics.
Black Uhuru is not about to break the
U.S. commercial barrier with Sinsemilla,
an album that closely adheres to the for-

mulas and philosophy of the blackest
Jamaican reggae. But with crisp produc-

tion and poignant songs, they have
carved their own statement within this
very personal music.

John Diliberto

min

When your dealer
recommends Technicraft...
Listen!

sion musicians. As far as the overall
quality of the record goes, side one isn't
bad for this sort of thing, but on side two
everything falls apart; the songs, arrangements, and playing are wholly lackluster. Perhaps with her next album Joan
Jett will be able to abandon her mentors

and for once make a record on which
she can be heard.

Jon & Sally Tiven

Sinsemilla: Black Uhuru
Mango MLPS 9593, stereo, $7.98.
Performance: B+
Sound: B+

Reggae, like soccer, has been the
next big thing for most of the last decade. While developing, a rabid cult following,

only Bob Marley has made

forays into the mass consciousness if
you discount the appropriations of people like Elvis Costello and The Police.
Reggae, when performed in its true
Jamaican spirit, is simply too ethnic for
most people. Like the blues, it speaks in
a dialectic that lacks familiar reference
points in both content and presentation.

Black Uhuru, a vocal trio led by the
sweet voice of Michael Rose, has re-

Fine sound and great value...that's
why leading audio dealers are offering
new Technicraft phono cartridges. With
models to insure the best possible sound
for every system, every budget.
Inside each Technicraft cartridge
are two completely independent micro magnetic systems. One for each stereo
channel. No sharing of parts, no compromises. Which means you get best
response from each channel and best
stereo separation with Technicraft. And
full pleasure from every other component
in your music system.

There are four Technicraft models.
The lowest cost TC1000 has a precision ground UniRadial tip. The TC2000
and TC3000 with popular BiRadial styli
offer improved tracing of even the
most complex record grooves. And the
premium TC4000 features a sophisticated Line Contact stylus to extend
frequency response while reducing
record wear.
Technicraft: the new name for top
performance. When your dealer recommends it, listen. To his good advice...
and our great sound.

TECHNICRAFTM
1221 Commerce Drive, Stow, Ohio 44224
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MODEL 3012-R

FOL BAG
TOM BINGHAM

Manufacture of the Model 3012 Series 11
12" (16" US nomenclature) precision pickup arm ended in 1972. In response to many
requests to re -introduce it for professional
and hi-fi applications we have produced the
Model 3012-R. It is basically similar to its
classic predecessor but with important
refinements including:

Thin walled stainless steel tone -arm.
New design lateral balance 'system.
Extra rigid low mass shell with double
draw -in pins.

Fine adjustment longitudinal and lateral
balance for cartridges weighing from
14-26 grams or plug-in heads up to 33}
grams.

Geometry optimised for 12" records.
Distortion caused by lateral tracking error
is at least 25% less than is possible with a 9"
arm and its effective mass of 14 grams
makes is particularly suitable for the many
medium and low compliance cartridges now
on the market.
The S2 -R shell supplied with it is another
SME 'first' in heavy gauge aluminium with
pin-up and pin -down bayonet for positive
locking. The sockets of all SME arms
employing detachable shells are double
slotted and therefore compatible with this
design.
Full details will be sent on request.

Write to Dept 1464
SME Limited, Steyning, Sussex, BN43GY,
England
Enter No. 38 on Reader Service Card

Gospel Nights: Maria Muldaur with The
Chambers Brothers

Takoma TAK 7084, stereo, $7.98.
Performance: B+
Sound: B

Freed of the obligations of big-time
pop stardom with both its illusions and
delusions, Maria Muldaur has made this
handsome album of new and old gospel
songs. Her singing has only rarely
sounded so heartfelt and forceful.

The Chambers Brothers join her for
several selections, and on others she
has The Burns Sisters backing so that
both black and white gospel styles are
represented. The Brothers are featured
additionally in several tunes on their
own. Their signature arrangement of

Long Time Gone: John Starling
Sugar Hill SH-3714, stereo, $7.98.
Performance: A Sound: AJohn Starling rose to bluegrass fame
as the lower -voiced lead singer and guitarist for The Seldom Scene.

On his first album since leaving this
group, Starling moves from bluegrass
toward country music, albeit a folk-,
rock-, and bluegrass -influenced brand of
country. It is generally closer in feel and
spirit (but not in instrumentation) to The

Seldom Scene's newgrass approach
than to Nashville country. Assisting Starling is an all-star cast including Emmylou
Harris, Herb Pedersen, the late Lowell

sounds as glorious as ever.
The album was recorded live during a

George (who co -produced the album
with Audie Ashworth), Ricky Skaggs,
Tony Rice, Buddy Emmons, The New
Grass Revival, and, on a revamped ar-

very special night or two at Santa Moni-

rangement of The Seldom Scene classic

Curtis Mayfield's "People Get Ready"

ca's magical guitar shop, McCabe's.

"He Rode All the Way to Texas," The

Thus the recording quality is a bit raw,
but wonderfully atmospheric and honest
to the event and the artists. On Gospel

Seldom Scene themselves (minus Starling's replacement, Phil Rosenthal).
Starling has a mellow baritone with resonant low tones and a bluegrass -extended top, a voice best suited for gentle

Nights, everyone shines.
Michael Tearson
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John Starling's reflective,
unadorned singing,
combined with the tastefully
uncluttered production, unites
these varied influences and
settings.
sad songs with a Don Williams ring to

Magic/In Concert: Jim Post

them (though the only Williams -associat-

Flying Fish FF 216, stereo, $7.98.

ed song here is Jim Rushing's "Turned
You to Stone"). There's a good mix of
material from such diverse sources as
Dickie Betts (the title song), Paul Craft
("Brother Jukebox''), Dixie Flyers harp -

man Willie P. Bennett ("White Line''),
and traditional gospel ("Jordan," with
superb traditional bluegrass harmonies
by Skaggs and Craft). There are also a
couple of excellent pieces by lesser known writers, Sam Weedman's "Hobo
on a Freight Train to Heaven" and "Last
Thing
Needed" by Gary Nunn and
Donna Ciscel Acklin.

Sound: B

Performance: A -

The arrangements skillfully juggle the
have a sparse pre -bluegrass instrumentation. Starling's reflective, unadorned
singing combined with the tastefully uncluttered production supply the glue
which unites these varied influences and
settings into a coherent unit.
As might be expected, Starling's
change in musical direction has met with
considerable resistance in bluegrass cir-

audience

of

(gulp)

college

students

Better check the locks on the asylum
doors. Jim Post got loose again.

laughing, singing, clapping at (double
gulp) antidraft and antinuke rallies, and

The Texas -born, Chicago -based singer -songwriter is comparatively sober on
his studio albums (no doubt the guards

two of this album's first side, "Brain

The Polk Principle:
High Technol
Technology
ogy D elivers

I

acoustic and the electric. Some tracks
have a full rhythm section, while others

can keep a close watch on him in this
controlled environment.) But put him in
front of a tape recorder and an unruly

eda1e..

Post becomes a living testament to track

Damage."

n

U
spce

Nit0441e

cles, much as The Seldom Scene did

"Polks are vastly
superior to the

ers in their price range seem dim, colored, boxy and just plain insufficient.

competition. Magazne

Musician Magazine

Lab and listening tests prove
Polks measure and sound better.
when they emerged a decade ago.
Nashville, in the meantime, finds it convenient to ignore a small -label recording
by an "outsider." In any case, I feel safe
in recommending this to country, folk,
newgrass, and soft -rock fans alike. It
would be a shame if an album this solid

were to go undiscovered for lack of a
pigeonhole. (Sugar Hill Records, P.O.
Box 4040, Duke Station, Durham, N.C.
27706; $6.50 incl. postage.)
Tom Bingham

Experts agree Polk speakers will give
you the highest quality sound and the
most listening pleasure for your money.
They will deliver amazingly life -like, box less, three dimensional sound with
breathtaking clarity and detail in your
listening room from your hifi system.

"Polk speakers are so vastly
superior to the competition...a remarkably well integrated and coherent
sound that adapts itself ideally to all
kinds of music...the kind of open, uncolored, perfectly imaged sound
we thought began at twice the price...

Our advice is not to buy speakers
until you've heard the Polks."
Better sound in your home Polk
Audio loudspeakers will give you more
listening pleasure and greater long term
satisfaction from your music, your records and your hifi system. They offer you
the best sound for your money and are
affordably priced from less than $125
each to less than $400 each.

Simply use the free reader service
card to receive detailed information,
copies of the expert's rave reviews and
the location nearest you for auditioning

the Incredible Affordable Polks.
Polk Audio, Inc. 1205 S. Carey St.,
Baltimore, Md. 21230.

Sound quite magnificent with a
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good mid -powered popular brand receiver...They make the popular speak-

Monitor Series Loudspeakers
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This is about as close to a
definitive Jim Post concert
as you're likely to hear. But

recommend it? Hardly I've got a reputation to
protect.
Shine," a deceptively jolly yet insidious

ode to solar energy! Worse yet, on a
couple of cuts he even makes light of
religion - better start stoking those
yi,

bonfires!
=,11

:{:4

There are a few nonwarped, nonpolitical songs on this album, but aside from
Post's poignant "Three Soft Touches,"
these are the products of other, ostensi-

bly saner minds - namely Kendall
Kardt, Douglas Steiger, and Dick Nevell,

though the latter is suspect, since he
produced this album. For the most part,
Post is on his soapbox, and in several

,

cases deserves to get his mouth washed

out with the soap from that box. Oh,

Seriously, folks, Jim Post has been
developing increased subtlety as a performer, though admittedly anyone hearing Jim Post for the first time is likely to
regard subtlety to be the least audible of
Post's distinctive traits. His singing is
now far less over -theatrical than on his
Mountain Railroad albums, while his
comedic timing is becoming sharper,
more judicious. You may not like what
he's doing, but you'll have to acknowledge he certainly knows how to do it.
Post's voice is spotlighted as it should
be, but his guitar (there are no other ac -

sure, he's funny, he's clever, he gets his
point across to the obvious delight of his
audience. But do you really want your
impressionable college -age children listening to this foul-mouthed, left-wing lunatic? Horrors, he even goes so far as to

companists) strikes me as too far re moved from the vocals in most cases.

include Tom Paxton's "Let the Sun

Tom Bingham

Songs such as "Get Off, Lay Back" and
"Let the Sun Shine" are more realistically balanced, perhaps because Post
strums more vociferously on these.

Ever hear a Ruby?
It takes more than a ruby cantilever to make a
moving coil cartridge capable of excellent sound
reproduction. It takes imagination, engineering
knowledge and dedication to perfection.
The Dynavector DV/Karat series is the
culmination of these efforts.

Ca=al1-4(32
a°=mi,

+4312nf),...J

R= Pa' ÉG

short and as hard as possible.
As a result, a solid laser cut
synthetic ruby cantilever only
2.5mm in length with a
diamond contact tip is utilized.
Another benefit of the
short/hard ruby cantilever is the
high resonance frequency
above 50 kHz. Therefore, the

121
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Dr. Noboru Tominari, the creative
genius and founder of Dynavector,
developed a radical new technology
taking into account wave dispersion
and cantilever vibration theories.
Dr. Tominari reasons that the

"soft sound of most cartridges
was due to the various delays of

frequencies along the length of
the cantilever.
The role of the cantilever as a
sound dispersing medium has
been mitigated by making it as

elimination of rubber damping.
Without the "creeping time
effects of rubber" (temperature
changes and age deterioration), the
DV/Karat's ability to produce sound with
stunning realism, brilliant tonal balance
and exquisite detail is maintained over the life
of the cartridge.
The truth is in the listening. Call or write for the
name of a Dynavector audio specialist near you.

Dynavector Systems U.S.A., 7042 Owensmouth
Ave., Canoga Park, CA 91303. (213) 702-8025.

Dyncivctor
WORLD LEADER IN MC CARTRIDGES
Enter No. 21 on Reader Service Card
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JAZZ &

SLUES

JOHN DILIBERTO
JOHN LISSNER

The Audio Critic
is now published
every other week!
Starting with Bulletin I. dated January 15,
1981, The Audio Critic has become a biweekly
newsletter. Everything is still the same-the
hard-nosed equipment reviews, the sophisticated
laboratory measurements to back up the listening

tests, the eschewal of paid advertising-only
the format has changed. Now it's just a few
reviews at a time, but every other week!
Later in 1981, The Audio Critic Handbook
will be published, covering all the theoretical
and philosophical material that's too lengthy for
the Bulletins. Here's the new offer:
Our $30 package. This includes the 24
biweekly Bulletins to be published in 1981, plus
the Handbook when it is ready. A handsome
loose-leaf binder for your Bulletins` will be made
available at nominal extra cost.
Our $50 package. This includes the entire
$30 package, exactly as described above, plus
the four old-style, magazine -size issues of The

Audio Critic that are still in print: Vol. 1, No. 6
(cumulative reference issue with over 150 reviews) and Vol. 2. Nos. I, 2 and 3. the last
being the much -awaited recent issue reporting
on the remarkable Fourier I speaker system. We
strongly recommend that you get these issues in
order to have a fuller understanding of what
The Audio Critic is all about and a better founda-

tion for reading the Bulletins. If you already
own one or more of these, you may subtract $5
from the package price for each one you do not
wish to receive.
Send your check or money order in the
correct amount (no Canadian dollars, $6 extra
for overseas delivery) to The Audio Critic,
Box 392, Bronxville, New York 10708.

Rivers of Memory: Jessica Williams
Crean -Cuts C-701, stereo, $7.98.
Performance: BSound: B+
Jessica Williams is a growing pianist

who has three fine but overlooked albums, including this one which was released early in 1980. Her first album,
The Portal of Antrim, was an interesting

but flawed attempt at multi -keyboard
fusion music. Her second release was
two discs' worth of exquisite solo piano
introspectively titled Portraits.

On her third outing, Williams is still
trying to find her own style, but the

search is getting more exciting. Oviously
not one to stand still, Williams combines
the formats of her first releases into an
album of multi -keyboard forays with only

the occasional backing of a drummer.
Her influences range from the opening
piano reverie, "Memory of Tomorrow,"
with its Keith Jarrett derived romanticism, to the Chick Corea dynamics of
"Starcloud." In the latter piece, stormy
crescendos that build around swirling
electric organ and hard -edged piano
give way dramatically to a precious little
filigree until the drums rush back in.
Elsewhere, Williams nods to the early
funk -jazz work of Horace Silver and Jim-

my Smith on "Rainforest," where bub-

bling organ alternates with rhythmic piano melodies. Most of the second side is
given to straight -ahead piano pieces with

Williams using the synthesizer for her
bass patterns; this might account for the
stiffness which seems to pervade much
of her rhythm work. In addition, the three
drummers seem a little too rigid in adhering to the beat, restricting the flow of Williams' keyboard work.
This stiffness may also result from the
ultra -clean recording techniques employed. The drums are almost too crisp
and sharp. Williams' piano is clearly re-

The wave of the future.

Speakerlab's new Wave Aperture'" Speakers are
unlike any speakers you've ever seen or heard. They
work or. the principle that if the sound source is small
compared to the wavelength, the sound field will be
broad and uniform. The result is incredibly accurate
reproduction anywhere in the room.
The drivers are arranged vertically in tall, narrow,
remarkably stylish enclosures with oak -veneer top and
base. Features include polypropylene woofers, passive
radiators and Samarium Cobalt Leaf tweeters.

The new Wave Aperture" Speakerseach individually tested, from
Speakerlab.

corded but seems to have no acoustic
space around it. This could merely be a
matter of listening perception, but when
compared to the Jarrett and Corea ECM
recordings of acoustic piano, there's
clearly a resonance and lushness lack-

ing here. The dryness extends to Williams' blends of acoustic and electric
textures, especially on "Starcloud"
where the lines are too sharply etched

r
A16

Send more information
on the new Wave Aperture'"
Speakers plus your latest catalog.

name

for a real meshing of sound fabric to ocConversely, the totally hiss -free
pressing helps to balance this out.
But these are all minor flaws in an album of exciting music from an artist who

cur.

address

city

L
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is emerging in her own right without the
years of coming up through the ranks.
John Diliberto
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state

Dept. 06, Box C30325 Wallingford Station
Seattle, Washington 98103

The Lester Young Story
Vol. 4, Lester Leaps In
Columbia JG 34843, two discs, mono,
$9.98.
Vol. 5, Evening of a Basie-ite
Columbia C2 34849, two discs, mono,
$9.98.
Performances: A+
The Lester Young story continues in
these two double albums issued in the
Columbia Contemporary Masters series.
This is not only essential material for any
jazz record library, but a wonderful way
to sample the spirit and spontaneity of
some of the Swing Era's greatest music.
The albums, focusing on Count Basie's
tenor saxophonist Lester Young, offer
everything Young recorded chronologically (for companies now owned by Columbia), from June of 1939 until March
Sound: A-

PRECIOUS METAL

ISA SOUND INVESTMENT.
Scotch introduced the original metal tape, Metafine
The same dedication to technological achievement
that created Metafine goes into every Scotch cassette.
So invest in precious metal. Get Scotch.
To find out more about recording on lletafin(' write to: Metafine. Ilnnre
Entertainment Products Departmenl.331 r ,w/er Si. Paul, MN' 55l / ¡.
SCOTCH CASSETTES. THE TRUTH COMES OUT.

Enter No. 30 on Reader Service Card
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of 1941. Much of the material is with
Basie, and we are treated to the sound
of Young's graceful, airborne solos as
they soar and float over the rocking ensembles and background riffs of the
powerful Basie band. The relaxed, mellow Basie sax section and the vigorous,
hard -charging attack of the Basie brass
are a joy to hear on instrumentals like
"Louisiana," "Easy Does It," "The Apple Jump," "Riff Interlude," "Broadway," "Ham 'N Eggs," "Hollywood
Jump," "Blow Top," and "Clap Hands,
Here Comes Charlie," an uptempo tour
de force. To please Young devotees,
Columbia offers chronological Completeness, running two, three and even four
takes of the same number consecutively.
This is fine in most cases, but who wants
to listen to three consecutive versions of
a dog tune like "The Five O'Clock Whis-

tle" which Basie recorded in November

JOIN THE
FRENCH
REVOLUTION:

"Revolutionary" lows... "Revolutionary" highs... We've heard it all before.
Important as these elements may be, they neglect the
area where most music occurs... the mid -frequency region.
Combine exceptional low -frequency response, with
clear, well -dispersed highs and a mid -range of unparalleled
articulation and precision, and you have the SIARE 400 Series.

Through the use of a woven fiberglass mid -range
driver, SIARE has created an immaculate sonic mirror of
the original performance. Revolutionary? You bet!!
PRONOUNCED
(SEE -ARE)
CORPORATION

HAUT PARLEURS DE FRANCE LOUDSPEAKERS FROM FRANCE
For further information:
Write to SIARE Corp., 80 13th Avenue, Ronkonkoma, N.Y. 11779
Enter No. 37 on Reader Service Card
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of 1940? Not even Lester Young can
save that one.

Volume 4 has the Basie/Young KanCity Seven classics, "Dickie's

sas

Dream" and "Lester Leaps In"; the
lightness and crispness of these 41 year -old

septet

performances

make

them sound as fresh as today. On both
volumes there are several small -band
sessions with a group of all-star musicians backing Billie Holiday; titles in-

clude "All of Me," "Laughing at Life,"
"You're a Lucky Guy," "I Never Knew,"

and "You're a No Account." Young's
legendary rapport with Lady Day is
strongly in evidence here. The intimate,
lyrical playing one hears on these small

band dates makes an interesting contrast to his more aggressive, flamboyant
work with the Basie big band.

Volume 4 also has three of the six
sides Young recorded for Columbia-Vocalian in 1939 with Glenn Hardman and

his Hammond Organ Five. These obscure sides are collector's items (three of

them came out

80

in

the Lester Young

Story, Volume 3). find the Hammond
organ a lumbering, plodding instrument
unsuited to jazz, and at times Hardman
sounds as if he's playing intermission at
Radio City Music Hall. Young, however,
carries the day with fluid, adroitly inventive solos, and trumpeter Lee Castle, in
those days a sideman with Benny GoodI

ARE YOU READY
FOR REAL?

man, surprises with a series of bright,

Qcrown®

bristling choruses.

Columbia's remastering and reprocessing from the original 78 -rpm discs is
first-rate, and both sets offer good, clean
John Lissner
mono sound.

What It Is: David Liebman
Columbia JC 36581, stereo, $8.98.
Performance: C
Sound: B+

announces five new audio instruments, built

exclusively for your home audio system, and designed for the most accurate reproduction - the real sound - of your favorite music.
a new FM tuner that solves RF intermodulation problems a new pre amp that packs unbelievable sonic accuracy and total control into a 13/4"

chassis three powerful, clean new amps featuring the Crown MULTIMODETM circuit that stops distortion at all listening levels.

The last time David Liebman
appeared on a record sleeve lighting up
a cigarette, he almost put an end to what
had been a very inspired recording career. Light'n Up Please! was the name of
that record, and it signaled the demise of
the previously innovative Horizon label

with Liebman's recording of the most
abysmal disco -funk. Liebman was silent
as a solo artist for more than four years

after that '76 album until the 1980 release of a straight -ahead jamming session on the Artists House label, recorded
in '78.
On What It Is, Liebman, with cigarette
in mouth, tries again to enter the commercial jazz mainstream. But this time

around he's not willing to give up so
much. Instead of doing the normal formula funk album with its cold multi -tracking techniques and faceless session musicians, Liebman has gotten the session

musicians and made them play in real
time without any overdubbing. This results in an album that is slick and funky,

it almost lives up to the claim that
disco -funk is just another form of jazz.
yet

There is some genuine solo work here as
Liebman develops his themes without regard to their length.

Don't get the idea that there is any
intense inspiration here, however. What
It Is is a laid-back, funky jamming session with a strong backbeat and some
inventive, if restrained soprano and tenor
work from Liebman. John Scofield also

stretches out a bit, but his tone is thin
and dry on this relatively lush backdrop.
Though the recording of What It Is is
simple, the sound is rich and full-bodied
with Liebman's soprano benefiting from
just the right amount of resonance.
Marcus Miller's electric bass is especially

well -recorded on the intro to "A Dance
for Your Thoughts," maintaining a front
line presence without losing the bottom.
For all its simplicity, What It Is is a casual
shot at commercial success.
John Diliberto

They're on their way to your Crown dealer now,
so you can look, touch and listen. Or you can read all about them in your
own home by sending the coupon below and $5 for the latest edition of
the CROWN INFORMATION PACKAGE. Over 100 pages, including a
"tour" of the Crown factory in Indiana; brochures that explain the operation of all these new instruments plus information on Distinction products; technical articles by Crown engineers on the MULTI-MODETM circuit
and other audio topics; complete reprints of publication reviews; price
lists and dealer addresses. Satisfaction guaranteed or we'll refund your
$5. Your Crown dealer will give you this PACKAGE free if you visit his
store. If you don't know his address, use the Reader Service Card for a
free dealer list. Or call 219/294-5571.

crown®
...WHEN YOU'RE READY FOR REAL!
For your CROWN INFORMATION PACKAGE, send this coupon and five dollars
to Crown International, 1718 W. Mishawaka Road, Elkhart, IN 46517.
AU6
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Enter No. 14 on Reader Service Card
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Phone

CLASSIFIED ADVHTISI\G

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
RATES
BUSINESS ADS- 75c per word, minimum charge
$6.00 per line for spaced ads specifying five or less
words per line. First line set in bold face type at no

extra charge. Extra words set in bold face type
$1.00 per word. One point ruled box, extra charge
$8.75. Full payment must accompany order.

NON BUSINESS ADS- 50c per word, minimum
charge $4.00 per line for spaced ads specifying five
or less words per line. First line set in bold face type
at no extra charge. Extra words set in bold face type
$1.00 per word. One point ruled box, extra charge

FOR SALE

RETAIL DISPLAY ALLOWANCE
ATTENTION ALL MAGAZINE RETAILERS: CBS
Publications, the Consumer Publishing Division of
CBS Inc., is pleased to announce a Retail Display

AAANOTHER audio interconnecting cable? Yes,
but we guarantee the new QUICKSILVER cables to

Allowance available to all retailers interested in earning a display allowance on AUDIO. The display al-

outperform any cable you are now using or your
money back (excluding ship. & hand.). A genuine
value at $39.95/1 -meter pair (please add $5 for
ship. & hand. - money order will speed delivery).
Custom lengths made to order (no full moons necessary) at additional $19.95/meter pair. The
shorter your speaker cable, the better your system

lowance will be paid upon your fulfillment of the
terms and conditions of the formal agreement which
will be sent to you upon request. To obtain full de-

tails and a copy of the formal agreement, please
write to FAWCETT MARKETING SERVICES, CBS
Publications, the Consumer Publishing Division of
CBS Inc., One Fawcett Place, Greenwich, Connecticut 06830. This plan will become effective with all
issues of AUDIO delivered to you subsequent to the
date your formal RETAIL DISPLAY AGREEMENT is
received and accepted by our company.

will sound. The QUICKSILVERS will not degrade the
sound at any length. A 10 -meter QUICKSILVER will
outperform other 1 -meter cables. Remember you
heard it first (& best) from ALLEGRO SOUND, home

of the fabled B Series vacuum tubes, where products & mods are guaranteed to enhance your enjoy-

$8.75. Full payment must accompany order.
FREQUENCY DISCOUNT -3 times, less 10%. 6
times, less 15%. 12 times, less 20%. (line copy ads
only)

STATED.

BLIND ADS -Box numbers may be used at $5.00
extra for handling and postage.

GENERAL INFORMATION Ad copy must be typewritten or printed legibly and received on or before

the 1st of the month, two months preceding the
cover date. Display advertisers must make a space
reservation on or before the closing date, material
(Camera Ready Only) may follow by the 10th. The
Publisher, in his sole discretion, reserves the right to
reject any ad copy he deems inappropriate. All advertisers must supply: Complete name, Company
name, Street address (P.O. Box is insufficient), and

telephone number before ads can be published.
Classified ads are not acknowledged and do not
carry Reader Service Card Numbers. Frequency
contracts not fulfilled will be short -rated accordingly.

Ads submitted for a 3 time frequency or less are
unchangeable. Classified ads are payable in advance BY PHONE OR MONEY ORDER ONLY.
(Sorry, we can not accept credit cards.). Additional
information available upon request. Contact: Catherine Paduano, Advertising Coordinator,
1515
Broadway, NYC 10036 .
Direct Dial (212) 9757530.

MAIL ORDER AND DISPLAY CLASSIFIED RATE
1 col x1"
$175
1 col x 2"
$275
1 col x 3"
$375
2 col x l''
$275
2 col x2"
$475
Advertiser must supply complete film negative ready
for printing for display ads.

AUDIO Magazine
1515 Broadway
New York, N.Y. 10038

GOLDEN

gramophone

Marcof
Micro Seiki
MOK
NAO

Audio Research
Acoustat
Advent
ADS

Apt/Holman
Beveridge
Boston Acoustics
Conrad Johnson

Fidelity Research
FMI/Fulton
Grace
Haller
Kenwood
Koetsu

Nakamichi
Oracle
Polk Audio
Raga

Signet
Snell Acoustics

Linn Products
Sony
Lux Audio
Star
M.A. Kotler
Sumo
Magnepan Products Tandberg
2658 W. Market St. Akron. Ohio 44313 Phone (216) 864-4411

Sherman Oaks, CA 91403. (213) 766-9101. 9am.

When replying to an Audio Box Number Ad,
please use this address Box No. - c/o Audio,
1515 Broadway. New York, N.Y. 10036

DEADLINE- 1st of month two months preceding the
cover date. If the first of the month falls on a weekend or holiday, the closing date is then the last business day before the holiday or weekend.ADS
RECEIVED AFTER THE CLOSING DATE WILL BE
HELD FOR NEXT ISSUE UNLESS OTHERWISE

Denneson
Dynavector

ment of recorded music, 15015 Ventura Blvd.,

HOW TO ANSWER BOX NUMBER ADS

Good health R good sound, Richard David Katz

HARMAN-KARDON

TECHNOLOGY

HIGH

SEPARATES, RECEIVERS, CASSETTE DECKS BEST
PRICES - IN STOCK - IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT.
WEST: 213-243-1168.
EAST 305-462-1976

FOR SALE
AAANGRY spending mucho $ on mods for your tube
preamp only to be disappointed? ALLEGRO SOUND
guarantees that you will like our $250 SP3A mod (run-

A BARGAIN! FR201 (not FR 2) unused $212. Stephen
Sun, 203-629-2880.
A BARGAIN INDEED FROM BALTIMORE!

ning our fabled 12AX7B tubes) better than a new SP6B,
or your money back (excluding ship. & hand I. We guarantee that you will like our $200 PV -1 mod (running our
12AX7B's) better than a new PV -2, or your money back.
We guarantee that you will like our full-blown SP3A-Ilegro preamp ($950 complete) better than anything you
&a
are now using, or your money back.
shipping date, contact me, Richard David Katz, ALLE-

APT/HOLMAN PREAMP; sonic integrity. versatility,

GRO SOUND, 15015 Ventura Blvd., Sherman Oaks,
CA 91403. (213) 766-9101, 9am.

years

and outstanding reliability. Apt One amplifier has more
of the same magic! Polk, Marcof, KEF, Rogers, Spendor, Grace, Yamaha, H -K, Lux, Thorens, Audiopulse;
Moving coil cartridges. QUAD of England. Attractive
complete system prices. All shipped freight prepaid in
U.S. UNSURE OF YOUR CHOICE? Many items

able with 30 day full refund arrangement. Ask. Fifty
continuously

in

audio

retail.

References.

SOUNDSCAPE, 406 W. Cold Spring La., Balto., Md.

21210 301-889-1134 12-8 P.M. E.S.T. M -Fri.
AARDVARKS AREN'T INTO AUDIO, but it you are, we
can help. AudioWorld wants to be your source for audio
components whether your interest is mid -fi or exotic. A
call to 616-451-3868 will give you access to nearly any
component your ear desires with refreshingly honest and

A BARGAIN!
JVC 7045 unused $175. Wanted: SP10 Marc II. Stephen Sun, (203) 629-2880 Day

competent service - and excellent savings. Call or

DV6A $285, Dynavector Ruby $180, Lustre 801 $250.
All new. Stephen Sun (203) 629-2880 Day.

write before your next purchase and we'll discuss your

selection and send you our

latest

catalogue. Box

6202A, Grand Rapids, MI 49506. VISA & Mastercard
gladly accepted!

A BARGAIN: SUPEX SDX 1000 $260, Dynavector

A BARGAIN: SYRINX PU2 UNUSED $395, Want
Yamaha CT -7000. Stephen Sun, 203-629-2880 Day.

AMERICAN AUDIOPHILE
HOME OF
AUDIO INNOVATIONS
AUDIO STANDARDS
AUDIO TECHNOLOGY

JMAS

RGR

KINDEL AUDIO

SHURE
SIGNET

AUDIRE

LEACH
LUSTRE

DCM

MAR COF

SPECTRO ACOUSTICS

DECCA
DENON

MARIAH
MORDAUNT-SHORT

SPICA

DUNLOP/SYSTEMDEK
DYNAVECTOR
GOLDLINE

NAD
NEXUS

SUPEX

GRACE
H.A.P.I.
IMPULSE

P S AUDIO
PLATTER MATTER
PRECISION FIDELITY

IVIE
JANIS

SME

STAX

TANDBERG
THETA
3D ACOUSTICS

QED

VAN DE RSTEEN
VPI

R G DYNAMICS

WIN LABORATORIES

REFERENCE AUDIOPHILE RECORDINGS

AMERICAN AUDIOPHILE
5 Sunrise Plaza

Valley Stream, N.Y. 11581
(516) 561-7114
fmasc,q,e

Lz I

716 Madison Ave.
New York, N.Y. 10021
(212) 751-9733

ALL SHIPMENTS PREPAID AND INSURED
FREE THROUGHOUT CONTINENTAL U.S.
07.ASTER CHARGE & VISA ACCEPTED
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

ABATE THE HIGH COST OF YOUR NEXT AUDIO

ACCURATE AFFORDABLE AUDIOPHILE EQUIPMENT AT lowest prices available! Specialists in Cartridges - Tonearms - Turntables - Headamps. Offering GRACE DYNAVECTOR DENON MARCOF

ADIRONDACK AUDIOPHILES Northern New York

PURCHASE! DIRECT DISCOUNTS LTD. offers many of
the finestlines of audio gear from budget equipment to
typically non -discounted components, cartridges,
speakers. etc- Whether you're a novice or seasoned audiophile, we believe that our incredibly wide selection,
low prices and helpful advice could make us your one stop audio bargain place. Some of the lines that we offer
include ADVENT, AR, ADCOM, BOSE, dbx. DENON,
ESS, HAFLER, HARMAN/KARDON, INFINITY, MITSU-

BISHI, NAD, NIKKO, ONKYO, PHASE LINEAR, SAE
TANDBERG, THORENS and many many more. As an
added service to our customers, we also offer video
equipment (incl many of the Large -screen Tvs, VCRs,
etc.) and even a new ''wireless" extension telephone for
less than $200.00 (sugg. retail $560.00). Just call us at
(212) 254-3125 for additional prices or information, or

send $2.00 for

brochure to: DIRECT
DISCOUNTS LTD., P.O. Box 841, Cooper Station, NY
10276. Shop with us by phone with your VISA or M/C.
No sales tax charged to out-of-state customers!!
our current

A BEST BUY IMPROVED!
Your NAD 3020 is capable of exceeding the sonic accuracy of preamps costing many times more. Also, amplifier section improvements, tone control bypass, other
options. Contact Kindel Audio about our 3020 modification program. Kindel Audio, 1 710 Newport Circle, Suite
O. Santa Ana, CA, 92705

ABSOLUTELY AFFORDABLE
NEW! NAD 3140 INTEGRATED AMP
40 Watts RMS Per Channel - 3 DB Dynamic Headroom
100 Watts RMS in the Bridged Mode
Featuring Speaker Equalization Circuit and lead compensation
and soft clipping of course

NEW! NAD 6040 and 6140 CASSETTE DECKS
Featuring Dolby HX (Headroom Extension)

3D Acoustics
AMBER 70 AMPLIFIER AND PRE -AMP II
DYNAVECTOR RUBY MOVING COIL

Audition these and many other fine stereo compo-

SOTA FR, and many more. Please call or write for price
quotes & advice: HCM AUDIO. Box 2029-G, Chico, CA

95927 (916) 343-0558.

State House of Hi -Fi is now open with Mariah, Polk Audio, Grafyx, DCM Time Windows, ESS, NAD, Harman
Kardon, Sota, Audionics, Apt -Holman, Hafler, Hegeman, Eumig, Marcof, Fidelity Research, Toshiba, Sony,
Signet, Ortofon, AKG, Alpine Car Stereo. For info. call
518-793-6639 Mon. to Fn. 10-9 Sat. 10-6. HOUSE OF
HI-FI, 50 Miller Rd., (Rt. 9) Glen Falls, N.Y. 12801.

ACCURATE, QUALITY AUDIO AFFORDABLY
PRICED! Car & Home equipment. Denco Audio, P.O.

Box 6104-U, El Monte, CA 91734 (213) 961-6158
eves, wknds. Send Stamp - monthly specials. SHIPPING
FREE WITHIN USA.

ACOUSTIC TEST INSTRUMENTS
$169
SLM-201 Calibrated Sound Level Meter
ATG-301 Fractional Octave Pink Noise Source $299
ATS-401 Complete Acoustic Test Set
$399
Handbook on Acoustic Testing of Audio Systems $6
Free brochure: HALL ENGINEERING, Dept D-2
P.O. Box 506, Martinsville, NJ 08836

ADIRONDACK AUDIOPHILES Northern New York
State House of Hi -Fi is now open with Hegeman, Conrad
Johnson, Fidelity Research, Marcof, Grafyx, Haller, D.C.
Time Windows, Ampzilla (G.A.S.) Polk Audio Monitors,
KEF, Harman Kardon ST8, Sleeping Beauty, Audionics,

N.A.D., Mayware formula 4 tonearm, Signet moving
coils, AKG cartridges, Toshiba, Sony, and Aiwa. For
info. call 518-793-6639 Mon. to Fri. 11-9 Sat. 10-6.
House of Hi -Fi, 50 Miller Rd. (Rt. 9), Glen Falls, NY
12801.

ADVENT 201 A CASSETTE DECK, ORIGINAL CARTON, meets original specs. $275. (703) 476-9521.

ADVANCED HI-FI DIRECT TAX FREE improved Formula 4 MK III $99 MC -3L High Output moving Coil $89
T-24 Transformer suitable any low output M.C. Azak to
Zen $99 I.M.O.'s Mastercharge/ Visa. Literature $1 bill.
Mayware Ltd. P.O. Box 58 Edgware, Middx. England.

.

FRANKLIN LAKES

Names
of Fame
at FLSC

rimskyam.
YOUR ENTHUSIASTIC RESPONSE 1
OUR MODEST ADVERTISEMENTS IN
AUDIO MAGAZINE INDICATES WE'RE
OPERATING ON THE SAME SOUND
TRACK - AND AGREE THERE IS
NO SUBSTITUTE FOR OUALITV
FLSC IS A DEDICATED
EMPORIUM WHERE ONLY
THE FINEST SYSTEMS &
COMPONENTS ARE
PRESENTED AND
ENJOYED IN OUR

45OUND
STUDIOS

Dayton, OH 45419 (513) 298-9330 (513) 293-7287.

GRACE/SUPEX AVID GRADO
DYNAVECTOR D B SYSTEMS

OED SIGNET STA%AMBER
NAD AKG M a K ULTRACRAFT
PS AUDIO BEYER DAVID HAFLER

DECCA LONDON MAYWARE EUMIG SATIN

$275, DYNAVECTOR DB 505 $225, Servo Statik 12
pr. no bass, monster cable 65¢/ft. (319) 359-9593.

Worldwide Shipping.

COTTER JANIS CROWN

OHARTWELL LSJSA/SATTERBURG LUX PYRAMID

ARC D76A $700, SP3A2 $425, D51 $450, ED4A

ADCOM - AMBER -PSAUDIO - HAFLER
All this and more at O/LC Audio. 1006 Berkshire Road,

KEF SOUND CONCEPT:
A

MICRO-SEIKI SVMETRY MARCOF DBX

ARISTON DENON POLK APT'HOLMAN

...and moral

FRANKLIN LAKES STEREO CENTER
193 FRANKLIN AVFNUE'FRANKLIN LAKES NEW JERSEY T30t

1191-414,

nents in a relaxed and comfortable atmosphere. We spe-

cialize in setting up stereo systems that will yield the
finest sound per dollar.
EXPERIENCE IT!
in New York
SOUND STAGE AUDIO
184-10 Horace Harding Expressway
Fresh Meadows, N.Y. 11365
Exit 25, LIE Service Road
(212)762-3220

AQLED_

IN Texas

THE AUDIO FILE
1202 South Congress Avenue
Austin, Texas 78704
One block south of Riverside
(512) 443-9295
P.S. - JOIN OUR REFERENCE RECORDINGS
RECORD & TAPE CLUB and receive information on the
LATEST RELEASES, SPECIAL PROMOTIONS, AND
RECORD CARE PRODUCTS. Just drop in and sign up
at Sound Stage or The Audio File.

S4

220 watts per channel
RMS continuous power.

Advanced 'Class A'

ACCURACY, DEPTH, AND DETAIL
DCM TIME WINDOWS

circuitry.

SOUND STAGE AUDIO

184-10 Horace Harding Expressway
Fresh Meadows, NY 11365
Ext. 25, L.I.E.
(212) 762-3220

3dB dynamic headroom.

ATTENTION:
WANTED YOUR MCINTOSH, MARANTZ,
AUDIO RESEARCH TUBE EQUIPMENT.
Maury 713-728-4343

Toroidal transformer
with variable impedance
capability.

Over 6,0 0 0

0

STEREO POWER
AMPLIFIER
The 440 also features high
performance Darlington
output devices, a two speed thermostatically
controlled fan, and dual
high speed relays to protect loudspeakers. The
QED 440 provides a
powerful, reliable, affordable choice for intelligent
Class A amplifiers.

SOUNDISCS nave beer+ sold in Europe Now. the SOUNDiSC

Turntable mat is available in North America The SOUNDISC
is an 11'h float glass disc with a 4`h diameter depression

machined out of the center This allows full contact of you,
record s grooves with a very hard non-resonant. extremely
liar surface which has been proven ro help prevent omy'
deformation and acoustic feedback
The price per mat is U S 526 00 ppd IL residents should
include 6% sales tax Shipments outside U s 51 00 extra
To orderer and/or obtain information please write
e
Dudley Sound Inc
P O Box 11611

Dept Ail Chicago. IL 60611 USA
Manufa ruled by Dudley Sound Inc under License from GA

Audio England U S and Can pal pend

DeNer legumes WelcomedAll

Continuous power into 6 ohms at less than .05% THI).

QIJESTAR ELECTRONIC DESIGN
2210 Cemo Circle, Rancho Cordova, CA 95670
Available in Canada through TC Electronics, Montreal.
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LOWER
LOUDSPEAKER
DISTORTION

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

ADVICE
BEFORE SPENDING ANOTHER

$300 TO $9,000 ON AUDIO
PAY $15 FOR INDIVIDUAL ADVICE
Answer 45 question copyrighted questionnaire. Corn puler matches your requirements to files describing best
components available in 5 price ranges. At least 2 systems designed for you. Moneyback guarantee. We sell
nothing but advice. Send $15 for complete kit or $1 for
details. THE ASSESSMENT GROUP, Box 1280,
Rockville, MD 20850
AFFORDABLE ESOTERICA
Central N.Y. State
Mission 3D Acoustics
Apt -Holman NAD Hafler Audionics
Cizek Dahlquist Crown M&K Spectro-Acoustics

B&O Reference Recordings Micro-Seiki Monster
Cable
Ortofon
STELLAR STEREO
384 Elmira Rd. Ithaca, N.Y. 14850 607-272-2644

AGFA & AMPEX 101/2" & 7" OPEN REEL TAPES

- THE BEST! THE FINEST CASSETTES: DIRECT TYPE II (C68 & C96) and ASF (C66 & C96).
DIRECT -TO -TAPE RECORDINGS for the finest re-

corded sound available, called "Truly superb" by
Charles Repka in AUDIO (Oct, 1980). Only available on real time duplicated reels & Cassettes, optional dolby or dbxll. Ampex video cassettes. WRITE
for FREE newsletter subscription & current specials.
Direct -To -Tape Recording Co., 14 Station Ave.,
Haddon Heights, NJ 08035.

AGI 511A 5300. Late M -L 1 A4E phono cards. 151
power supply, 3 pr. Lemos 1350, Van Alstine Model 3
power amp 125 W/channel $475. Call before 10 AM,
(212) 496-6535.

AMAZING? ISN'T IT
The amount of nonsense that gets thrown around in the
audio world. If you are sick of being treated like a 5 -year old child by shoe salemen masquerading as audio experts, you owe it to yourself to give us a call. Our opinions are based on a solid foundation of experience with

the components we sell as well as those sold by our
competitors. Most importantly we don't simply sell the
finest audio equipment available, we arrange it in complementary systems designed to extract the greatest
benefit from your audio dollars chosen from among the
followng lines we represent:
ACOUSTAT, ACOUSTIC ELECTRONICS, AUDIO RESEARCH AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS. ADCOM, AUDIO INTERFACE, AUDIO CONTROL, CARVER, DENNESSEN,
DCM, DECCA, DYNAVECTOR, ENTRE, FULTON,
GRACE JR, LINN SONDER, LUSTRE, MARCOF, MERIDIAN, MICHAELSON AUSTIN, MONSTER CABLE,
MORDAUNT-SHORT, MUSICAL FIDELITY, NAIM AUDIO, NAD, ORACLE. POWER LIGHT, POINT SOURCE,
PRECISION FIDELITY, QUAD. REGA, ROGERS, SNELL
ACOUSTICS, SOUNDLABS, SPATIAL COHERENCE,
STRELIOFF SYSTEMS, STD, STAX, SUPEX, TANDBERG, THETA, TECHNICS, R&B
SOUND BY SINGER, LTD.

227 Lexington Avenue
New York, NY 10016
(212) 683-0925
We ship anywhere (A.E., M.C., VISA ACCEPTED)

AMPEX, MAXELL, TDK, FUJI, BASF at tremendous
savings. Free catalog. Audio Unlimited, 1798 Technology Drive, San Jose, CA 95110.

AMPS, PREAMPS, AND PRE-PREAMPS. Construction plans, circuit boards, and electronic parts for M.
Leach's projects. Author approved. Send stamped envelope for price list. Custom Components, Box 33193,
Decatur, Georgia 30033.

AID FOR AUDIOPHILES
Underground review journals are a necessity in the fast -

paced world of esoteric audio equipment. But can you
afford the $300 it would take to subscribe to them all?

iO

UNDERGROUND REVIEW'rates and reviews The Absolute Sound, The Audio Critic, IAR, The Sensible Sound,
Stereophile, Audio Horizons, Audio Alternatives, Audio
Update, Audiogram, and many more. Find out what kind
of
before you plunk down
your hard earned dollars. Complete subscription information incl. $3 Fenwick Publications P.O. Box 53 Westmont IL 60559.
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The VMPS Tower II speaker system
offers all of the features and much of
the performance of the low -distortion
Super Tower series, in a compact, 43"

ALAN AUDIO TAPE DECK REBUILDING. Complete,
painstaking mechanical work, bias and equalization
makes possible new -or -better performance, often for
less than half the cost of a new machine. Lab equipped

high, lower -cost format.

completion. Alan Audio, 310 South Washington, Bloom-

THD with 1 Watt input is no more than

10-5 F, EST.

0.7°lo from 22HZ (-3dB bass cutoff

AMBIENCE DECODER FOR REAR CHANNELS,

fregencyl to 30kHz. Outstandingly high

sensitivity (99dB/1W/1ml, power

with Tek, HP, Leader, etc. Proof -of -performance on
ington, Indiana 47401. (812) 332-2192 10-7 M-Th,

$149.95. Literature 50c. Huntington Electronics, Box
2009-A, Huntington, Conn. 06484

handling (300W rmsl, and maximum
undistorted output levels (126dB/1m)
make the Tower II suited to virtually
any amplifier or listening environment.

ANOTHER AUDIOPHILE PUBLICATION?
AUDIO UPDATE is published ON TIME. This bi-monthly
includes modifications construction projects, improvement methods, data available nowhere else. It's provocative, informative, and a MUST if you enjoy audio. Annu-

al: $12.00 USA/Canada, $14.00 elsewhere. MasterCharge/Visa welcome. AUDIO DIMENSIONS, 8888
Clairmont Mesa Blvd., San Diego, CA 92123. (714)
278-3310
TF
ANTI -SKATING for AR TURNTABLES!! Proven counter -weight design of nickels steel & aluminum construction. Install yourself in minutes. $7.95 postpaid. (Dealer
inquiries invited.) AUDIO INNOVATIONAL PRODUCTS,
P.O. Box 1607, Portsmouth, N.H. 03801.
A&S SPEAKERS offers raw speakers and kits. Specializing in plastic cone drivers and high end auto systems.
Our brands include Audax, Becker, Philips, Foster, Jordan -Watts, SEAS, Dalesford, Falcon Acoustics and
Peerless. Write for free price list.
A&S SPEAKERS 2371 Dahlia Street, Denver, CO
80207 (303) 399-8609.

CALIFORNIA'S
SECOND LARGEST CITY

Other unique features include minimum
phase response, a new, high definition

COMES OF AGE.
MUSICALLY.

polypropylene cone midrange, single

amp or biamp operation without an

50dB of adjustment range, internal

State of the Art Audio Systems: Audio Research Beveridge Threshold
Magnepan Linn Fidelity Research Pyramid Acoustat Koetsu Cotter
Rogers Win B & O Shahinian Precision Fidelity Colony AB -1 DCM

wiring with Monster Cable, and mylar/
polypropylene crossover componentry.

Audio Pro Denon Studer Audionics Grado Hafler Grace Luxman M & K
SaePro Infinity Belles Research Plastatronics Music Reference

external crossover, level controls with

Ship prepaid in the U S Phone orders accepted. MC VISA and AE are welcome Foreign
Enquiries invited Export Facilities Spanish spoken Complete In-house electronic service,
testing facilities Electronic pans Modification kits for many products.

Write for our brochures and a reprint

of Bert Whyte's article "Towers of
Power" from the May 1980 AUDIO.
Other VMPS speakers from $78 to

Showrooms Open: M -F 12-8. Sat. 12-5. Sun. Appt.

$1699ea.

8888 Clairemont Mesa Blvd.
San Diego. CA 92123
(7141278-3310

nil'cDdirections

VMPS AUDIO PRODUCTS
A division of Itone Audio

7301 Rockway El Cerrito, CA 94530
(415) 526-7084
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

ARC EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

ATTENTION: "FOREIGN" AUDIOPHILES AND
DEALERS! Western World Audio Exporters can supply
virtually ALL brands of hi-fi components, speakers, cartridges, etc (incl. esoteric lines) at VERY attractive orices. Quotes, terms and availability furrnshed on request.

ATTENTION! WANTED: McINTOSH (SOLID STATE

D -100A, Original Carton, Manual, Mint $625, D52B
New in opened carton $795, D-1 10B Mint Original Carton, Manual $1775 plus shipping, D350 Mint, Orig. Car-

ton, Manual, $1550 +shipping, D-79 New in opened
carton $2450 + ship., SP6/B Mint, original carton,

manual $1149, Sp3A - 1 -N Exc. Cond. Carton,
Manual $450, D -76-G New tubes, Exc. Cond. $625. D51 -N Very good Condition, Manual $535, D -75-N Exc.
Cond, carton, manual $625, D -75A -G Mint cond.

$700, D -76A -G Exc. Cond., $885, D -50-F18 Not a
scratch, new tubes $400, (2) MC -30's V.G. $350 +
ship, (2) MC -40's V.G. $375 + ship, (2) MC -60's Exc.
Cond. $400 + ship, (1) MC -225 Exc. Cond. w/cage
$325 + ship, MAC C-26 Exc. Cond. w/carton $300,
MR -7t Tuner $340, Mark Levinson ML -1 w/pls 150
p.s. Mint, carton, Verion cables $895. DQLP-1 w/carton Exc. $195, Linn Ittok LVII ARM $450, List $700, 8
mos. old. Linn-Asak Cartridge $300, list $450, 8 mo,
old. Precision Fidelity C -4A, polypropylene caps, new
Mullard valves $750, Grace G-704 arm, Mint w/packing $125, Call 317-283-1361 8-4 M -F Ask for Dave.
All items over 50 lbs + shipping.

Write To: WESTERN WORLD .AUDMQ EXPORTERS, 373
Fifth Avenue, Suite 1556; New York, NY 00016.

TELEX -423826 SAKIUR.

ATTENTION TUBE AFFECTIONADOS! Have Bruce
Moore modify your present equipment and/cr have
Bruce Moore Custom Audio provide you with a full line
of amps, preamps, x-overs, 'neadamps, etc. For prices
and literature enclose $2. Bruce Moore Custom Audio /a
division of A.I., 3400 De La Cruz Blvd., Suite H, Santa
Clara. CA 95050. 408-262-2160.

AND TUBE) MARANTZ (TUBE) AUDIO Research
(tube) and all high end equipment. (713) 728-4343

AUDIO ALTERNATIVE -A SPECIALTY AUDIO
SHOP FOR Rocky Mountain customers with interest
in Grado, Dynavector, Asak, Denon, Thorens, Linn,
Rega, Haller, PS Audio, H -K, RGR, Audire, NAD,
SOTA, 3-D Acoustics, Acoustat, Vardersteen, Rogers, FR. Fair, honest advice & service. Inquires wel-

comed. 1124 East Elizabeth, Fort Collins, Colo.
80524 (303) 221-1496
Audio and TV tubes factory boxed, speakers, semiconductors-low prices, free price list. Transisleteronic
Inc., 1365 -39th St. Brooklyn, N.Y. 11218 212-633TF
2800

ATTENTION AUDIOPHILES:
SPECIAL OFFERING OF VERION PRODUCTS
General Resistance, Inc., the ONLY manufacturer of
Verson MK1 Stereo Pickup Transformers, Triaxial

Audio Cables, and GS1 Ground Strips has been
authorized by Stipulation to sell the remaining inventory of those products:
MK1 Stereo Pickup Transformers (specify pickup
impedance): $350 each,

Triaxial Audio Cable pairs: $30 per one meter,
meter added to the pair. All
plus $5 for each
Triaxial cables have RCA -type connectors, at one
end, and either bar leads, RCA -type connectors, or
male or female DIN connectors at the other. Be sure
to specify length and choice of connector.
GS1 silver-plated 12" solid copper Ground
Strips with hardware and grounding pig -tail: $20
each.

All above carry 5 -year manufacturer's warranty.

Quantities are limited since there will be no further
production.
Send official bank check or postal money order immediately to avoid disappointment. Orders shipped
prepaid UPS in the USA. Others add shipping. No
telephone orders accepted.
GENERAL RESISTANCE, INC.
130 S. Columbus Ave.
Mt. Vernon, NY 10553

Popular Science

AUDIOPHR.IIIIE ACCISSORIES
47.95
DBP-2J SWITCH BOX
39.95 AU (gold jacks)
Selects between up to 4 phone inputs. Used with DBP-6 or 6MC.
avows for selectable loading of cartridges.

2918
0SP-6 PHONO EQUALIZATION KIT
Allows adjusting the input capacitance of the phono input of every
preamp and receiver with low loss Polystyrene Capacitors.

OBP-6MC RESISTIVE LOADING KIT

29.98

Allows ad)utting load resistance from 10 to 200 Ohms for for moving
coil cartridges. Gold plated phone plugs in both kits.

DBP-8 SPEAKER WIRE 12 Ise., In 3,6, and 9 meter...Inquire.
10.88
DBP-9AU BANANA PLUGS Elgin gold plated, soideriesa
19.98
08P-10 MONO ALIGNMENT PROTRACTOR
Allows Equating the lateral tracking error of a mounted cartridge to
within ih of one dS

e. Non -technical Instructions and case included.

O8P-11 CAPACITANCE LOADING SWITCH BOX

79.98

08P-12 AUDIO CABLE 10 me* (93 It)

59.98

Low capacitance (400pF) stereo Interconnect cable, terminated with
rugged gold plated phono connectors.

DBP-13J GOLD PLATED PHONO JACKS (14") 9 pk
08P -13P GOLD PLATED PHONO PLUGS 8 pack
MODIFICATION AVAILABLE DB-1 ta DB-1A

Rogers

10.98
7.28
52.01

At your dealer or direct Orders under 845, add $2.00 Handling.

DB SYSTSNS
Bet 347E Jaffrey, NH 03452 (603)899.5121
Dealer inquiries invited. Overseas distributors in Benelux, W. Germany
Scandinavia, Japan, Hong Kong, Singapore, Taiwan, France.

BRITISH EiR HIGHFIDELITY
REFERENCE MONITOR INTERNATIONAL, Inc. 2380 "C" Camino Vida Roble

Carlsbad, CA 92008
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

ATTENTION ... AUDIOPHILES

ATTENTION ALL DYNACO AND DYNA KIT
OWNERS:
Frank Van Alstine can rebuild and/or repair your Dyna
amplifiers, preamplifiers, and tuners. We have all new
PC cards and all new highest quality internal circuits for
most Dyna units. New POWER MOS-FET circuits for
Dyna ST -150, ST -300, and ST -120 amplifiers. New JFET circuits for Dyna PAT -5 and Bi-Fet preamplifiers. All
new circuits for FM -5 tuners with phase -locked loop
Mplx, new 8 stage differential IF, new buffered outputs,
no drift, super musical, super sensitive. We rebuild all
ST -400, 410, 416 amplifiers and can repair any, no
matter how badly blown. External 100,000 mfd power
supplies for ST -400 and 415. All new internal circuits for
Dyna PAS tube preamps. New Noble precision stepped
controls for all Dyna preamps. New Mos-Fet circuits for
Dyna PAT -4 preamps. Improved audio circuits for St -70
tube amps. Rebuilt Nagatron, Sonus, and Grado phono
cartridges. Read AUDIOGRAM, MR. AUDIO'S BIMONTHLY, AND SENSIBLE SOUND for reviews on our
equipment. No charge for repair labor when we rebuild
your Dyna unit. We ship worldwide and have brand new
120 volt and 240 volt modified Dyna units available. For
details and our recommendations on how to make a hi fi
system sound like music, write or call:

FOR SALE

Western
Pennsylvania's
Quality Audio
Dealer
Daniel Queen
Magneplanar
Polk
Advent
M & K Systems
DCM Speakers

Oracle
Threshold
Bedini
AptlHolman
NAD

Mitsubishi

Northeastern's Largest Hi -End Audio Salon
Now has a larger selection of
Quality Components
Featuring:

Linn Sondek, Kenwood Purist Group, LS3/5A, B+W,
Spendor, Supex, Stax, Adcom, Mitsubishi, Decca;
Tandberg, DB Systems, I.M.F., Grado Sig., Shahinian
Obelisk, Monster Cable, Dahiquist, Audio Pro, Grace,
Avid, Marcof, Micro Acoustics, Dual, Strathclyde, Audio
Source, S.A.E., Magneplaner, Carver, Dynavector, Audio Linear, Radian Research, Fulton, Promethean and
Nagatron.

We Ship Anywhere in the World

B&W

Sony
Adcom

The Sounding Board, Inc.
75 Franklin Avenue
Ridgewood, N.J. 07450
Call us at (201) 445-5006

Trilogy

Hafler
Dex
Marcoff
Tandberg
Audio Standards
Dynavector
Cotter
JVC Pro
Fidelity Research
DBX
Lustre
Supex
Grace
Denon
Thorens
Ortofon
Dual
Accutex
Last
Grado
Dozens Of Others

Direct - To - Disc Recordings
SHIPPED PREPAID & DIRECT

OVATION AUDIO
The Theatre
Shadyside, Pgh, PA. 15232

ATTENTION DCM
TIME WINDOW
OWNERS

JENSENS STEREO SHOP 2202 RIVER HILLS DRIVE

BURNVILLE, MINNESOTA 55337 (612) 890-3517.

AUDIO CONNECTION
IN NORTHERN NEW JERSEY:
Tel: 201-239-1799, 615 Bloomfield Ave., Verona,
NJ 07044. Audire + Clarke Systems + Denon +
Dynavector + Grace + Grado + JG Acoustics (Ribbon Tweeter for DO -10) + Kirksaeter + Lustre +
Nagatron + PS Audio + RG Research + Rogers

We now offer a convenient and attractive way to
improve the sound of your speakers. The DCM Time
Window, when raised 9 inches off the ground, has
an airier and tighter sound: the image is raised and
standing waves reduced.

THE DCM TIME WINDOW PEDESTALS are

LS3/5A + Satterberg + Sonic Developments +
Spectrum + Spica + Supex + 3D Acoustics + +
+ Audio Source + Audioquest + CWD + Fulton +

made of heavy duty wrought iron and suit the shape

and appearance of the Time Window perfectly.
They sell for $65. per pair. If there is no dealer
nearby, order postpaid (Master Charge & Visa ac-

Last + Platter Matter + Monster Cable + VPI Industries + more. Free Shipping in Cont. U.S.

cepted) from

R.S. PARK AUDIO ASSOCIATES

AUDIO DEN AND POLK AUDIO
The Audio Den is proud to have on display and demonstration the amazing Polk Audio Monitor Series. Our customers say "Fantastic! Compares with the finest
loudspeakers have heard. Probably the best value in
from the Audio
the history of Audio!!!" AudiogramT

5 SUNRISE PLAZA, VALLEY STREAM, NY
11581

(516) 561-7558

(412) 441-4550

I

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

,

Advisor said, "We were so impressed that we could
Other $200 speakers
not believe the prices
simply do not come close to the standards set by the
. And at their price, they are simply a
Model 10
steal." Come in for an audition or write us for information on Polk or our other state-of-the-art products.
Polk is shipped free in the continental U.S. Audio
.

.

THE RETURN OF ACCUPHASE!

Den Ltd. 1320-34 Stony Brook Rd., Stonybrook
TF
L.I., N.Y. 11790, 516-751-3350.

fxIn recent years absent from the American
W market, Accuphase power amplifiers,

preamplifiers, tuner, integrated amplifiers

1 and crossover networks have been

re-

m- introduced!

QKnown for advanced technology and reliability, Accuphase products =

D '`

are among the most sought-after among audiophiles! T
Famous Acoustique 3A speakers are now Z

M
W

!,'

available! Choose the 650 (Prelude), the 680 (Master^'
Control) or the 1000 (Reference), all with Acoustic

O

U

AUDIO EXCELLENCE IN N.E. PENNA!
Stock: Hafler, Rogers, SME, JR, Sonus, The Dalco/Dynaco A30XL, Technics, NAD, Alpine Car Audio, Gold
Line Analyzers and more. JANNEN SYSTEMS, Hazleton, PA. Free shipping. Call (717) 459-5722.

What's your AQ?

PI

Pressure Feedback (APF) system.
to)

.

.

Introducing the new Koetsu EMC -1B, or "Black". 0
Now the unrivalled sonic qualities and craftsmanship _-41
of Koetsu are available in the price range of $600 to C
$1100!

Also introducing a new
generation of audio accessories
from D & K! The Gold ConnecH
Z tion (Gold-plated RCA and DIN connectors), The
Silver Connection (Spade lugs of a thickness that
< won't degrade the signal) and The Master Sound

oó

(-

ñ

- Cable (a superior cable that incorporates The
Gold Connection).

See us at Pick Congress Booth 689

For orders and information, write

D & K Imports
146 E. Post Road, White Plains, NY, 914-946-3031 Accepted
Dealer

Inquiries

A NEW GENERATION OF AUDIO ACCESSORIES.
86

Audiophile Quotient. Find out by taking the
AQ test in the next issue of BIASED. Also in
that issue, Asak cartridge updates, a look at
digital, and the return of the Fubar Award.

For a four issue subscription, send one dollar
to:
Audiophile Systems, Ltd.,
Dept. A2, 6842 Hawthorn Park Dr.,
Indianapolis, Indiana 46220.
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FOR SALE
*AUDIO EMPORIUM, MILWAUKEE

-

Acoustat,

Amber, Audio Interface, Audire, B&O, Beyer, ConradJohnson,

Dahlquist,

Denon,

Dynavector,

Genesis,

Grace, Grado, Hefter, Lux, Magnepan, Marcof, Micro
Seiki, NAD, Oracle, Peterson Links, Polk Audio, RH
Labs, Rega Revox, Rogers, Snell, SOTA, Stax, Technics, 3D Acoustics, Threshold, Vandersteen. KMAL
Cleaning, LPs, accessories. Open Tues, Wed, Fri, Sat
10-6, Thurs 10-8 Closed Sun & Mon. 6914 W. Brown
Deer Road, Milw., Wi. 414-354-5082.

AUDIO GRADE POLYPROPYLENE AND POLYSTYRENE CAPS NOW FROM: .0015 to 5u 200 VDC
10% for your electronics contruction, upgrade mods
and crossover networks. Build phase coherent line
source arrays that have electrostatic like ''speed'' that
are ready for PCM, Digital and D to D dynamics without
strtweeters for
designs ror", seamlesstivesonics,e
mer
tweeters for timbre
timbre and "air", active biampsemi kit, and
super air core coils. Catalog $1. 26 page Jordan Manual on spkr design $2. Transcendental Audio, 6796 Arbutus, Arvada, CO 80004. E. J. Jordan, Dynaudio, Po-

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

AUDIO HEIGHTS
"We do things a little differently"

AUDIOPHILE QUALITY SWITCH BOX FOR

To serve your Hi -Fi and Video needs.

HAFLER
amp now available! Less than .2 ohms
total resistance. Accommodates 2 sets of
speakers, B stereo reverse and headphones.
$49.00 lus shipping
UNDERGROUND SOUND
2125 CENTRAL, MEMPHIS, TN 38104

Call us at (212) 237-9847.
Amber, Allison Acoustics, Audio Pro, Aiwa, ADC, AR,

ADS, AKG, Alpine Car Stereo, Audio Control, Bose,
DBX, Tandberg, Thorens, Onkyo, Nikko, Sherwood, Ortofon, Micro Acoustics, Stanton, RG, Omnisonic, JVC,
Hitachi, RCA, Ultravision Projection TV.

(901) 272-1275

AUDIO HOUSE -FLINT MICHIGAN
Mordaunt-Short
Theta
Conrad -Johnson
Rogers
Amber
Leach LSR+D
Obelisk
Symmetry
Adcom
Acoustat
Ariston
Audionics
Audio Pro
MTI
SKS''Intaglio''
Fulton Wire
Bryston
DB Systems

"STATE OF THE ART"
IN STOCK ALWAYS!
/L
an MAR
Apt/

sS

ydax, Foster, JVC. Rowland Research. (303) 420-

Gonza Wire is #12 gauge,
au e, twisted safe speaker wire.
100 ft. $45 or 500 per Ft. Keith Monks Record Sleeves

50 - $15. C.O.D. OK. Samples $1.00. 4304 Brayan,
Swartz Creek, Mich. 48473 (313) 655-8639 by appointment.

7356.

AUDIONICS - NEW PRODUCTS
AUDIOMART, P.O. BOX 223, CREWE, VA 23930

Audiomart is a 20+ page classified ad magazine
listing over $500.00 each month in private preowned audiophile equipment free of charge for our
subscribers plus new and demo dealer and manufaclurer equipment. Buyers deal directly with sellers,
or, less popularly, we hold the money and guarantee satisfaction for a 5% tee. We've been publishing
speedily and regularly for 7 years with personal ser-

vice and we are now fast becoming the hobbyist
and industry standard marketplace and communicalion center for high -end audio. Ask your audiophile
friends! Subscriptions $12/year US & Canada, $17
foreign; enclose your 1st free ad (Personal equipment only please). MC & VISA accepted (600 service charge) include # and exp. date, or call us

(804) 645-8816. Satisfaction guaranteed. Dealer

We offer the complete Audionics line: BT2 preamp, RS1
preamp, CC2 amp, Space & Image Composer, BA150
amp, RVR/RVP replacement Revox A77 Electronics &
LKI turntable. By appt. Free shipping in cont. U.S. We

ship worldwide. Visa & M.C. OXFORD AUDIO CONSULTANTS, Box 145, Oxford, OH 45056, (513) 5233333. Telex/TWX: 810 470 8487. ITT telex: 427791.

AUDIONICS BT -2 PREAMP $300. 502-228-1042.

/,J
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Polk Audio
Quad

TRADE-INS WELCOME.

advise from Audio House, 4304 Bryan Dr., Swartz

AUDIO RESEARCH 0-1008, $950 or

Denon
Grado
Macjnepan

SHIPPED PREPAIDC
ANYWHERE IN IL S.

AUDIONICS = VALUE
Audionics continues to stand the test of time as a cost
effective product. If you are new to high end audio or an
old audiophile, consider a product that you will want tc
keep. Audionics BA -150, CC -2 amps. R$-1 and BT -2
pre amps and the LK-1 Turntable. FREE shipping and
Creek, Mich. 48473 (313) 655-8639 by appointment.

N.A.D.

Mitsubishi
Yamaha
Audio Research

Cable: OXAUDCON.
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

AUDIO RESEARCH D-100 B $500, SP -4 $400, Magnepan MG - 1 $400, Formula -4 Mayware $50., Dynavector DB-505 $350. (812) 232-2927.

AUDIO RESEARCH AT
CSA AUDIO DESIGN
Discover latest state-of-the-art Audio Research amps
D60, D120. New performance plateau.

AUDIO RESEARCH SP -6B, MINT, INDIA TUBES 8
LATEST MODS. $1350.00 (212) 454-3205.

Bob Heenan Sells
Great Used
Equipment

Sound Advice
Box 782

Brookline Village
MA 02147

PREAMPLIFIERS:

MagnepanUndrac-1

Audio Research

SME 3009/1
Dynavector Ruby (new)
FR MC -201 (new)

SP3A-1

Denon DL303 (new)
van den HUL/Denon
103C (new)
Keith Monks KMAL

Barring TF-10
Carver C4000
Advent 300
Quad 44
Theta A updated

Mk3

Crown SL -t
Hater DH -101

SPEAKERS:

Dynaco PAS2/3X/
PAT4/5

Quad ESL

POWER AMPLIFIERS:

Michaelson/
Austin TVA -1

Lux MB3045
Series 20 M-22
Crown PL -1

KLH-9
Snell A improved
Dahlquist DO -10
Acoustat 3

Chartwell LS3/5A

CSA AUDIO DESIGN
193 Bellevue Avenue

Montclair, NJ 07043
We ship anywhere. VISA/MC.
AUDIO RESEARCH ELECTRONICS AT
KENNETH WAGNER AUDIO SYSTEMS
The new 6B preamp and D90 amplifier make beautiful
music together. This combination possesses a palpable
three dimensional realism unequalled in today's market.

Their combined price $3,590.00 (6B - 1,495 - D10 $1995.00) is less than some preamplifiers currently
available. In this perspective they are seen as an absolute bargain. Hear this musical duo al
KENNETH WAGNER AUDIO SYSTEMS
841 S. Dixie Highway
West Palm Beach, Fla. 33401
Tel: 305-833-0448
Visa
Free Shipping in the U.S.A.
MC
AUDIO RESEARCH SP6A, $850 Dahlquist DO -10 with

stands $625. Lux M-4000 180/180 watt amp $700.
Lux L85V integrated amp $375, Marcof PPA-1 $60.
Black Widow arm $90. (405) 360-8867.

Infinity RS4.5

AUDIO RESEARCH D-79 TUBE AMP. Practically

ElectroVoice
Patrician 800

brand new. Hardly ever used. $2,000.00. Fabulous amplifier. Call 813-447-1487 6 pm or after 11 pm EST.

BASS MINT SUB WOOFER
incredibly accurate yet reasonably priced
subwoofer is available only at 0/LC Audio. Call or write
for more information on this truly remarkable product.
O/LC Audio. 1006 Berkshire Road, Dayton, OH 45419
(513) 298-9330, (513) 293-7287. Dealer inquiries welThis

come.

BEDINI CLASS "A" AMPLIFIERS
We stock the entire line of Bedini Amplifiers, along with
MANY other Quality Components.
FEATURING:
Amber
Bedini
Acoustat
HAPI
Dynavector
Crystal Clear Records
Profile Audio Furniture
Merlin Records
Rogers
Sheffield Records SOTA
Shahinian
All at HUGE SAVINGS to YOU! !
Dozens of others.
Contact ' ESOTERIC AUDIO (312) 367-5595

BEST IN THE WEST
NAKAMICHI
DAHLOUIST
ORACLE
THRESHOLD
ACOUSTAT
TANDBERG

Phase Linear 200/
40011/7008
DB Systems 6 (new)
Kenwood LO7M

Dynaco Stereo 70

5 -10/A -25/A-35

AUDIO RESEARCH D52B $675. Magnepan Unitrac

MISCELLANEOUS:

Tonearm $175. STD 305M Belt Drive Turntable (Balck)
$375. (503)641-5937.

KLH-8/13
Advent woofers
Advent MDC-1 mike

TURNTABLES/
ARMSBCARTS:

Nakamichi
System t rack

Linn Sondek LP -12

B80 4002
marees TDt 26

PA -t

Rahco SL -8E

ADCOM APT HOLMAN
B&W
SONY

DENON
HAFLER

ROCKY MOUNTAIN HI Fl
BEVERIDGE
preamp $2000: 2SW-2 speaker system $6000:
(415) 98t -8890x329 days; 346-2629 evenings/weekRM-''

ends

Bloodbath liquidation of demo and selected new

Bose 2201
HK Citation X
ReVox B77 /hi spd

Items. All equipment is mint (unless noted otherwise at
time of inquiry) and carries full factory warranty. Most

AUDIO RESEARCH SP -6B, D79, D52B. All Mint.

demos have only a few hours.

McIntosh MI -3

AVAILABLE SERVICING DATA for Hi -Fi units, Tape
Recorders, Auto Radios, CB's, Scanners, TV's, and
VCR's. PHOTOFACT® 1981 Index lists data available
and source on over 110,000/consumer electronics
units. Send $2.50 plus 50 cents shipping to Howard W.
Sams Co., Dept. X0112, 4300 W. 62nd Street, Indpls,
IN. 46268.

Pioneer PLC -590

Hadcock GH-228D

MAGNEPLANAR
HARMAN KARDON
TIME WINDOW

sell all equipment. Call 518-293-8386. Ask for Dave.

Quad AM -3

AR-XaAXb

AUDIO RESEARCH D -52-B $850, AUDIO RESEARCH SP -5 $650, DCM - OED New in box, warranty $425 or best offer. Micro Seiki D-4 $400. Must

LINN
POLK

812 Central Ave.. Great Falls. MT (406) 761-8683

Dynaco

Bose 1801

N.A.D.

hundreds more products
too numerous to print Call
for details. Sony, no lists.

Equipment bought, sold
traded & brokered
(617) %9-2727

(516) 757-0627.

A -Z SELECTION OF STEREO -ESOTERIC COMPONENTS at Wholesale. Free catalog. Audio Unlimited,
1 798 Technology Drive, San Jose, CA 95110. (408)
279-0122.1-6 M-Th.

RECEIVERS: Audio Pro Computerized Ta -150 (save
$500).
PREAMPS and AMPS: MTI 200 Preamp (save $180),
MTI 245 Amp (save $230). Series 20 M-25 125 watt
Amp (save $500), Series 20 A-27 125 watt integrated
Amp (save $500).Pioneer Series 20 Class A Preamp
(Used $200). Amber II Preamp (save $100).
SPEAKERS: Audio Pro self -amplified A4-14 (save $800
pr.), Mordaunt-Short Carnival Series (save $85), Mor daunt -Short Signifier (save $500), KEF Bass Driver B139 (save $40). Cizek Model I (save $200 pr.), MG -27

subwoofer (save $300), Kirksaeter Monitor 400 (save
$900 pr.), Dayton -Wright XG-10 electrostatics with
stands (save $1900 pr.).
PROCESSORS: RG Dynamics Pro 20-W (save $120).
Pro 16-Blk. rack (save $1 10).
CARTRIDGES: Sonus Blue Gold (save $80), Red Gold
(save $75), Sonus Black (save $45), Super SD -901E+

(save $65), Grace F9L (save $60), NAD 9000 Moving

Are you hearing
your moving coil?

If you do, then you are. If you
don't, then you probably aren't.
In less than a year, the SOTA
Head Amplifier has become the
pre-eminent moving coil cartridge
step-up. Musical finesse and ele-

gance of design set it apart from
the crowded field.
For 1981 we present a refined,
second generation SOTA-plus a
deluxe step-up with rechargeable
batteries. Updates available.

Do you have a
SOTA Head Amp?
P.O. Box 7075, Berkeley, CA 94707

And there is more from SOTA
Industries. If you want to see your
dealer's face light up, simply ask

him about the SOTA Sapphirethe American turntable for the '80s.
The time has come.

SOTA

Coil (save $75).

To place order only: Call (612) 475-3124 during business hours: M -F, 9-5 C.S.T. Serious Inquiries write: Box
63, Suite B, 250 N. Central Ave., Wayzata, MN. 55391.

A UNIQUE AUDIO STORE
Goodwin's is unique among audio dealers, offering a
few products which are acknowledged to be the best

values or simply the best available. These components are properly set-up and may be auditioned in a

comfortable, relaxed living room environment. Our
reference is the Mark Levinson HQD system and the

ML -5 (Studer A-80) with 30 ips master tapes. We
operate by appointment to ensure a meaningful demonstration under nearly ideal conditions.

Goodwin's sales & service for: The reference Mark
Levinson ML -1 & ML -6 preamps; ML -2 mono & ML -3

stereo power amps. The best sound/dollar Bryston
2B, 3B & 4B power amps.
The Linn Sondek LP -12 and the best value Rega

Planar 3 turntables. The Goldmund straight-line
tracking tone arm - our reference.
We also recommend: Symdex, Quad, Scheiber 360°
decoder, Win Labs, Linn Ittok arm, Mitchell Cotter, FR,
Sequerra, & Vandersteen.
If you would like to avoid the planned obsolescence of

most stereo components and are interested in the
finest music reproduction, please call Goodwin's for
an appointment.
Goodwin's Inc.
33 Newbury St.
(617) 266-0608
Boston, MA 02116
Canadian export specialists
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

CONNECTICUT: A.D.S., Advent, A.P.T. Holman Audio
Pulse, B&O, B.I.C., Carver, Citation, Dahlquist, D.C.M.

DIRECTORY FOR COLLECTORS OF RECORDINGS

FOR SALE
BEVERIDGE 2SW-2, LATEST, ASH, $6,000; ROSEWOOD COTTER B-1 /Denon DP -80, Fidelity Research

FR 66/B60, $1900; Pyramid Metronome Rosewood
2+2W/T-1, $3300. All mint, blank warranty cards.
(714) 481-6587

B & O USES "ANY" CARTRIDGE with standard
mounting centers after our modification kit or at factory.
Effective mass 2.5 grams. Adjustable silicone damping.
$199.00 with money back guarantee. JML Company,
TF
39,000 Highway 128, Cloverdale, CA 95425.

CABLE TV DESCRAMBLERS AND CONVERTERS.
Microwave antennas and down converters. Plans and
parts. Build or buy. For Information send $2.00. C&D
Co., P.O. Box 21, Jenison, MI. 49428.
CARTRIDGES, TONEARMS, TURNTABLES, MOVING COILS - excellent selection at great prices. Free
Catalog. Audio Unlimited, 1798 Technology Drive, San
Jose, CA 95110. (408) 279-0122 1-6 M-Th.
CARVER IN THE SOUTH!
In stock! Fast, free shipping. READ BROS. STEREO,
593 King St. Charleston, S.C. 29403 (803) 723-7276.
Also FRIED KITS.

CLARKE SYSTEMS' REFERENCE MONITOR:
STATE-OF-THE-ART, the nearly ultimate, yet affordable

Where? At AUDIO CONNECTION, Verona, NJ (201)
239-1 799.
COMPONENTS FOR THE AUDIOPHILE

O/LC Audio has Precision Fidelity, Amber, Marcof,
Hatler, Vandersteen, DCM, Axiom, Lustre, Thorens, Nakamichi, Audire, Grace, PS Audio, Bass Mint, Adcom,

Hitachi, and more. Write or call: O/LC Audio, 1006
Berkshire Road, Dayton, OH 45419 (513) 298-9330.
(513) 293-7287 World wide shipping.

Time Windows Polk, Hafler, Harman/Kardon, J.B.L.,
Mitsubishi, Nakamichi, Ortofon, Phase Linear, Micro Acoustics, N.A.D., Stax, Tandberg, Yamaha, Cizek,
Signet. Will ship prepaid. Sounds Incredible, 39 Federal
Road, Brookfield, CT.,06804. (203) 775-1122TF
phone quotes only.

Custom made foam speaker grills. Any size, color, pattern, quantity. Send 15C stamp for information: Custom Sound, Algonac, MI 48001.

DAHLOUIST DO -10 OWNERS
Up -date your DO -10 loudspeakers to State Of The
Art performance with the DRT-1 Ribbon Tweeter kit
and you will realize the amount of air, detail and
transients you have been missing with the original
tweeters. The DRT-1 kit comes to you complete with
two Flat Ribbon Tweeters, two Soft Dome Tweeters,
precision cross -over components and detailed instructions to replace the inexpensive piezo electric

BEVERIDGE B & W BEDINI AMBER DCM
HAFLER HAPI EUMIG FIDELITY RESEARCH
GRACE JR KEF LINN-SONDEK LUSTRE NAD
PRECISION FIDELITY KEN WOOD "AUDIO PURIST"
OMI REGA SNELL PLEXUS AUDIO RESEARCH
Plus 50 more great names.
We ship anywhere in the USA freight prepaid. Call us at:
(201) 744-0600. Discover courtesy in Audio.

Inc.,

170 Broadway, New York, NY

DOLBY FM CORRECTLY DECODED - $100. Also
encode/decode KIT for recordists. Detailed information;

reviews. AD iNTEGREX, Box 747, Havertown, PA
19083.

ACTIVE
ELECTRONIC
CROSSOVERS

TORS. Details SASE, Reference Audio, 368A, Rindge,
NJ 03461

Plug-in Butterworth (maximally flat) filters in 6 db., 12 db., or 18 db., per octave
attenuation, any frequency specified,
Filters flat beyond 100 KHz.
Complete crossover in attractive metal
cabinet with all terminations and regulated power supply;

elements. $249 Postage paid in U.S. Visa, M.C.,
check or money orders welcome. RANDALL RESEARCH 719 Fernleaf Corona Del Mar, Ca. 92625
(714) 760-1539.

STEREO BI -AMP. $139
Tri-amp, quad -amp, and monaural types

DAYTON-WRIGHT XG-10s, rosewood & wheat with
stands - $1500.00. Call (912)746-0037 between 6 &

tion filters supplied with or without bass

11 PM EST (GA)

DENON'S DP75 SET INTO A VPI HW9 HYBRID
BASE: A turntable unveiling new dimensions in sound.
Call or write for details. AUDIO CONNECTION, 615

Bloomfield Ave., Verona, NJ 07044. Tel: (201) 239-

available
available

at

comparable

prices.

Other

features: Summer for "single
woofer" systems, Subsonic noise elimina-

boost, level controls.
FOR OEM'S AND
HOME ASSEMBLERS

500 Series dual filters and/or plug-in filters, regulated power supplies.

FREE CATALOG & PRICE SHEET

DESIGN ACOUSTICS 136 $400, Thorens 125BC,
Mod. Rabco SL8E, Black Widow II $425. (303)7894806.

CSA AUDIO DESIGN
Since 1972 bringing the ''Audio Alternative" to the NY NJ area. Audio enthusiasts everywhere know about our
superior service and customer satisfaction. Discover our
new expanded UPPER MONTCLAIR headquarters. Specializing in the finest array of stereo names available.

Kastlemusick,
10038.

CUSTOM .5% RES, 1% CAPS: GOLD CONNEC-

1799.

COTTER NFB-2 with PW-2. Both for $400. Evenings
PST (206) 524-5424.

2500 sources: names, addresses, specialties of dealers, mail order, importers, stores, collectors - all types
recordings. 84 pages, $12.95. Only 100 copies left.

DYNACO A-50 SPEAKERS, NAKAMICHI 830 preamplifier and SAE 31B amplifier. (212) 438-5714.

Write to:

/EDe e8~40.9

ENGINEERING LABORATORY

11828 Jefferson BI.Cclver City, CA 90230
Phone: (213) 397-9668

The Most Amazing Grace

CSA AUDIO DESIGN
193 BELLEVUE AVENUE
UPPER MONTCLAIR, NJ 07043

Sound System Design Consultants to HOME MUSIC
LOVERS;

PROFESSIONAL THEATRICAL ARTS; and the AUDIO
INDUSTRY.

aGFiapRFAM!
Ss6

REMOVE* VOCAL FROMMbSTITEREO DISCS
The Thompson Vocal Eliminator can actually remove most or
virtually all of a solo vocalist from a standard stereo record and

yet leave most of the background music untouched! Not an
equalizer! We can prove it works over the phone. Write for a
brochure and demo record below.

COST: $249.00

YOU SHOULD SEE US
For:

Time Delay/Ambience
Studio Echo/Reverb
Tape Noise Reduction
Parametric Equalization
Electronic Crossovers
Compressor/Expanders
Mic Preamp/Mixers
We manufacture a full line of high quality audio and recording

What if you could find a $200* moving magnet cartridge whose performance ranked it with moving coils costing up to five times as much?
The Grace F -9E has the image -resolving capability, harmonic accuracy,
and bottom end impact that you'd expect from an "ultimate" moving
magnet, plus the detail and high -end clarity you expect only from the
most expensive moving coils.
And, of course, you won't need a step-up device.
Amazing.
Want to be really amazed? Bring your favorite record to your Grace
dealer and listen to the Grace F -9E.
The critics were amazed, too-for reprints write to:
Sumiko, Inc., P.O. Box 5046, Berkeley, CA 94705

equipment. You will probably have to pay twice as much
elsewhere to obtain comparable quality. Only Direct Sales make
our prices and quality possible. Send $1 for a 20 page brochure
and 20 minute demonstration record.

suggested retail. Price optional with dealer.

Write to: LT Sound, Dept. AU, P.O. Box 338,
Phone 404 493-1258
Stone Mountain GA 30086
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DIAMOND NEEDLES and Stereo Cartridges at Discount prices for Shure, Pickering, Stanton, Empire, Gra-

do, Audio Technica and ADC. Send for free catalog.
LYLE CARTRIDGES, Dept. A, Box 69, Kensington Station, Brooklyn New York 11218. For fast service call toll
TF
free 800-221-0906

DYNA EQUIPMENT NEW IN CARTONS
$200.00
C-100 External Power Supply Capacitor
Double Wood Cabinets Walnut

$25.00

Single Wood Cabinets

$18.00

MUSICRAFT, 1280 Dundee Road, Palatine, III. 60067.
Ask for Ted (312) 991-7220.

DYNAVECTOR KARAT DIAMOND - new, factory
sealed. $702 or best offer. Richard Saffran (419) 5378718.

ELECTRONIC CROSSOVERS - ALL TYPES Updated definitive booklet describes applications, how to improve speaker systems; $5.00 postpaid, credited to first
purchase. Huntington Electronics. Box 2009-A Hunting.
ton, Conn. 06484.
ELECTRO -VOICE INTERFACE SPEAKER SYSTEMS, SENTRY MONITORS, RAW SPEAKERS - IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT. (305) 462-1976.

H/K CITATION 12D $175. Pioneer SA -8500 $175.
RG-1 expander $90. (803)235-6326, eves.

w&ve got it all
Mark Levinson
Audio Systems

/Beveride

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

Koetsu Goldmund etc.

christo her
ansen
td
ninety -fourteen burton way
beverly hills, ca 90211
- foreign inquiries welcome -

213-858-8112 MC VISA AE

EXOTIC AUDIO-RENTAL/SALES
BOB HEENAN adds a twist to hi-fi for fun by renting new
and used esoteric audio Audition latest in applied technology or reminisce with tube components. Rentals by

FREE 5.00 T-SHIRT
TDK: SA -C90...
TDK: AD -C90 ...

week month or year. Lease/Purchase. Details and
suggestions to: EARS, Box 782, Brookline Village, MA
02147 (617) 969-2727

TDK: SAX -C90
TDK: OD -C90
TDK: SA -C60
TDK: MA -C90
TDK: D -C90
BASF: Pro II or III -C90
Scotch Master II or Ill - C90
Ampex: Grandmaster I or IIIC90
TDK: MAR -C90

FAST, ACCURATE AUDIO NEWS AND COMMENT. Magazines are written months before you

get them. Why wait? MYSTIC VALLEY AUDIO
NEWS, the information service for audiophiles edited by well-known consultant Peter Mitchell, is printed BIWEEKLY and sent FIRST CLASS. Interviews

with designers, how things really work, advance
product news, test reports, current research, ad exposes, etc. $20/yr. $12/6mo. Mystic Valley Audio,
36 Circuit St., West Medford, MA 02155.
FOR MUSIC LOVERS ONLY
We carry one of the finest selections of Audio Equipment
designed to reproduce Music available anywhere, and
backed by an outstanding service department. We also
keep you informed with a FREE Quarterly "Audiophile's
Newsletter" and offer a liberal Trade -Up policy. We will

guide you in your selection, but we let YOU make the
decision. After all, why should anyone (reviewer, dealer,
or friend) tell YOU how to spend YOUR MONEY? LET
YOUR OWN EARS be your guide! There is NO "BEST,"
there are a number of excellent components that fit different persons individual needs. We can guarantee that
ANY equipment YOU select from us is high quality, reliable, and highly recommended.
AUDIOPHILE'S SOUND STUDIO
3313 University Avenue
Madison, WI 53705
(608) 238-7600
"THE FINEST IN STEREO COMPONENTS"

FOR SALE - BEVERIDGE 2SW Speaker System Improved by owner $3990: Music Fidelity pre preamp,
$135; Threshold Cascode Amp $650; 509-946-1529

WITH THE

Free T -Shirt with every order over $40.00. State
size. All tapes can be assorted. Add 3.50 shipping:
we will honor any price in this book on complete line

of Maxell. Free Catalog. 100% guaranteed. 412-

283-8621. M-Th 8-3:30. Visa and MC. Tape

World, 220 Spring Street, Butler, PA 16001.
FULTON ACCESSORIES AT
KENNETH WAGNER AUDIO SYSTEMS
Loudspeaker wire brown 8 gold
Amplifier and tonearm interconnects
Kinetic barrier mat
Headshell wires
MC cartridge & transformers
Audio connector

Individually these products improve any stereo system
and as an aggregate they make a quantum leap closer
to the live musical experience.
KENNETH WAGNER AUDIO SYSTEMS
841 S. Dixie Highway
W.P.B., Fla. 33401

Tel: 305-833-0448
Free Shipping in the U.S.A.

MC

Visa

FOR SALE: COTTER PSC-2 PHONO COND., NFB-2
NOISE/FILTER BUFFER, PW-2 Power supply. Price reasonable, negotiable. Call Al at (612) 388-4683.

FRIED SPEAKERS & KITS
State-of-the-art sound. Try our prices! Fast, free shipping. READ BROS. STEREO, 593 King St., Charleston,
S.C. 29403. (803)723-7276. Also Haller, PS Audio,
NAD. Carver, more.

FRIED SPEAKER CABINET SALE!!! Reduced prices
while supply lasts. (919) 945-5310.

HARMAN-KARDON

HIGH

EAST: 305-462-1976

GAS SON OF AMPZILLA AND THOEBE PRE -AMP.
Perfect Condition $975. (203) 438-9002.

GENE RUBIN AUDIO - LOS ANGELES
LINN SONDEK
PS AUDIO
LINN ITTOK
NAD
LINN ASAK
HAFLER
DYNA VECTOR
ADCOM
GRACE
DENNESEN
GRADO
KM LABS
CONNOISSEUR LAST
STATI BRUSH
LIVE WIRE

WEST: 213-243-1168

THIEL
SPENDOR
SPICA

LS3/5A
3d ACOUSTICS
CIZEK
PLATTER MATTER

V.P.I.

Pre -paid Shipping (213) 571.1299 (Pacific Time)

TECHNOLOGY

SEPARATES, RECEIVERS, CASSETTE DECKS. BEST
PRICES - IN STOCK - IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT

LESS Send SASE for available products. AUDIOCO
Dept. A2, Box 505, Nesconset, NY 11767

RemoveVocals

TDK: LX35-90 (1800')
TDK: LX3590B
Ampex: Grandmaster 1800 ft. reel
Scotch: 207-7R-1800
TDK: GX35-90B

evenings and weekends (West Coast).

HIGH QUALITY CUSTOM AUDIO CABLES FOR

Remove the lead vocal and substitute your own
voice with most stereo recordings using our new.
low cost VOCAL ZAPPERTM. Great for practice,
professional demos or just for fun_

Scotch: 212-7R-1800
TDK: VHS: VAT -120

2 89
2.39
4 79
3.49
2 25
7 89
1.69
2 89
3 09
2 99
12.49
4.65
14.49
5 99
6 79
5 99
5.49
9 99

GEORGE GERSHWIN: PORGY AND BESS IN CONCERT/GIRL CRAZY -OVERTURE. Digital LP normally
$10.98, only $8.98. Add 956 post. Free catalog: Musical Concepts. Box 53AA6 Cedarhurst, N.Y. 1 1516.

INTERFACE SPEAKER SYSTEMS BY E.V. BEST
PRICES - IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT (305) 462-1976.

RECENT ARRIVALS AT

Sound

omponents,lnc.

2710 PONCE DE LEON BLVD. CORAL GABLES, FL 33134

TELEPHONE: (305)446-1659

FROM

IRMA Electronics, Inca

r

1020 W. Wilshire, Oklahoma City, OK 73116. (405)843.9626

Rush my Vocal Zapper Kit, $24.95 plus $3 postage
& handling enclosed.

Send assembled Vocal Zapper, $39.95 plus $3 postage enclosed.
Send Free Catalog
name
address

city

state

zip

RUA Electronics, dept. 5A,1020 W.Wilshire. Okla. City, OK 73116

Spectral MS -One preamplifier
Rogers/Quad LS% Studio Monitor System
Bedini 25/25 Phase II amplifier
Krell Class A amplifier
Mark Levinson ML -CA mono preamplifiers

Linn Basil arm & cartridge
Oracle Delphi turntable
Adcom van den Hul cartridge
.1MAS MIT -1 van den Hul cartridge
NAD 3140 amplifier

Koetsu Black Moving ('oil cartridge

Spendor SA -2 speaker

Naim 42/11ll pre &amp
Theta pre & amps
SOFA head amp (improved)
Mission 770 speakers, 774 tonearm, & 773 pickup
Fideltiy Research MC -2(11 & M('-702 cartridges
For a comprehensive assessment of these and any of our other sound components, please write, call, or visit us in Miami.
Symmetry ACt T-2 crossover & LFS- I suhwoofers
Roger West Sound Lab speakers

Magneplanar MGI improved, SMG, & MGIIB

SOUND COMPONENTS INC.
2710 Ponce de Leon Blvd
Coral Gables, Fl. 33134
SALES:305-446-1659
BUSINESS & SERVICE: 305-448-6553
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

GAS Thaedra preamp $600 (313) 646-3639.

GET INTO BROADCASTING! Learn how to receive
free records, tapes, get an FCC broadcast license, start

your own station. Free details. "Broadcasting". Box
130-N5. Paradise, CA 95969.

DH -201 $24.95, DH -202 $24.95.DH-300A $449.95,
DH-300AE $459.95. By appt. Free shipping in cont.
U.S. We ship worldwide. Visa & M.C. OXFORD AUDIO
CONSULTANTS, Box 145, Oxford, OH 45056, (513)

SCANNERS -CB
Call or write Monday - Saturday 10-8 (312)9601327. Visa/M.C. R.S. Engineering, 522 Sherman,
Downers Grove. III 60515.

523-3333. Telex/TWX: 810 470 8487. ITT

GOING TO COLLEGE: Technics SL 1300 MK II $350, Pioneer GT-F 1000 - $400; SAE 1800 Parame-

HIGH END IN THE MIDWEST
Linn Sondek
r!,eta
Audible Illusion
Grace
Symmetry
Precision Fidelity
Stax
Acoustat
Mordaunt Short
KEF
Meridian
Connoisseur
Revox
Audionics
Featuring Modifications For Improved High End

tric Equalizer $300. (907) 442-3665 after 8:00 pm
PST.

GOLD PLATED PHONO JACKS. Rear mount, gold
plated solid brass Jack, w/gold plated ground flag and
hardware. $1.75 each. Will interchange with Audio Research Sp3A-1's phono jacks. Gold plated solid brass
shield phono plugs, $2.00 each. Send stamped addressed envelope to flyer and order form. Minimum order $10.00. Old Colony Parts, Box 243, Dept. B. Peterborough, NH 03458.

Bryston Mod -All Models

GRACE! GRACE! GRACE! We highly recommend:
F9E F9L' 70711' 747. HCM AUDIO, Box 2029-G, Chico, CA 95927 (916) 343-0558. Appointment only.

HAFLER DH -101 PREAMP
We expect to be in stock on this exciting new preamp by
Dec. 12th. Kit price is $199.95. Custom wired and tested, $299.95. Immediate prepaid prepaid shipment shipment via UPS. THE AUDIBLE DIFFERENCE, 435 Tasso,
Palo Alto. California 94301 (41 5) 328-1081.
TF

INFINITY QUANTUM LINE SOURCE (OLS-1's)
Rosewood - Mint condition in original packing. $1800
(pair) 716-633-5184

Dahiquist D010 Mod

ton, S.0 29403 (803)723-7276

HUNDREDS

STORES OR CATALOGS ANYWHERE! Bargain prices on everything!
New items in every issue! Rush p stcard for your copy!

Ill©©X ELECTRONICS
Dept. 317
1

Plattsburgh, N.Y. 12901

Just what Miami was listening for.
ACOUSTAT AGI AUDIO TECHNOLOGY AUDIRE BOWERS & WILKINS C M LABS CONNOISSEUR
CONRAD-JOHNSON DAYTON WRIGHT DECCA DENNESEN DYNAVECTOR ELECTRO RESEARCH
FRIED COLORING GRACE KEITH MONKS KENWOOD PURIST LUSTRE J. A. MICHELL MARCOF
NAD ORACLE PETERSON AUDIO- POLK AUDIO PS AUDIO R. H. LABS SHAHINIAN SOTA
SPICA STD SUMIKO SUPEX THRESHOLD VPI WIN LABS

13831 S. Dixie Highway (U.S. 1)

consultant.

acoustical

Salmon,

Comprehensive tests of equipment
Hewlett-Packard and Tektronix.

gal~ , ------tom1~
UNUSUAL PARTS, GADGETS & IDEA ITEMS, UNAVAILABLE IN

Vincent

Careful subjective listening evalua-

HAFLER IN THE SOUTH!
In stock, the superb Haller DH -101 preamp and DH200
amp. kits & factory assembled. Also new models. Immediate free shipping. Also Fried (Speakers, Kits), Carver,
Vandersteen, NAD, Mirage, Audionics, PS. Klipsch.
more. READ BROS STEREO. 593 King Street, Charles-

THE GREAT ELECTRONIC
THINGS & IDEAS BOOKI

Ashley, University of Colorado at
Denver, Elliot Mazer, independent
record producer and engineer,
James A. Moorer, Lucasfilm, Ltd.,

using
state-of-the-art
precision
instrumentation from Bruel & Kjaer,

IDEAL ACOUSTICS
Performance verified equipment
Klipsch McIntosh
NAD Crown Thorens Signet
ADS Nakamichi DBX Revox Luxman
Open anytime by appointment.
Outstanding showrooms and service center.
110 Willow Rd. Starkville, MS 39759 (601)324-1020

Swartz Creek, Mich. 48473. 313-655-8639.

shipping. Visa & M.C. OXFORD AUDIO CONSULTANTS. Box 145, OXFORD, OH 45056, 513-523-3333,
TWX 810 470 8487.

Technical Advisory Board. J. Robert

Audio Renaissance, Inc.
(816) 531-3261
4122 Broadway - Kansas City, Missouri 64111

OK, Samples $1.00. Audio House, 4304 Brayan,

The New Magazine for the Perceptive Listener, Your guide to
the dynamic developments in
high quality audio.
The first audiophile magazine with.

Are You Interested9
Air -Core Inductors For The Chartwell/Roger LS35A

GON2A WIRE is tt 12 gauge, twisted, SAFE speaker
wire 455 per ft, TMA Record Sleeve 50 for $15, COD

GRACE & SUPEX
We offer the Grace 747, 707 MK2 (Linn Mods for each),
704, F9 -E, F8 -L and Supex cartridges. By appt. Free

telex:

427791. Cable: OXAUDCON.

tions. Results can be verified by your
own listening tests.
Authoritative reviews of over 60
recording per issue Classical, popular and jazz releases from major and

specialist labels-expert opinion on

both performance and sound quality.
a Reviews of recent technical presentations at audio engineering conferences. What do the leading audio

engineers and scientists say? Dis-

I
II

cussion of current
topics in audio

controversial

High/Performance Review will help

you find the best in high quality audio
equipment, regardless of your budget
Most experts agree that tests -measure-

ments must be combined with complete listening evaluations to identify
truly excellent products. Our comprehensive resources will be used to
provide you this important information.
Recordings are the other half of an out-

standing audio system. Our complete
sound -performance reviews will help
you find outstanding recordings for
your collection.
Order your new subscription today at

Caruso

Miambya. 33176 (305) 253-4433

a special charter subscription rate of
$24.00 for one year four issues. Don't
miss out! The first issue, with over 120
pages of editorial material, is ready
now. It has 18 equipment reviews from

manufacturers such as Fidelity

No hyperbole - just the kind of knowledge, creativity, and dependability you expect from a
dealer who represents these manufacturers.
M.A. Cotter
Dahlquist

evinson
ADS
ADS Pro
Apt -Holman
Audionics

Audio Pro
Bryston
Carver
Conrad -Johnson

Denon
DCM
Dynavector
Fidelity Research
Grace
Haller
KEF

5listening rooms ... New England's largest
Audiophile record dealer... Keith Monks
record cleaning ... In-store service_ ..

Magnepan
Marcof
Mirage
M&K
NAD

Nakamichi
Oracle
Pyramid
Signet
Supex

Symdex
Vandersteen
VPI

Win Labs
Yamaha

issue is printed on fine, library grade
paper, with durable perfect binding
High/Performance Review will be an
important part of your interest in high
quality audio Please join us by sending
your subscription today

Order Today! Money -Back Guarantee
High/Performance Review
Box 2989. Stanford. California 94305 U S A
Yes, enter my charter subscription today
enclose S24 00 by (_] check

= == _- -=-=

All shipments pre -paid.

105 Whitney Ave., New Haven, CT (203) 777-1750

Re-

search, Tandberg, Apt and Grace. The

IN NEW ENGLAND...

Master Charge, VISA, AMEX
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M- W70-6
Th. & Fri. 10 - 8

[] money -order
Name
Street. No
City- State
lip
Telephone (4081 446-3131 M -F 10-4 (Pac,iic time>

Sat.10-5
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$339.95. DH -200A $429.95, DH-200AE $439.95.

GET SOUND PRICES ON CAR STEREO -

)))lAudio

Announcing ..

HAFLER-NEW PREPREAMPLIFIER
We are stocking the following: DH -101K $199.95, DH 101A $299.95. DH -101 AP $399.95, DH -102 $74.95,
DH -103 $19.95, DH -104 $24.95. DH -105 $24.95.
DH -106 $19.95, DH -112 $74.95 (projected price for
new prepreamp), DH -200K $329.95, DH-200KE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

IN NEW JERSEY

INFINITY RS -25 SPEAKERS $1150; KENWOOD KD

IMPORTS & JAPANESE AUDIOPHILE LP'S - Largest
selection in the East of British. European, Japanese, and
Reggae LP'S and singles. Many domestic titles available
on superior Jap pressings. New arrivals daily. Same day
service. Frustrated? Try us first! Send for free March
Catalogue. Pure Pop Inc. 115 S. Winooski, Burlington,
VT. 05401. Tel. 802-658-1739. Dealer inquiries invit-

JG ACOUSTICS
GRACE
CLARKE SYSTEMS DYNAVECTOR
AURAL
MAYWARE
SPICA
GRADO
DECCA
BRAUN
FULTON
LS3/5A
KM LABS
SOUND CONCEPTS SEOUERRA
AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS
AUDIRE
ADCOM
HAFLER
PS AUDIO
MARCOF

-600 TT $230; Audionics BT2 $275: all mint (408)
384-2288 5-11 p.m, PST.

INFINITY 4.5's - $1950, Infinity 2.5a's - $1575
both demos in mint condition with full 5 year warranty.

Yamaha B-2 - $450, Phase Linear 700 II $594 demo, DCM Time Windows - $550, demos, SME
3009 III - $249 new, Dynavector DV -505 - $250.

PERSONALIZED AUDIO

723 Bound Brook Rd. Dunellen, NJ 08812 (201)
752-3883

ed.

SOUND SOLUTIONS, 190 Front Street, Marietta, OH
45750. (614) 373-8486.
NEW HAFLER DH -101 PRE -AMP WITH DH -102 installed completely assembled. $275.00 or trade for DH 200 basic amp. (513) 878-5584 after 5 p.m.
APT-HOLMAN PREAMP, LINN-SONDEK TABLE, IMF
Mk, IIIA Monitor speakers, Yamaha T-2 tuner, Nakamichi
420 amp, SME II Imp. arm. 608-849-7207, eves.

LEVINSON ML -2 PREAMP. $1450. (813) 839-0921

SLEEPING BEAUTY
CARTRIDGES
At less than dealer cost

SHIBATA

SYSTEMS 03452.

IS IT THE BEST?

SUPER ELLIPTICAL
SPHERICAL

outperforms units such as the Beveridge, Apt
Holman, SP6-B, Spatial, teflon capped Spatial.
Spectral, Theta, etc."
AUDIOGRAM on the MKH 101 SuperMod

_

HI-FI, HIGH END&VIDEO

The Musical Concepts modifications to the Hafler
preamp and power amp bring you affordable musi-

A1l ` ir4fl r

SHIPPED FREE IN CONTINENTAL U.S.
VISA -MASTER CHARGE -MONEY ORDERS

CALL 203-932-4265 NOW!

= VISA

WEST HOLLYWOOD CA.
90048

or call

SUPER SELECTION- FULL WARRANTY- FAST DELIVERY =

=

ALSO

=

(213) 650-0060

"A very good preamp has become an excellent one
... now receives our best buy rating."
AUDIOGRAM, on the MKH 101 mod

NOT BE BEAT!

HIGH PERFORMANCE AUDIO METRIC
HEAD AMP AVAILABLE
$80
THE SOUND CENTER
8033 SUNSET BLVD. SUITE 194

_

WE WILL

$150
$100
$75

OVER minimizes irregularity in radiation pattern thru
crossover region. 0.0008% THD, 5 yr. warranty. Single

frequency (specify) with power supply: $442.00. DB

811111111111111111111111111111111111111111111811111111-

Famous GAS Cartridges critically acclaimed
as the f'nest moving coils ever made.
LIMITED QUANTITIES

"IN PHASE" 24 dB/8ve ELECTRONIC CROSS-

cality. Write for reviews. Dealer inquiries welcome.

MKH 101 mod kit $100
Installed $150
MKH 101 SuperMod kit $200 Installed $250
MKH 200 amp mod kit $45 Installed $95
MAC o

* AUDIO PEOPLE *
998 Orange Ave ., West Haven , CT 06516

=

=1I11111II11II1111111111IIII11IIII11II11I II II II IIII110

Musical Concepts, 522 Impala Lane, Hazelwood,
MO 63042 (314) 895-4984.

IVIE ELECTRONICS REAL TIME ANALYZERS, etc.
Some very slightly used demonstrators at discount. Full
factory warranty. Money -back guarantee. JML Company. 39,000 Highway 128, Cloverdale, CA 95425.
JBL PARAGON - JBL's FINEST! Mint condition at
price $2400. (212)371-1900.

p !LÇ1....J.P

n.j C /

'

KASTLEMUSICK MONTHLY BULLETIN
Magazine for record collectors. Covers all categories.
Send $9.84 for 12 big monthly issues; sample $1.00.
Kastlemusick,
10038.

Inc.,

170 Broadway, New York, NY

KINETIC AUDIO SPEAKERS, in stock at excellent prices. Send $1.00 for the lowest prices and superior service on all Fine Audio Components. Sound Source,
11450 Overseas Highway, Marathon, Fla. 33050.

TOTAL

KIRKSAETER at Audio Connection, Verona, NJ
201-239-1799.
KLYNE SK -1 prepreamplifier, (201)572-5515

DESIGN

CONSTRUCTION

ULTRA -LOW NOISE, LOW

ULTRA -RELIABLE COMPUTER
AND MILITARY GRADE PARTS

DISTORTION TOPOLOGY

MULTIPLE -REGULATED
DC POWER SUPPLY

LOW -IMPEDANCE REMOTE
AC TRANSFORMER UNIT

QUALITY FR -4 GLASS-EPDXY

MOVING COIL
PRE-PREAMP

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD

SILVER -BEARING ALLOY
SOLDER USED THROUGHOUT

MODEL MC -1

ELABORATE TIMING/

ATTRACTIVE, DURABLE

MUTING CIRCUITRY

EXTRUDED -ALUMINUM CASE

SOUND
WARM. DETAILED, AND DIMENSIONAL
ASTONISHING FREEDOM AND CLARITY

PRECISE FOCUS AND IMAGING

LEARN TO PLAY BETTER
through understanding Chords. Learn how Chords
are used in creation of "musical ideas." Use proven
approach to learn Chords. Take the "mystery" out
of Chord use in music. For Free Information write
today - MUSIC LEARNING SYSTEMS PUBLISHING
- Dept. 1 1 AM, RD3 Box 142, Olean, N.Y. 14760

LEVINSON D-6 SYSTEM FOR ADAPTING ML -1
PREAMP TO MOVING COIL OPERATION, (314) 6451532, evenings.
LINN DISC SYSTEM, SPEAKERS & NAIM

We know that some components reproduce sound
much more faithfully than others. For those who can
hear the difference we offer the Linn Disc System: Linn
Sondek LP -12, LV-II arm & Asak cartridge; Linn speakers: PMS, DMS, S.A.R.A. (uni- or bi-amped) & K.A.N.;
Naim electronics: head amp, preamps & amps. By appt.
Free shipping in cont. U.S. OXFORD AUDIO CONSULT-

ANTS, Box 145, Oxford, OH 45056, 513-523-3333,

$330 AT SELECT AUDIO DEALERS
(suggested audiophile net price)

profoni Cl

4221 CLAGUE ROAD
NORTH OLMSTED, OHIO 44070 (216) 779-5883

DISCOVER HOW GREAT SOLID-STATE CAN SOUND!
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TWX 810 470 8487.

LINN ISOBARIC DMS SPEAKERS EXCELLENT
CONDITION, WITH LINN STANDS $2650.00 (212)
454-3205

LINN-REGA SCAM -SPEAK TWEETERS, USED IN
ISOBARIKS, S.A.R-A., ETC., imported from Denmark,
a set of four, never used, (314) 645-1532, evenings.

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

LOS ANGELES - GENE RUBIN AUDIO

NEW AND USED EQUIPMENT FOR SALE: USED ARC SP5 Preamp $400, DI 00A Power amp $600:
D100B Power amp $600, SP4A Preamp $600: also

PS AUDIO
ADCOM
HAFLER
NAD
LIVE WIRE

GRACE
DYNAVECTOR
LS 3/5A
KM LABS
3D ACOUSTICS
CONNOISSEUR
CIZEK
PLATTER MATTER
SPENDOR
THIEL

PRE -PAID SHIPPING (213) 571-1299 (Pacific Time)

LOW COLORATION POLYPROPYLENE CONE,

WOOFERS AND MID -RANGES AT JOBBER
PRICES
Individual machine run response graph packed with
each driver. Cross -over and enclosure data included. The low mechanical O and high internal dissipation of Polypropylene as a radiating element makes
these woofers and mid -ranges flat ( '1 .5 db) over
their operating ranges

12" Woofer Acoustic suspension type, very
long throw, vented voice coil Ruler flat to 1 500
hz. $34 50 ea.

41,- Mid -Range. Solid back, terrofluid
damped, fiber cavity pad 400 to 4000 hz.

$19.50 ea.
Send self-addressed stamped envelope for
details or order direct from.

SPEAKERWORKS 1910 Seneca Lane, Mt.

D350. SP6, etc. AUDIONICS BT -2 Preamp $350: CC -2

Power amp $350 BRAUN TG 1004 open reel tape re-

corder $500. B & 0 4002 Turntable $695. NEWBEVERIDGE RM-1/RM-2 Preamp $1,700. EMT Cartridge $200. STD Turntable S400. DYNAVECTOR Cartridge -20B $107, 20C $175. DV505 Tonearm $250.
THORENS TP126 MKII $500. Write The Sound Environ-

ment, 5421 S. 84th St

.

Lincoln, NE 68516 or Call

FOR SALE
NORTH CAROLINA - AUDIO WORKS
Denor.

ADC
Advent
AKG
Amber

Apt/Holman
Axiom
Connoisseur

161 E. Franklin St.. Chapel Hill, N.C. 27514 919-9428763

ing or selling quality new and used equipment.

NORTHERN CALIFORNIANS
is our goal to make the loy of music possible for everyone. At any price we offer solid value, superior performance, and traditional service.
We operate on the theory that you as our customer

Monthly newsletter subscribers enjoy the benefits of
nationwide distribution, equipment grading
standards and the guarantee of full and prompt payment for products sold. Write or call free for a free

will achieve the greatest long term satisfaction only

its

through a careful analysis of your audio requirements.
We strive to offer sober. highly cost effective solutions to
meet your specific needs. Please stop in for a refreshing

sample newsletter or subscribe ($6.00/yr.) 617/
491-3000 (7-11 PM EST/M-F) Box 82 Harvard

experience with music.
OUR SELECTION INCLUDES
Audioics
Magnepan
Threshold
Tandberg
Audire
Onkyo
Hailer
JVC

John (402) 423-8733.

It

NEW ENGLAND ELECTRONICS EXCHANGE
provides a national marketplace for audiophiles buy-

Square, Cambridge, MA 02138.
NEW: STEP ATTENUATORS: Volume controls by AlpS
and Tech Labs for highest accuracy and perfect tracking. The Tech Labs has 24 position silver contacts and
1+. MF resistors as a semi -kit. Rowland Research Strain

"LOWEST PRICES: BOSE. SAE. HAFLER, ADCOM,

Gage cartridge boards for Win Labs and Panasonic,

AKG
Denon
Micro

ADVENT,

DBX. GRADO AND MORE DYNAMIC
SOUND. Box 168. STARKVILLE. MS 39759. (601)

what a difference this board makes for these cartridges.
Phono preamp section boards. one with passive equal-

Connoisseur
Soundcraf tsnen

323-0750- 1 pm -9 pm

ization. Electronic crossover boards with 18db/octave

Prospect, IL 60056

'

McINTOSH C20, C22, MC30, MC60, MC75, MC240,

MC275, MG3500, MARANTZ 70, 8B, 9.

1013

JBL

HERTFIELD SPEAKER Pay the best price (212) 7433709.

MCINTOSH EQUIP. BOUGHT -SOLD -TRADED eves.
wkends: (607)865-5387. SDR, Box 387, Walton, NY
13856
McINTOSH USED COMPONENTS (ALL TYPES)
Buy. sell, trade and broker. (617) 969-2727 Collect Bob
Heenan, Box 782. Brookline Village, MA 02147

METAL FILM RESISTORS, RN55. 0 35 watt. 107 values from 10 ohms to Meg, 250 each. 10 per value/
self ad$1.80, 50 per value/$7.50.
dressed envelope for list of values and order form, New
1

gold plated shielded RCA type phono plugs, $1.75
each Minimum order $10.00. Quantity discounts available. Old Colony Parts. Box 243. Dept. A. Peterborough. NH 03458.

MIDLAND, MICHIGAN - SOUND DECISIONS (517)
636-3781 Free shipping. Audio Design Cotter B2
Grafyx HAPI II Mirage Nikko AIII SOTA Symdex
Thiel Thorens VPI 3D Acoustics '5213 Hallisy Ct
48640' Evenings & wkends.
' ' ' ' MILWAUKEE! THE AUDIO EMPORIUM: Acoustat, Amber, Audio Perfection Cables, Audio Pulse, Au -

Connoisseur. Conrad-Johnson.
Dahlquist. Denon, Dynavector. Genesis. Grace. Grado.
Hatter, Linn, Lux, Magnepan, Marcof, Mayware, Musical
Fidelity. NAD. Peterson Links, Polk Audio, RH Labs. Re vox, Rogers. Snell, Sonus, Stax. Sumo. Technics,
dire.

B&O.

Beyer,

Threshold, wide assortment of accessories and direct
discs Open Tues, Wed. Fri, Sat 10-6, Thurs 10-8.
Closed Sun & Mon. 6900 W. Brown Deer Rd.. 3545082.
MIRAGE IN THE SOUTH!
In stock Free Shipping! READ BROS STEREO, 593
King Street. Charleston, S.C. 29403 (803) 723-7276.

Crnkyo

Fidelity Research Polk Audio
Platter Matter
Grace
SME
Grado
Haller
Spendor
3D Acoustics
Luxman
Vandersteen
Mitsubishi

Dahlquist
Chartwell
B&W
Cizek

P.S.E.
Lux
Grado Sig.
Sonus
Grace

AVID
Stanton
AIWA
M&K
Rogers

slope and optional 20db gain so you can bypass the hi level section of your preamp, also a subsonic filter
board All for highest signal resolving detail. The new 8"
Polypropylene cone driver that has an amazingly light
and articulate deep & midbass in our vented push-pull
alignment: its 3db is 30 Hz and non -resonant. Similar

1511 North Main Street
Walnut Creek, Calif. 94596
(415) 932-2242
"WE BUILD BETTER SYSTEMS FOR YOU"

alignment for the Dynaudio 8 i5" driver with a -3db at

OVERSTOCKED, MUST GO Lux M2000 Power Amp

26 Hz Dales -Jordan 50mm Modules for phase coherency and transient speed like electrostatics that do most of

$480, M4000 Power Amp $850, PD441 Turntable

the work in yoru dream system. TA's Unbox semi -kit
enclosures for the above drivers. JVC and Foster polymer ribbon super tweeters for detail. extended highs
and "air". Crossover parts: Polypropylene and Polystyrene caps form 20pf to 10u. air core inductors with
#12 and #16 wire. dealer inquiries invited. Mod kits
for the Hatler amp and preamp and Dahlquist DO -10.
For more products, info, specs, charts, and graphs,
send $1.50 for our catalog. The Jordan Manual is a 26
page text on sound and speaker design $2.50. TRANSCENDENTAL AUDIO, 6796 Arbutus St., Arvada, CO
80004. 9-5 Mountain time 10-3 Sat. (303) 420-7356.

HIGH FIDELITY SHOPPE

$350. T-2 Tuner $199, T-12 FM Tuner $395.1-3 Integrated Amp $245, Acoustat X speakers $1395 pair,
Dahlquist DO10 speaker $350 each. Pioneer Spec 2

Power Amp $499. Ram 512 Power Amp $599,

Ram200 Pre -amp $699, Teac Model 2A Mixer $299.
New. Factory Warranty. OTHER GOOD DEALS, WRITE
OR CALL: STEREO CLEARANCE HOUSE, 1029 Jacoby Street, Johnstown. PA 15902. (814 536-1611

PERFECT SUBWOOFER AMP, LUX B-12. CERTIFIED 180 watts mono, (switchable) full DC, dampening
factor of 120. Dynamic, rich ultra -low frequency response. Two available $450 each. (507) 288-9006

Introducing

The Belles -A-

The Belles -A- ... delicate yet

joy to listen through.

authoritative with 70 watts* per

For further information and

side of non -switching, pure

the name of the dealer nearest
you, please contact:

class A power.
The -A- delivers
music with such de
openness and hon,.

you'll find itap

Belles Research Corporation
A-1 Country Club Road

.O. Box 65
ter, New York 14445
e

MITSUBISHI FM DIGITAL TUNER. Model DA -F20.
Perfect condition $175. (213) 391-1096
MIXER made especially for tape duplication. Will produce enhanced high quality second generation tapes.
KUHN ELECTRONICS, 1801 Mills Ave., Norwood, OH
TF
45212

MOVING COIL'S ARE NOW AFFORDABLE WITH:
THE SPECTRE HEAD AMP! Comparable with other
units costing 4X the price. $64 95 including shipping
anywhere in the Continental U.S. (pre -paid and C.O.D.
only). Inquiries S.A.S.E . SPECTRE AUDIO, P.O. Box
8025, San Jose. CA 95155. (408) 262-2160.

NAIM NAP 250 POWER AMP EXCELLENT CONDITION 51 250 00 12121 454-3205

tB
70 watts RMS per
channel @ 8 ohms with
no more than 0.04%THD.
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

PERFECTIONIST PRODUCTS. TA -3A tonearm: prop-

PROBLEM: THE HIGH COST OF PREMIUM CASSETTES "The Audiophile's Choice" has the solution

er geometry throughout. 2.5 grams effective mass,
$249.00. B & 0 4002 Tonearm Modification (kit or factory) allows use with cartridges having standard .5"
mounting, $199.00. Stainless steel ($2.50) and nylon
($1.00) cartridge mounting hardware. Tonearm Alignment Protractor, $3.00. !vie Electronics test equipment
(new or demonstrators). VeritoneTM Interconnection

Cable: .03 ohms, 11 pico -farads, and $4.00 per
foot (any length) attached connectors (male or
female): gold plated, heavy duty RCA, $2.50 each;

Lemo or Posi-Lock, $10.00 each. Money -back
guarantee on above. Audiophile records (Sheffield,
Crystal Clear, Mobile Fidelity, etc.), and components
(Hailer, Marcof, Audionics, etc.), list price. Shipping

included. JML Company, 39,000 Highway 128,
Cloverdale, California 95425.

with its guaranteed 20 to 20 cassette. Send $2.00 for a
C-60. Box 888, Kingsport, TN 73660.

PROPER TONEARM GEOMETRY!! Optimum offset
angle, overhang, vertical pivot height and angle. Resonance damping construction. Jewelled pivots. Height
adjustable while playing records. Effective mass 2.5
cone damping, $249.00, "Universal" nylon hardware,
$1.00; alignment protractor, $3.00. Prices include postage and money -back guarantee. JML Company,
TF
39,000 Highway 128, Cloverdale, CA 95425
PS AUDIO AMP AND PREAMP. Why settle for less?
Pre -paid ship. GENE RUBIN AUDIO (213) 571-1299

- Ask for quote. House of Stereo, 8169 Arlington
Expwy., Jax, Fla. 32211 (904)724-4988. Give us a

Simply better! AUDIO SALON 1612 Elizabeth Ave.
Charlotte, NC 28204 (704) 333-3306 Shipping Free.

REGAL REGA RESEARCH
We are pleased to offer the complete line of Rega products: Planar 2, Planar 3, Planar 3 Arm and R-100 Cartridge. By appt. Free shipping in cont. U.S. OXFORD
AUDIO CONSULTANTS, Box 145, Oxford, OH 45056,
513-523-3333, TWX 810 470 8487.

RIBBON FOR "D010"
Now from JG ACOUSTICS an internally mounted
ribbon tweeter modification. The improvement is

PYRAMID METRONOME 2+2W SPEAKERS. Like

stunning. The complete kit costs only $200.00.

new. $2200. (812)372-6975.
PYRAMID METRONOME 2+2 W. MINT. 2,500. (313)
791-7683 or best offer.

PYRAMID T-1 TWEETERS, 2+2W Metronomes,
SME 3009 S/3, Threshold 400A Amp, NS -10 Preamp,

Denon DP3500F Turntable.

(603) 362-5675 eves,

(EST).

QUAD ELECTROSTATIC SPEAKERS. New,

un-

opened and warrantied, $1360. (203)327-7880.

QUADRAPHILES! Your number one source for four channel recordings and news is the MCS Review. Annual subscription, $4.00 in U.S., Canada, Mexico; $7.00
elsewhere. Published by QUAD Incorporated, Box 19-A,
Capron, VA 23829.

QUAD 1960 SPEAKER & AMPLIFIER, GOOD FOR
PARTS. DENVER 303 757 1421.

PRECISION FIDELITY

STAX
B&W
KEITH MONKS

KOETSU
DYNAVECTOR
MUSICAL FIDELITY

SPICA
PSE
MARCOF
DAHLQUIST
DRACO CPU FM TUNER
HAFLER

SPATIAL

HILL PLASMATRONICS
SNELL ACOUSTICS
QUAD ESL SPEAKERS

RASCO SL -8E REBORN: optoelectronic circuits, low
mass redwood shell, precision bearings. Rated #1 by
Audio Journal, $600 mod. AUDIOETC, Box 55, Lansing, IA 52151 (608) 782-5845 evenings.

Hours 11 am - 7 pm.

SUMO ELECTRIC
TECHNICS R&B

KEF

WEST: 213-243-1168.

EAST: 305-462-1976

RGR TOP RATED MODEL FOUR PREAMP at AUDIO
CONNECTION, Verona, NJ (201) 239-1799.

PS AUDIO

call!

LOCI TONE ARM
AUDIO PULSE
THE DAVID BERNING CO.
MONSTER CABLE
J.V.C. LABORATORY
S.M.E.

TECHNOLOGY

REVOX A-77 MK. IV. $850. (801) 466-6363

(Pac.).

PRICES SLASHED IN JACKSONVILLE!
INVENTORY CLEARANCE, THESE WON'T ' LAST
LONG! INFINITY 4.5 R.S. (orig. $4,200) $2995.00;
PYRAMID METRONOME 2+2W (Orig. $3990.00)
$1,995.00 pr.; QUAD ESL's in solid oak frames (orign.
$2,280.00) $1,500.00, Threshold 400A Cascode
$769.00; Threshold Cas II $625.00; FR -7 Moving Coil
Prig. $650.00) $199.00 very low hrs; Decca Ribbons
in Factory Sealed Cartons (orig. 400.00) $175.00 pr.;
Audio Pro 82-50 Subwoofer Prig. $1,000.00)
$775.00; B2-40 (Orig. $700.00) $575.00; RH Labs
Oak Woofer $275.00; G.A.S. "Goliath" M.C. Headamp
in sealed box (orig. $150.00) $25.00; Bedini 10/10
Class A amp (orig. $450.00) $299.00; 25/25 (Orig.
$845.00) $639.00; Mitch Cotter M.C. Transformer and
"System 2" preamp modules, ask for quote; Audionics
LK-1 "Resinon" Base, Belt Drive (Orig. $700.00) Mint
$595.00; Jordan Modules, new in box $49.00 each;
Oracle Table (orig. $1,000.00) 769.00; KEF 104ab
(orig. $950.00 pr) $250.00 each; Pyramid Ribbons
(orig $1170.00 pr.) $769.00 pr.; Nakamichi, B&O, DBX

HIGH

SEPARATES, RECEIVERS, CASSETTE DECKS. BEST
PRICES - IN STOCK - IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT.

grams. Damped cueing. Anti -skate bias. TA -3A with sili-

PHILIPS AND AUDAX LOUDSPEAKERS in stock at
good prices with competent service. MADISOUND
SPEAKER COMPONENTS, 431 W. Gorham, Box 4283,
Wisconsin 53711 (608) 256-7337.

HARMAN-KARDON

THETA
NAKAMICHI
YAMAHA

JR

LINN SONDEK
SUPEX

TANDBERG

VP!

JANIS

FULTON
PS AUDIO
AMBER
SEOUERRA
GRACE

GRADO
POLK AUDIO
GOLDMUND RADIAL
TONE ARM

LUSTRE

the listening room

590 Central Park Avenue, Scarsdale, N.Y. 10583
Mon., Thurs., 10-9 P M Tues., Wed., Fri 10-7 P M / Sat., 10-6 P.M.

Also, listen to JGAI Monitors and watch for JGA's
new tube head amp.
Ask your dealer or contact:

JG ACOUSTICS
574 Walnut Sir., Denellen, NJ 08812 (201) 9688771

ROGERS LS3/5a, SATTERBERG, CHARTWELL,
KENWOOD, Purist, Micro Seiki, Grace, Lustre, Supex,
Adcom, Marcof, Dynavector, PSE, Audire, Spectra, Axiom, LiveWire, more
EXCEPTIONAL AUDIO
(213)961-6158 eves & wknds. PST.
.

SACRAMENTO -CHICO AUDIOPHILES ! ! ! We highly
recommend: ACOUSTAT AMBER' CONRAD-JOHNSON' VPI/DENON HYBRID. HCM AUDIO (916) 3430558 Appointment Only.

SELL or TRADE YOUR McINTOSH or MARANTZ
TUBE EQUIPMENT, and WESTERN ELECTRIC products for new or used High End equipment. Crossover
networks for the best of AUDAX (POLYDAX), COLES,
DALESFORD, JORDAN, and others. New PIONEER Series 20 equipment 40 to 60% off list price. Tony Thomas, 3303 East Denny Way, Seattle, WA. 98122 (206)
323-4987.

SIEMENS, TELEFUNKEN, GENALEX AND AMPEREX and other top quality audio tubes available at
very competitive prices. Contact Jim Wallace at 1203
Success St., Pittsburg, PA 15212 or (412) 322-4706TF
SILVER AUDIO CABLES - hi quality, fine stranded
silver coated copper conductors w/tef Ion dielectric
and outer jacket. High conductance and propagation velocity. Low capacitance. Stereo pair w/gold
plate RCA plugs w/relief springs: y2 meter=$20,
lm -$25, 2m=$40. Custom Lengths and connectors avail. Add $1.00 per order shipping. Texas residents add 5% sales tax. New offerings include a
superior speaker cable - 13 ga. silver coated copper
w/2 silver shields; %2" glass turntable "mat", remote switching acc., etc. Send SASE for complete
product
offerings.
WORSTEPHEN
SHAM LABS, 3720 Maplewood Dr., Dallas, Tx
75205.

,

Ample Free Parking Credit Cards Accepted
We Ship FREE Anywhere in the Continental U.S.A.

SNELL ACOUSTICS NOW AT DESIGNATION
For the smoothest octave -to -octave performance of any
dynamic speakers -its Snell Acoustics. Come hear the
affordable new Type I. It eliminates floor boundaries

914-472-4558

from your music. Come audition the newest version of
the famous Type A. It's beautiful to hear and beautiful to
see. For information and quotation: DESIGNATRONS
STEREO STORES, INC., 260 Old Country Road, Hicksville, NY 11801. (516) 822-5782.

ínnOVaCí1/e auNA
DEDICATED TO MUSICAL EXCELLENCE
UR DEMONSTRATIONS OF AUDIO EQUIPMENT ARE UNIQUE WE OFFER UNLIMITED TIME TO EVALUATE THE VERY FINE
COMPONENTS WE FEATURE OUR EXTENSIVE LIBRARY OF QUALITY RECORDINGS ENABLES YOU TO DETERMINE WHICH
_OMPONENTS ARE OPTIMUM OUR EXPERTISE WILL HELP YOU TO DECIDE WHAT IS BEST AS WELL AS TO ENSURE A PERFECT

SOUND CONCEPTS SD550 TIME DELAY SYSTEM.
One year old, $350. Call Bob (717)421-1741.

SOUND -LAB ELECTROSTATIC SPEAKERS by Dr.
West. R-1
panels (latest version) $2200. R-2
subwoofers only $800. New, walnut, with full warranty.

MATCH TO YOUR LISTENING ENVIRONMENT
YAMAHA, NAKAMICHI, BRYSTON, APT-HOLMAN, COTTER, BANG & OLUFSEN, DAHLQUIST, NAD, BOWERS & WILKINS,

Evenings PST (206) 524-5424.

QUAD, LINN SONDEK, BEDINI, SHAHINIAN OBELISK, BOSTON ACOUSTICS, PYRAMID, OHM, KLIPSCH, INNOTECH,
DENON, MARCOF, ADS, 153/5A, REVOX, JVC PRO -LAB, FIDELITY RESEARCH, SIGNET, SUPEX, DYNAVECTOR, ETC....
FEATURING KLOSS VIDEO. DIGITAL AND DIRECT DISC RECORDINGS.
`O EQUIPMENT PROFESSIONAL REPAIR SERVICE & HOME INSTALLATION CREDIT CARDS
TRADE INS BUY .I
'.,AILABLE
ACCEPTED FINA'e

SOUND -LAB R-1 with woofers. Mint. (5161757-0627.

182 HENRY STREET BROOKLYN HEIGHTS, NY 11201 (212)596.0888
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SOUTH CAROLINA'S ONLY HIGH -END STORE the
finest audiophile equipment: British American Sound,
P.O. Box 1247 186 King Street, Charleston, SC 29402
TF

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

SPEAKER BIBLE
Even the best speakers aren't designed properly because of marketing consideration. Did you know that a

THE D235 STEREO POWER AMP BY SONIC DE-

$4000 speaker system only has $800 worth of parts

TANDBERG 9200 XD 7" REEL-TO-REEL STEREO
TAPE DECK. Barely used. Pristine Condition. Perfect
copy at 33 IPS. Crosstield Dolby for great dynamic
range & headroom. Price $695. (313) 823-3290 after 9

and labor in it? You can build sophisticated speaker sys-

p.m. EST.

tems that are better and cost less if you had the right
cabinets. Our 15 page book teaches you the laws of
speaker design and gives you a complete bibliography
of books and articles that will show you why you are
being short changed by speaker manufacturers. Some
points in our booklet
1. Boxes can't work from 400 hz up
2. How to mount your drivers in a nonresonant decoupled mode
3. Why you must time align your drivers
4. Speaker grill and cabinet edges are killers
5. Tubes, pyramids and transmission lines
6. Matching your speakers to your room acoustic

7. The real value of bi-amplification and much, much
more.

We manufacture super high quality speaker cabinets
that are better than your store bought speakers. They
are designed to obey the proper alignment for each driv-

er and are beautifully finished in walnut veneer. We
make

1. Transmission lines and triangular ported and infinite
baffle cabinets for KEF 139 and Audax 10"
2. Pyramid, tubular and nonparallel wall cabinets for all
Audax and KEF 5", 6", 8" drivers.
3. We supply special felt, connectors, sealant and hardware in our cabinets
4. Complete time alignment date with each cabinet

THE AUDIOPHILE BEST SOUND PER DOLLAR
SYSTEM
(under $2200)
Regaplanar 2 turntable
Rega Cartridge
NAD 4020 Tuner
Hefter DH2O0A or Morduant-Short Padgient II's
DCM Time Windows
SOUND BY SINGER, LTD.
227 Lexington Avenue
New York, NY 10016
(212) 683-0925
We ship anywhere (AE., M.C., VISA accepted)

THE BIG "10" SYSTEM (Under $10,000)
TURNTABLE:
TONEARM:
CARTRIDGE:
SET-UP:
PRE -AMP:

POWER AMP:
SPEAKERS:

TAPE DECK:

Send $1 for the Speaker Bible to NEW YORK AUDIO
LABORATORIES, 239 Central Park West, N.Y. 10024
212 595-4700

Oracle or Linn Sondek
Linnitok
Linn-Asak
Audio Interface
Audio -Research SP6-B
Audio -Research D-120
Snell Type A's or Acoustat
Monitor Ill's
Rogers T-75
Tandberg TD -20A
SOUND BY SINGER
227 Lexington Avenue
New York, NY 10016

(212) 683-0925
We ship anywhere (M.C., A.E., and VISA accepted.)

SPEAKER BUILDERS: JBL, ELECTROVOICE, AUDAX & more, including tested computer designed plans.
GOLD SOUND, P.O. BOX 141A, ENGLEWOOD, CO.

QUICKEST AIRMAIL DIRECT FROM TOKYO: All
brands of Cartridges & Arms of Japan. Ask for latest

80151.

Quotations with $1 for postage. JAPAN AUDIO TRADING CO., LTD., Saikaen Bldg., 4-33-21,
Kamimeguro,Meguro-Ku,Tokyo 153 Japan.

lerose, NY (516) 354-7006.
SPEAKERLAB & NAD IN SALT LAKE CITY
Hear all the Speakerlab speakers and NAD components
at Speakerlab 2121 S. 1 th E., SLC, UT 84106 8011

487-8184.

AUDIO
HORS/ONS

SPEAKERWIRE: THE IMPOSSIBLE DREAM?
Make your own "supercable" from ordinary lamp cord
for only pennies per foot?! We didn't believe it either, but

P.O. BOX 10973

our computer and ears say it works, and better than

St. Louis, Missouri 63135

those high-priced commercial brands. Our electrical engineer shows you how with step-by-step illustrated instructions, plus a lengthy technical discussion as to why
this ultra low -resistance, low -inductance (and safe) cable
design sounds so good. $4.00 to ROSSWOOD DESIGN
GROUP, Dept. A6, P.O. Box 7691, S.F., CA. 94120.

ty hitherto unknown in the industry. Most suitable for
electrostatic loads. $525.00 Order yours from AUDIO
CONNECTION, 615 Bloomfield Avenue, Verona, NJ
07044 (201) 239-1799.

THETA PREAMP (LATEST) $600. AUDIRE CRESCENDO 60/60 amp $200. Marcel PPA-1 latest $70.
Supex SDX-1000 low hours $160. All guar. (415) 6442500.

Hefter DH -101A Preamp

TUNER:

SPEAKERKITS OF NEW YORK. Listen before you
buy. Save up to 50% on raw drivers, assembled sets
and kits. Speakerkits, 247-38 Jericho Turnpike, Bel-

VELOPMENTS combines sound and construction quali-

THETA PREAMP $800. (#399). 502-228-1042.
THETA TUBE ELECTRONICS
We are pleased to offer the superb tube electronics from

Theta Electronics: 1A preamp, head amp and OPT
mono amp. By appt. Free shipping in cont. U.S. We ship
worldwide. Visa & M.C. OXFORD AUDIO CONSULTANTS, Box 145, Oxford, OH 45056, (513) 523-3333.
Telex/'TWX: 810 470 8487. ITT telex: 427791. Cable:
OXAUDCON.

THE INTERMEDIATE AUDIOPHILE SYSTEM
(Under $4,250)
Turntable:
REGA PLANAR 3
Cartridge:
DYNAVECTOR RUBY KARAT
Pre -amp:

Power Amp:
Speakers:
Tuner:

227 Lexington Avenue
New York, NY 10016
(212) 684-0925
We ship anywhere (A.E., M.C., and VISA accepted)

PIONEER RT-909 10 h" reverse tape deck with 40
Maxell UD tapes, some new, $850. Pioneer CT -F900 3
head cassette deck $250. Both light home use, mint, all
packaging. 803-259-7803 evenings.

Issue #4 is now available. It contains reviews of CRAMOLIN contact cleaner,
the DYNAVECTOR DV -100R and DV -100D moving -coil cartridges, the LINN
Ittok LVII pickup arm, the MARCOF "Glass Mat" platter plate, the HAFLER DH 200, MICHAELSON & AUSTIN TVA -1, SUMO "Power", and SUMO "Gold"
power amplifiers, the MICRO SEIKI BL -91 and ORACLE turntables, the MUSICAL FIDELITY bb -1 and POWERLIGHT MC -4 pre -preamplifiers, the SAEC
SS -300 platter plate, and the SPECTRA Disc Cushion. Issue #4 also features a
survey of interconnecting cables with reviews of cables from AGI, AUDIO CRAFT, AUDIONICS, AUDIO NOTE, AUDIO-TECHNICA, BELDEN, DISC WASHER, FULTON, MELCO, MITCH COTTER, NEUMANN, PETERSON, SAEC,
SOUND CONNECTIONS, SOLAR TRADING, SUPEX, and ZEPHYR.
Subscription rates to AUDIO HORIZONS'^' for four (4) issues are: U.S. - $16.
($20. by FIRST CLASS MAIL): Canada and Mexico - $18. ($22. by FIRST CLASS
MAIL): and outside North America - $24. (AIR MAIL). PLEASE REMIT IN U.S.
FUNDS ONLY. Sample copies of all issues of AUDIO HORIZONS are available for
$5.50 each (U.S., Canada, and Mexico), and $7.00 each (outside North America).

"... sonic character was

SPENDOR-NEW SPEAKERS
In addition to the renowed SA -1, BC -1 and BC -3, we
now offer TWO NEW Spendor loudspeakers, the SA -2
and the SA -3. By appt. Free shipping in cont. U.S. OXFORD AUDIO CONSULTANTS, Box 145, Oxford, OH
45056, 513-523-3333, TWX 810 470 8487.

judged very good indeed
.

.

clean, smooth and

imaging

you heard it? Audio Connection, Verona, NJ, 201239-1799.

.

."

HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE,
APRIL 1981.

STEREO REPRESENTATIVES NEEDED!!!LOWEST
POSSIBLE PRICES!!I OVER 100 BRANDS!!! KRASCO

Inception Audio Ltd.,

Rep -AO, 998 Orange Ave., West Haven, CT 06516.

21 Progress Avenue,
Scarborough, Ontario,
Canada, Ml P 4S8
Tel. (416) 298-3434

SYMMETRY ACS -1 X -over. Mint. (516) 757-0627.

TAPCO and ELECTRO -VOICE, mixers, equilizers,
amps, mics, and raw loudspeakers. Write for low mail
order prices, Sonix Co., P.O. Box 58, Indian Head, MD
20640
8-9
TAPE HEAD REFINISHING - Precision method full freE.

Maher, 5 Evans Place, Orinda, CA 94563.

THE BOSTON AUDIO SOCIETY INVITES YOU to
join and receive the monthly B.A.S. SPEAKER with
reviews, debates, scientific analyses, summaries of
lectures by major engineers. The BAS was the first
to publish info on TIM, effects of capacitors, tone arm damping, tuner IM dist., Holman's and Carver's
designs, etc. Sample issue $1, sub. $12/yr. P.O.
Box 7, Boston, MA 02215.

.

open ... crystalline stereo

SPICA, a wonderfully accurate speaker! Have

quency respdnse. $15.00 ea. One day service.

MUSICAL FIDELITY
PRECISION FIDELITY C-7
TRILOGY
SNELL TYPE 1
ROGERS T-75
SOUND BY SINGER

Set-up:

(¡\
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

TRADE UP to the MICRO CPU 100 fm tuner
It may have been out of the question at $2000, but
the new retail is $995. Subtract even more for your
trade-in and this magnificent tuner can be yours at a
surprisingly low price. We offer very generous trade-

TOP -RATED CARTRIDGES UP TO 70% OFF!! We
offer just about all of the finest phono cartridges on the
market at the lowest possible prices. Our selection includes several brands that are typically sold at the full
retail price. Call or write to us for prices on ACUTEX,
ADC, DYNAVECTOR, GRADO, NAGATRON. ORTOFON, SHURE, SONUS, STANTON and more. Just call

in allowances on your old tuner or other audio
equipment. A rare chance to own the best at a reasonable price (see Audio, Nov. '77). Write us for a
quote, or better yet, phone after business hours and

we can discuss your trade-in: (617) 874-0706,
mon.-fri., 6-8 pm. (ask for Dick)

AUDIO CALIBRATION, box 250, Westminster,
MASS 01473.

TF

VANDERSTEEN IN THE SOUTH!
In stock, the superb new Mod. 2B. Fast, free shipping.
READ BROS. STEREO
593 King St., Charleston, SC 29403
(803)723-7276
VISA & M/C OK. Carver, Haller, PS, Mirage.

An Audiophile's Dream Has
Come to the Metro Area
Welcome to Audio Guild, or the house that Thomas
built. Thomas Tashjian is an audiophile, and what he
built in Englewood. New Jersey, is simply the retail
store of his dreams. At Audio Guild there are four
listening salons which masquerade as living room
settings but which are really tour totally isolated listening environments for pure sound reproduction
Each of these salons is dripping with audio equipment carefully arranged into the best possible systems in each price category. Thomas realizes service
should go beyond merely selling, and so he built a
complete servicing facility. Audio Guild customers
can have their warranty work done quickly and efficiently right at Audio Guild. Thomas also demands
that every item sold be carefully tested before it is
delivered. Thomas sells only those products he believes have merit. such as:

Threshold (Including Stasis 1, 2, 3)
Linn Sondek

Raga

Audio Pro
Pyramid
Shahinlan Obelisks
Mordaunt-Short
NAD
Boston Acoustics
Thiel
Haller
Mariah
Plasmatronics
Audionics
Technics R&B
Canton
Oracle
Fidelity Research
Mission
Tandberg
Revox
Naim
Micro Seiki
and many more
Bang & Oluf sen

Music systems need records and maintenance items
which are also stocked in ample supply from Monster
Cable and Audio Technica items to Telarc and Mobile

Fidelity records in bulk. In addition, a professional
record -cleaning service is provided on the premises.

you would like to experience this audiophile's
dream come true, call us at 201 /569-7766 or stop
by at 3 Grand Avenue in Englewood, New Jersey or
write for a free brochure. We are conveniently located only five minutes from the George Washington
If

Bridge.

Audio Guild
We can fit your needs and your budget.

FOR SALE
GENE RUBIN AUDIO - LOS ANGELES
PS AUDIO
LINN SONDEK
NAD
LINN ITTOK
HAFLER
LINN ASAK
ADCOM
DYNAVECTOR
DENNESEN
GRACE
KM LABS
GRADO
CONNOISSEUR LAST
LIVE WIRE
STATI BRUSH

(212) 254-3125 or write to: DIRECT DISCOUNTS LTD.,

P.O., BOX 841, COOPER STATION, NY 10276. We

hand.). Our ALLEGRO B Series represents a radical
departure from ordinary vacuum tubes. The glare,

often associated with poor circuit design,

is re-

placed with a sweetness & clarity not unlike that of
live music. All ALLEGRO B Series tubes feature
gold-plated pins for extended service performance.
Each & every "B" is run on a precision curve -tracer
& must meet our own rigid specs. This is your assurance of unsurpassed sonic quality. Words cannot

take the place of listening. Order your B's now supply is very limited. Please send money -order for

$10.50 each + $5 ship. & hand. to ALLEGRO
SOUND, home of the fabled SP3A-llegro preamp,
15015 Ventura Blvd., Sherman Oaks, CA 91403.
(213) 766-9101, 9am. Good health & good sound,
Richard David Katz.

LS3/5A
3d ACOUSTICS
CIZEK
PLATTER MATTER

V.P.I.
Pre -paid Shipping (213) 571-1299 (Pacific Time)

accept M/C and VISA and will ship COD if requested.

TUBE be or not tube be is not the question. The
question is: Which tubes are the hot -set-up? The
answer is simple: Our fabled ALLEGRO SOUND
12AX7B & new 6DJ8B are the only tubes ever offered for sale that are guaranteed to improve your
system or your money back (excluding ship. &

THIEL
SPENDOR
SPICA

WALT JUNG & RICHARD MARSH (Feb. & Mar. Au-

dio) ARE RIGHT, of course, so we now have POLYPROPYLENE & POLYSTYRENE PREMIUM Audio
Grade capacitors for new construction, preamp mods &
crossovers. Use for replacements or shunts. Values from
.47 to 5u1 200VDC 10%. Also Mylars for economy from
1

to 30uf. Make up shunt composites, hear the differ-

ence immediately. Send $1.00 for details which includes info on the Jordan 50mm Module, a miniature
wide range dynamic speaker with 1.3 gms moving
mass, 150 to 22, 00Hz range, that requires only narrow
band woofers for building phase coherent systems. Line
source array designs for SOTA LP's wide dynamic range
app. notes, x'overs, super air cores, parts, bextrenes,
soft domes, assistance. TRANSCENDENTAL AUDIO,

6796 Arbutus St., Arvada, CO 80004. E.J. Jordan,
Decca, Polydax (Audax), Unbox Enclosure Systems.
(303) 420-7356.

WANTED: Marantz and McIntosh tube equipment.
Western Electric and RCA products. Tony Thomas 3303
E. Denny Way Seattle, WA. 98122 (206) 323-4987

TUBE HEAVEN
Read our 18 page TUBE BIBLE that tells you the right
way to design, build and mod tube electronics. We also

WIN TURNTABLE latest unused, $2200 (608)782-

feature the following:
High voltage regulators for all tube amps.
Outboard egulated power supplies for preamps
DJ8 cascode input circuit board for Stereo 70, MKIII
Nuvistor triode tube head amp -kit and assembled
Modified Panasonic Strain gauge cartridge with nuvistor
power supply -kit and assembled.

WISCONSIN HAS: Audionics, Acoustat, Denon, Hailer,
Audio Control, NAD, Polk, Grafyx, Adcom. Stax, Grado.
Luxman, Dahlquist, Micro-Seiki, Grace, and Aiwa. We
invite specific inquiries. The Sound Seller, 1706 Main
Street, Marinette, WI. 54143. (715) 735-9002.

German Mil. spec 650 volt polypropelene caps - slews
650V microsec.
Modification to all tube equipment.

Course in tube electronics -we teach what we know
(NYC ONLY)
TRIODE CLASS A AMPS DESIGNED FOR QUADS.

Complete inventory of rare and antique tubes
Newman mike tubes - rare VF -14
We want your Dyna Tube equipment. Modifications to all
audio research electronics SP -3, SP -6A, B, fix it plans,
schematics, and parts list $5.00. ALL THIS AND MORE
IN OUR TUBE BIBLE - 18 pages of facts and info

Send $1 to Gizmo Audio Developments, 239 Central
Park West, N.Y. 10024 (212) 595-4700.
VACUUM TUBES, tube -peculiar parts. All kits/parts for
circuitries described in our 230+ page Modification
Manual. Write for list to AUDIO DIMENSIONS, 8888
Clairemont Mesa Blvd., San Diego, CA 92123. (714)
278-3310.
9-0
VANDERSTEEN SPEAKER SYSTEM
Q/ LC has the incredible Vandersteen II and the latest
Vandersteen III models. Call or write: O/LC Audio, 1006

Berkshire Road, Dayton, OH 45419 (513) 298-9330
(513) 293-7287.

5845.

WOOFERS-MIDS-TWEETERS-CROSSOVERS AT
TREMENDOUS SAVINGS. EV, BECKER, SEAS, POLYDAX, PEERLESS, PHILLIPS, EMILAR, GAI AND MANY
OTHERS IN STOCK FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.
SPEAKERS FOR HI-FI, CUSTOM AUTO, REPAIRS.
PRO -SOUND AND MUSICIANS. LARGEST SELECTION

OF PARTS AND ACCESSORIES IN THE U.S. FOR
SPEAKER BUILDERS AND HOBBYISTS. SEND $2.00
FOR THE ALL NEW '81 CATALOG (REFUUNDABLE
WITH FIRST PURCHASE) TO SRC AUDIO DEPT AD3,
3238 TOWERWOOD DR., DALLAS, TX 75234.

WORLDS FIRST NUVISTOR HEAD AMP
This miraculous miniature metal triode tube is the best
tube to use as moving coil step up device. Noise -94 db,
gain 29 db, input overload 450 my input resistance and
capacitance adjustments. Dual regulated power supplies, two chasis. Electrostatic owners will appreciate the
subtle harmonics of a tube step up device with incredible dynamic range. Introductory price $350, Kit $275.
Brochure available. TUBE HEAVEN, c/o GIZMO AUDIO
DEVELOPMENTS, 239 Central Park West, NY 10024

.. HAFLER IN STOCK...
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
We have a good supply of Haller products in stock for
immediate delivery ... DH -101, DH -200, etc. freight
pre -paid in the continental USA.. We also carry AmberCarver-Denon-Fidelity

Research-Lustre-NAD-Polk-SAE.

Call or write AUDIOTRONICS, 4200 Avenham Ave.,
Roanoke, Va. 24014 (703) 774-5757.

Audiocom
high technology audio

7 GOOD REASONS TO READ TRANSCENDENTAL
AUDIO'S new catalog:

1. The JORDAN 50mm MODULE - A wideband

Adcom, ADS. AGI, Allison. Amber, Apt. Ariston, Audionics. Audio Pulse, Audio Technology,
Beveridge, Beyer, Blaupunkt, Bruer, Burwen, B&W, Cotter. Dahlquist, Dayton Wright, DCM.
Denon, Draco, Dynavector, EMT, EV, Eumig, FR, GAS, Grace, Grado, Hafler, Janis, JR, KEF.
Kenwood Purist, Linn Sondek, Lustre, Mitsubishi, M&K, Mogami, NAD, Nakamichi, Ortofon,
Queen Labs, Revox. RG, RH Labs, Rogers, Snell, Spectro Acoustics, Stax, STD, Symmetry,
Tandberg. 3D

Our Service Department specializes in maintaining, calibrating, and
modifying high performance audio equipment. Custom equipment
design and fabrication on premises. System installations for car, boat,
home, and aircraft. Major credit cards honored. Phone orders shipped
promptly.
177 Sound Beach Avenue, Old Greenwich, CT 06830
Out of state, call Toll -Free 800-243-7516

(203) 637-3621
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(150Hz-22KHz) midrange/tweeter from England. The
dynamic driver that rivals the transient detailing of fine
electrostatics.

2. POLYSTYRENE AND POLYPROPYLENE AUDIO
GRADE CAPACITORS. .01 of to 10.0 of for x -over and
preamp mods, new construction.

3. Low DCR air core ind. to 5.0 mh. #12 + 16 wire.
Why use "Super" speaker cable without 'em? Custom
winding avail. Dealer inquiries invited.

4. Unique subwoofer designs with twin bextrenes in
push-pull vented enclosures for articulate bass to 23 Hz
with seamless x -over.

5. The new DYNAUDIO 83/4" woofer from S.E.N. Labs
in Denmark that handles 1 kilowatt for 10ms.
6. Polydax soft domes + bextrenes from 5' a " to 10".
7. Ribbon + Polymer super tweeters form JVC, Foster.

Send $1.00 for catalog. Transcendental Audio, 6796
Arbutus Street Arvada. Colo. 80004. 303-420-7356
9:30-5:30.

FOR SALE

WANTED TO BUY OR TRADE

WANTED TO BUY OR TRADE

COTTER EQUIPMENT IN STOCK
Limited quantities of Mitchell A Cotter equipment in factory sealed cartons are now available for immediate de-

ATTENTION,
WANTED ALL MCINTOSH,
MARANTZ, AUDIO RESEARCH
Tube Equipment, Top Price, Maury 713-728-4343
11 122 Atwell, Houston, Texas, 77096

USED AUDIO:
QUAD of England, McINTOSH, AUDIO RESEARCH, DYNACO, LEVINSON, MARANTZ tubes, JBL, WESTERN

livery:
B-2

Isolation Platform
$450.00
Moving Coil Pick-up
$550.00
NFB-2
Noise Filter/Buffer
$500.00
PSC-2
Phono Signal Conditioner
$550.00
PW-2
Master Power Supply
$450.00
Free freight anywhere in continental U.S.
MK -2

For More Information write to Audio Resobrces, P.O
Box 507, Selden, New York 11748
A CATALOGUE THAT HAS EVERYTHING

-The WIDEST SELECTION of equipment, tape
and accessories.
-WHOLESALE PRICES to everyone.
-FRIENDLY and COMPETENT SERVICE.

SELL YOUR STEREO
COMPONENTS FOR
CASH.

We've paid top dollar for 19 years. AUDIO EXCHANGE,
28 West 8th Street, New York City, 1001 1 . (212) 9827191. Also in Nassau and Queens.

-FLAT RATE SHIPPING charges - no guessing.
write or call now, save time and money

suggestions please contact. (617) 969-2727

WANTED: MARANTZ AND McINTOSH TUBE
EQUIPMENT. Western Electric and RCA Products.
Tony Thomas, 3303 E. Denny Way, Seattle, WA.
98122. (206) 323-4987.

WANTED: McIntosh and Marantz tube equipment.
Contact N. Margolis-Telephone 212-743-3709.

CALL ME! I'd pay the satisfied price in cash to buy your

AUDIO
SYSTEMS II
175 Fifth Avenue Suite 917

McIntosh C-22, MR -71, MC -275, 240, 225, 75, 60,
40, 30, Marantz 2, 5, 7, 8B, 9 & 108. DAVID YO, P.O.
Box 832, M.P., CA 91754 (213) 576-2642.

New York, NY 10010
(212) 477-1891

FULTON PREMIERE P4 - $3,000. pair, ARC

CAMPUS REPS NEEDED NOW!
SPECIAL PRICE ON THE NEW TOP OF THE LINE

WANTED: WESTERN ELECTRIC 22A, 24A -27A
HORN, 713C, 594A & 555 drivers, 4181A woofers
and other W.E. products - Ohtsuka, 1450 22nd Avenue, San Francisco, CA 94122 (415) 681-4767.

PLANS & KITS

D350B - $2,300. Jim, Weekdays (509)545-4227.

MAXELL TAPE-SERIES "S"

RECORDS

JBL-150-4C, Minigons, Hartstteld, Olympus Wood

TAPE -SLIDE SYNCHRONIZER, multiprojector lap -dis-

Grills, Blue Prints, & Misc. Call Collect 1-313-7378 6-8

solve plans, $5.50. With mixer, compressor, preamp
schematics, $8.50. The Millers, 1896 Maywood, S. EuTF
clid, OH 44121.

pm est.

AUDIOPHILE RECORDS: I offer the lowest prices and
best service on over 500 titles. SUPER SOUND

RECORD SERVICE, P.O. Box 411237, Chicago,
60641 (312)486-6667 (ask for Phil).

AUDIO EXCHANGE - HI Fl TRADERS SINCE 1951.
"Trade up to the latest" or

ELECTRIC, ElectroVoice PATRICIAN 600 and most
other esoteric separates, mc. carts, tonearms, tuners,
amps. NO MASS MERCHANDISE, please. Call collect
(617) 969-2727 or write: Bob Heenan, Box 782, Brookline Village, MA 02147. Also soon starting audio museum for USA audio from 1930's to date. Interested consignors with FISHER, SCOTT, PILOT, RCA et al. and

Ill.

KENWOOD KX-6060 SCOPE WANTED: TOP PRICE
(MINT) Box 906 Lee Branch, Cleveland, OH 44120.

MARANTZ MODELS 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9 & 10B; McIN-

DIRECT TO DISC AND DIGITAL RECORDINGS: All

TOSH C-22, MC240, MC275 & MC3500. Sam

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
CABLE FM BROADCAST STATION. Unique no investment/experience business makes money! Others

labels at low prices. Telearc, Discwasher, Audio-Technica, Sheffield, Denon PCM, Crystal Clear, Mobile Fidelity

Aberst, P.O. Box 5455, Beverly Hills, CA 90210 (213)
552-6985.

work for you! Free Details "CAFM," Box 130-N3, Paradise, CA 95969

Labs. ..WE HAVE THEM ALL!! (and more!!) Send for
FREE price list and Newsletter or $2.00 for descriptive
cataloge DISConnection, P.O. Box 10705 Tampa FL
33679.

MARANTZ 7 & 9; McIntosh C-22, MC -240, MC -275
& MC 3500. PAY THE BEST PRICE: (213) 278-3430;
8633 Airdrome St., LA, CA 90035.

EARN over 100% profit collecting used equipment.
buy all you collect. Info. $10.00, refundable with first
transaction. Box 18009, Seattle, WA 98118.

PAY CASH FOR MCINTOSH C-22, MC -275, 240

EARN S1 - $4 each addressing envelopes. Beginners
Kit $3.50 (refundable).

FREE SOUNDTRACKS & CASTS CATALOG! Personalities! ST/OC Valuebook: $4. RTSA 711 W. 17th G-1
TF
Costa Mesa, CA 92627.
PROTECT YOUR LPs. POLY SLEEVES FOR JACKET
125, ROUND BOTTOM INNER SLEEVES 105,
SQUARE BOTTOMS 65, POLY LINED PAPER

SLEEVES 155, white jackets 35', POSTAGE $1.50.
HOUSE OF RECORDS, HILLBURN, NEW YORK,
10931.

TF

"RECORD JACKETS. Replace old, torn, LP jackets
with clean, glossy, pure white or black jackets. Plastic
lined inner sleeves, 78 sleeves, opera boxes. Free catalog. CABCO A6, Box 8212, Columbus, Ohio 43201."
TF

THOUSANDS OF LIKE NEW LP's and prerecorded
tapes. Catalogue-$2.00. House of Records, Hillburn,
New York 10931.

SONY POWER AMP 160W 22 Ib, new, list $1050,
$375 or trade. Need dbx Boom Box, Audio Pulse 1000,

4-ch Pioneer head JT2044T. Will sell TEAC Tascam
DX -4 dbx I; Used gov't tape- 101/2" reels 18 @ $4 ea.
guar. Will trade dbx (noiseless) tapes. SA Box 65, Kingston, Tn 37763

SPEAKERS
IMF ELECTRONICS INC. is seeking first class high -end
dealers to sell Englands most prestigious loudspeakers
available.
Contact:
Ronald Bliss President
IMF ELECTRONICS INC.
5226 State Street
Saginaw, MI 48603
Telephone: 517-790-2121
Telex: 227461

VENEER SPEAKER CABINETS Hardwood Walnut
Speaker Cabinets with grill. Routed or unrouted, front
baffles, or complete SPEAKER KITS. Send $1.00 for
complete brochure. KUSTOMIZED SPEAKER SYS-

260-A, GLENN CIRCLE, POWELL, TN

37849. (615) 945-3138 atter 6:PM.

WANTED TO BUY OR TRADE
I'LL BUY OR TRADE tube gear by McIntosh, Marantz,
Western Electric, and Audio Research. Top dollar paid!
(215)324-4457.

K.M.D. Esq.
540 Hallmark
Newport News, VA 23606

Want money? Hate hard work? Lazy way to big money.

Cleaver plan $2.00 (Refundable) Noble, Box 10033,
Houston. TX. 77206.
UNIVERSITY SPEAKERS - Give Mod, Cond, Price. G.
Heinlein, 205 Chatterson, Raleigh, NC 27609.

Houston and die Gulf Coast
Mark Levinson/Threshold/Linn/Apt/Holman/Hafler/Advent/Nakamichi/Devon
Magneplanar/KEF/Boston/ Dahlquist/Adcom/NAD/Dennesen/Gold Line/Grace
Klipsch/Fidelity Research/DCM Time Window/Cizek/Signet/Cotter/Ivie Analyzers

AudioConcepts

TF

WANTED: CLASSICAL RECORDS AND TAPES. Any
size collection. All speeds, all sizes, bought. Also selling;
Send want list. R&S MUSIC, P.O. DRAWER J, HICKSVILLE, N.Y. 11802 (516) 731-3224

TEMS,

ETC. MARANTZ 2,7,9 etc. ALSO WESTERN ELECTRIC PRODUCTS 213-576-2642. David Yo, P.O. Box
832, MP., CA.91754.

I

2200 SW Freeway at Greenbriar Houston, Texas 77098 713/527-0774
Credit Cards Accepted Freight Prepaid in Continental USA

Heroic Return to
Minimalism Heralded
Ears Nova presents high quality music
reproduction equipment in an environment which is relaxed and comfortable.
With care and integrity we will help
build a playback system in your home
that is uniquely satisfying.
BEDINI BRYSTON CONRAD-JOHNSON

DENNESEN GRACE HEGEMAN KEF
LINN DISC PLAYBACK (turntable -toruanacartridge) LINN-ISOBARIK MISSION
MITCHELL COTTER NAD NAIM AUDIO.
ORACLE PSE PYRAMID -METRONOME

REGA PLANAR ROGERS SHAHINIAN
OBELISK SNELL SUPEX' THIEL VPI

WANTED: OLDER NORELCO FULL RANGE SPEAKERS.

"Made in Holland." Also TRUSONIC 12" - #

120 FR. 12" Coaxial - #120 CX. 8" - #80 FR. Singles
Kalish, 565 Walnut Avenue, Redlands, Calif.

O.K.

92373.(714)792-0220.

earlsW

Nova
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749 middle neck mad, great neck new

dirk 11024(516) 466-5674
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MOVING?
Please give us 8 weeks advance
notice. Attach label with your old
address, and write in new address
below.
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AUDIO
P.O. Box 5316
1 255 Portland Place
Boulder, Colo. 80322

73

15, 24
Coy. IV
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READER SERVICE SYSTEM

READER SERVICE SYSTEM

ENTER NUMBERS - CLIP - PLACE IN

ENTER NUMBERS - CLIP - PLACE IN

ENVELOPE AND MAIL TO:

ENVELOPE AND MAIL TO:

P.O. Box 13892
Philadelphia, PA 19101

P.O. Box 13892
Philadelphia, PA 19101

ENTER NUMBERS IN BOXES BELOW
A to help me make an immediate decision to purchase.
B to explore a new method or to keep my files on the
subject up to date.

ENTER NUMBERS IN BOXES BELOW
E A to help me make an immediate decision to purchase.
O B to explore a new method or to keep my files on the
subject up to date.

1_1
READER FEEDBACK
I would like to see more of the following types of articles in AUDIO:

READER INTEREST
INFORMATION

Construction projects
Theoretical Analyses

2 Home Recordist

1 0 High Fidelity Enthusiast

3 0 Professional Recordist
4 0 Broadcast Engineer/Mgr
5 Audio Service Technician

O Nostalgic essays

Music/recording information
Equipment profiles

6 Audio Mfg. or Dealer

7 0 Other

Other

READER FEEDBACK
I would like to see more of the following types of articles in AUDIO:

READER INTEREST
INFORMATION

Construction projects
Theoretical Analyses
Nostalgic essays
Music/recording information
Equipment profiles

2 Home Recordist
3 Professional Recordist
4 Broadcast Engineer/Mgr.

1 High Fidelity Enthusiast

5 Audio Service Technician
6 Audio Mfg. or Dealer

7 0 Other

Other

Would you prefer fewer record reviews? Yes No
Are you a subscriber to AUDIO Magazine? Yes No

Would you prefer fewer record reviews? Yes No
Are you a subscriber to AUDIO Magazine? Yes No

Name

Name

Address

Address
City

City
State

June, 1981

State

Zip

This card expires September 30, 1981

June, 1981
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Zip

This card expires September 30, 1981

FOR SALE

TAPE AND TAPE RECORDERS

ANNOUNCING THE GEOSTATIC
MARK I SPEAKER:

NAME -BRAND RECORDING TAPE, custom loaded.
Available in cassettes, reels, cartridges. Huge savings
from manufacturer. Also low everyday prices on Maxell,
TDK, Ampex, Scotch, BASF, etc. SASE new catalogue.
MJS, 2514 Seaboard Ave., San Jose, CA 95131. (408)
262-8793.

o

PROBLEM: THE HIGH COST OF PREMIUM CASSETTES "The Audiophile's Choice" has the solution

A HIGH
PERFORMANCE
geodesic

with it's guaranteed 20 to 20 cassette. Send $2.00 for a
C-60. Box 888, Kingsport, TN 73660.

electrostatic/
transmission line
hybrid system.

Sou

o For ultra resolution use
Geostatic
WONDER WIRE

interconnect &
speaker cables.
o

ELECTROSTATIC TRANSDUCERS
226 VREELAND AVENUE
PATERSON, NEW JERSEY 07504
Telephone (201) 345-1 1 74

27834
NASHVILLE RECORD PRODUCTIONS WILL PRESS
HIGH QUALITY PURE VINYL RECORDS FROM YOUR
TAPES. SEND FOR SAMPLE RECORD AND PRICE
LIST. ALSO FINEST DISC MASTERING. 469 CHESTTF
NUT ST., NASHVILLE TENNESSEE 37203

HIGH FIDELITY
TECHNICS SP -10 MKII, $1100; Beveridge RM-1A
Mylar,

$2200; Audionics/Berning BA/150,

latest,

$1600. All mint, blank warranty cards. (714) 483-5251

13606 third n.e seattle washington 98125

GEOSTATIC INCORPORATED

GET 10% OFF ALL AUDIO EQUIP. sold in U.S.A.
$1.00 report Audio Info. Rt 8 Box 355 Greenville, NC

HILL PLASMATRONICS, $5000: COTTER B-1/
INC

Call or write for
our brochure.

SERVICES
CUSTOM RECORDING SERVICE, Tapes, discs, and
cassettes. Stereo and mono. Live and copies. Editing.
Masters and pressings. High quality at reasonable rates.
Joseph Giovanelli, Audio -Tech Laboratories, 2819
TF
Newkirk Ave., Brooklyn, N.Y. IN9-7134

MASTER TAPES

RADIO PROGRAMS

The ultimate software available for the finest systems!

CATALOGS. Broadcasts, soundtracks. Personalities of
TF
Thirties. Forties. Box 225, New York, N.Y. 10028.

Our third generation tapes duplicated in real time
from the catalogs and more of Windham Mill, Kaleidoscope. 1750 Arch Records featuring artists such
as:

David Grisman William Ackerman Glenn

Yarbrough San Francisco String Quartet
15 ips, 7 h ips -'/, & Y, track and Metal Cassettes.
Send for our free catalog at Sound Ideas Dept. AU -1
13606 Third N.E., Seattle, WA 98125

IAE(; N I)S MAKE MUSIC

.rdio Amber. Apature, Al

LIVE.

iics. Audire.

u',,; ,, ,.,,I.:,,,.! M A Colter DCM Ddyt oo WrightDecca.
nc, , Lo
Dennesen. Denon Draco Dynavector Fidelity Research. Fried. Grace. Grado, Grant Lumley.
Haller Hegeman Impuse Janis Kenwood Purist Leach, Marcof. Miraha, Mordaunt-Short.
N A D Oracle P S Audio, Quad Revox Rogers Sony Pro Spendor Sfax. Symmetry.
Tandberg Technics Pro. Theta, Thorens, 3D Acoustics Threshold. Trilogy, VPI and
Vinde_'ee': 311 Ch.: -,v SP, er Philadelphia Pa 19106 (215) 923-3035
:

,

FASCINATION OLD RADIO Tapes. Amazing Selection/Value! Satisfaction Guaranteed. Free Catalog.
HTC-AF, 412 Redbud. Oxford, MS 38655.
RENT RADIO SHOWS: Make your own copies or just
listen. Great way to build your collection reasonably. Catalog $1 refundable. OTR Rental, Box 1146, Livermore.
TF
Ca. 94550

YESTERDAYS RADIO ON TAPE. Reels -Cassettes.
Quality Sound. Reliable Service. Giant catalog $1.00
refundable with first order. ADVENTURES, Box 4822-A,
TF
Inglewood, California 90302.

1930-1962 RADIO PROGRAMS. Beats Television!!
Tapes $1.00 Hour! Established esteemed dealer. Informative 200 page catalog, $1.25. AM Treasures, Box
192 AU, Babylon, NY 11702.

TAPE RECORDINGS

CIHESTNUT HILL Al11)10 LI'l).

ON OPEN REEL from master tapes. Philips, Argo,
Telefunken Vanguard, Unicorn. Catalogue $1.00. Barclay -Crocker, Room 1470-A, 11 Broadway, NYC,
TF
10004.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
WANTED -LICENSEE TO MAKE & MARKET
CLOCK w/copyrighted soundtrack. Totally new
concept. Princ. only on letterhead. TIM, 328 E.
Traube, Westmont, II. 60559,

PUBLICATIONS
TERRIFIC SWAP OFFERS NATIONWIDE
Rcvrs., amps, TTs, Audio, Ham Gear, Etc. 5 issues $2!
"Electronic Trader," Box 73-A, Folly Beach, SC
T.F.
29439.

J\

AUDIBLE IMAGES RECORDED
CASSETTE TAPES
.. the only no compromise" audiophile cassette tapes available. Dupli-

cated on FUJI "metal" tape at "real time" on highly modified decks
employing Dolby "b" Noise Reduction and "hx" Headroom Extension
(requires only Dolby "b" and 70µS for playback). 20 to 20 KHz ±15, dB

ti -5 VU. -71 dBA S/N ratio. But specifications alone don't tell the
story. Only hearing is believing.

/
LII_I

Om catalog eee includes the lollewlee 1111et:

Ill II!

JAN AND DEAN -the famous duo remake several 1960's hits
A NIGHT IN THE GARDEN COURT -San Francisco String Quartet
SOUO 001.0 -Tibor Szasz plays classical piano favorites
FOR TIE JOT OF MOZART-George Cleve conducts Sym. No. 36
e 76 PIECES OF EXPLOSIVE PERCUSSION-"dynamite" workout
for your system
AUDIBLE IMAGES TEST TAPE -test tones, very demanding music

PROFESSOR PLUM'S JAZZ-red hot Dixieland Jazz
GUITAR MUSIC FROM SOUTH AMERICA -classical guitar
of George Sakellanou

~Br; IO

}

JAFTERTHOUGHT I

-'-

AUDIBLE IMAGES tapes are available by mail and toll -free telephone
order for 51700 each, plus $1.11 sales tax in California. VISA and M/C
customers call toll -free. Or send check, money order. or bank card number (with expiration date). PRINT complete name, address. phone number,

and desired selections (indicate b and of deck used for playback to
receive tape with precise equalization for YOUR equipment).

P.O. Box 1303

Cupertino, CA 95015
Toll -Free (800) 538-3156

CA residents call collect
14081446-0808
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3EH1\3 THE SCE\ES
BERT WHYTE

lips, M&K, DGG, RCA, and others. JVC
has the newest professional digital recording system which thus far has been
used by EMI, Capitol, Nonesuch, Vox,,
and Smithsonian Institution Recordings.
Half -speed mastering, with its purported
gains in quality, is the special province of

Mobile Fidelity records, and now they
have been joined in using this technique

by CBS Mastersound recordings. The

...........
............

1111111111111111111

For many years now, audiophiles
have lamented the fact that phonograph records and prerecorded open -reel and cassette tapes have
been the limiting factor in their quest for
realism in the reproduction of music. To
their way of thinking, their high-fidelity
sound equipment was infinitely superior
to all commercial formats of recorded
"software." Of phonograph records,
they complained about the lack of wide
frequency response and wide dynamic
range. Fortissimo passages were over cut and full of distortion. Physically, the
records had various forms of warpage,
eccentric center holes, and steady-state
surface noise, as well as pops, ticks and
assorted sonic hash. If their prerecorded
open -reel tapes gave them somewhat
wider frequency response and dynamic
range than discs, it also gave them print -

through, interchannel leakage, and the
accursed omnipresent tape hiss. As for
the lowly prerecorded cassette, no selfrespecting audiophile would ever consider it a high-fidelity medium.

Now in 1981, audiophiles who own
the very best high -end playback equipment have relatively less justification to
malign recorded software. For the most
part, music software has not only caught

up with high -quality playback equipment, but in many cases has severely
taxed the capabilities of such systems.

102

What follows is a sort of "state of music
software" report, and there is such a diverse selection there is almost an embarrassment of riches.
Despite many of the controversial aspects of digital sound (many of the more

far-out audiophiles purport to hear such

anomalies as "high frequency glare"
and "graininess," and "compression"
of perspective and ambience), more and
more record companies are issuing analog phonograph records made from digitally recorded masters. In addition, many

special qualities of dbx-encoded records
can be had from such record labels as
M&K, Sarabande, Chalfont, Vox,
Nonesuch, Ultragroove, and others.

Sheffield Labs and Crystal Clear still
hold up the banner for direct -to -disc recording. The AudioSource Company
can supply special high -quality imported
recordings from Japanese Philips,

Proprius and Lyricon. The audiophile
seeking high -quality recordings can also

often find gems in the regular catalog
output of London/Decca, EMI, Philips,
and Deutsche Grammophon.
Open -reel prerecorded tapes still
have their loyal supporters, and the Barclay Crocker people keep faith with
them. The quality of their duplications is
at a very high level indeed, and with their
newly acquired rights to the Philips cata-

log, there are some superb recordings
from this company.

Prerecorded cassettes have come a
long way from the efforts of a few years
ago, but then so have the cassette players. The level of quality in this medium is

most largely dependent on a high degree of synergism between cassette and
player. One thing certain is that there is

of these companies are lavishing extra
care and stricter quality control in the

no lack of variety in prerecorded cas-

production of these records. High -quality
disc -cutting techniques, including half speed mastering, plus precision electro-

usually issued on a normal ferric oxide
tape with 120-4"equalization, are available on a regular basis from CBS, RCA,
DGG, Philips, and London/Decca. Audiophile cassettes are issued on chromium dioxide tape with 70-1S equalization. Usually some attention is paid to
better construction for the shell, and duplicating speed ratios are less than the
standard 64 to 1; in the case of the CBS

plating and the use of special vinyl formulations for high -quality pressings are
commonplace.
With the exception of London/Decca
Records, which has its own proprietary
digital recording system, most record
companies have not elected to adopt an

official digital recording system but are

using a number of the systems now
available. The Soundstream digital system has been used by Telarc, RCA, Philips, Varese/Sarabande, Chalfont, Digitech, Delos, and quite a few other companies. The 3M digital system has been
used by WEA, CBS, DGG, and others.
Sony has digital credits with CBS, PhiIllustration: Leo Pando

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

settes.

So-called

standard cassettes,

Mastersound cassettes it is 16 to 1. Both
Mobile Fidelity and In Sync prerecorded
cassettes are duplicated on a one-to-one
or real-time basis. Prerecorded cassettes
using metal -particle tape are a relatively

recent development, and they are now
available from JVC, which duplicates
these cassettes at a 16 -to -1 ratio, and
from Audible Images, which duplicates
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Once there was only one way to hear
great speakers in a car.

Now there is another.
Times were when you had two choices: Make
great sacrifices or hear bad sound. But now you've
got another choice: Voice of the Highway speakers
from Altec Lansing. They are to car sound
what Voice of the Theatres
speakers (the big ones in the
back seat) are to pro sound.
We've got what are probably
the best 6X9 speakers on the
market. (Yea, that's what they all
say, but go listen.) Plus there's a

whole new approach to car sound, including Power
BassTM, a subwoofer that delivers incredible bass.
It can even be added to the system you have now.
For the location of your nearest dealer call
(800) 528-6050, ext. 731; in
Arizona (800) 352-0458.

©Altec Corp. 1981

ALTEC
LANSING'
Voice of the Highway
1515 S. Manchester, Anaheim, CA 92803

Enter No. 5 on Reader Service Card
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new
model
4000-X24 SUPER
infrasonic filter

their cassettes on a one-to-one real-time
basis. In another new development, dbxencoded cassettes are available from UItragroove, Sarabande, M&K, Chalfont,
and several others. Certainly, all the

go Symphony conducted by Georg Solti.
Not only does this recording have a wide
dynamic range, it has a very high-level

foregoing discs and tapes constitute a
pretty impressive array of what is avail-

parts of the score. You have never heard

able in high -quality recorded software.

Let's take a closer look at some outstanding recordings from each category.
In digital/analog hybrid discs, Telarc

continues to issue some generally impressive recordings. A case in point is
their DG10054 of Stravinsky's The Rite
of Spring, with the Cleveland Orchestra
conducted by Lorin Maazel. There are

This state-of-the-art subsonic
filter (.002% IM, -3dB @20 Hz,

24dB/octave) removes
rumble, record warps, tone
arm/cartridge resonances,
and subsonic floor feedback
more

effectively

than

any

other filter. Cleans up bass
response, reduces subsonic
amplifier power waste and
(sub)woofer overdrive. Price:
$132.00 PPD USA. Send for
free kit catalog with reviews.

ACE AUDIO CO. 532 -5th
Street, E. Northport, NY
11731. (516) 757-8990.

THE ULTIMATE
PLAYBACK
SYSTEM
All of AUDIO's 1980 issues have been
bound into an attractive and durable
volume. AUDIO '80 gives you rapid
"playback" of valuable, easy access to
vital facts, figures, reviews, and articles.
Refresh your knowledge of speaker
technology, construction projects,
distortion theory, and more.
Only a limited quantity is available. A few
sets also remain from 1975, 1977,
1978, and 1979. It's first come, first
served, so place your order now.
Send a check or money order for $30.00
plus applicable sales tax.

DO NOT SEND CASH!
Price includes shipping and handling in
the U.S.A. only.
AUDIO, CBS Publications, 1515 Broadway,
New York, N.Y. 10036

1980
1979

0 1978
0 1977

1975

Address
City

elevated plane.

If you want a foretaste of what true
digital recording may sound like, try
some dbx-encoded discs. You will need

a dbx decoder like the $109 Model 21
or the more versatile Model 224 (it can
encode dbx as well as decode) at $279
I'm sure you all know that the dbx is a
compander 2 -to -1 and 1 -to -2 system

tour de force, and on balance, at

which affords 30 dB of noise reduction
and a dynamic range on their encoded
disc of more than 90 dB. If there is by

tral

least in matters of sound, this is the best.

The spacious acoustics of Severance
Hall in Cleveland give a nice warmth to
the strings and woodwinds, but don't excessively soften the contours of the
brass and percussion which are so important in this score. Dynamic range is

as wide as you can put on an analog
disc, and some of the thunderous climaxes combining tympani and bass
drum are awesome in their impact.
Maazel does all of the necessary things
in his performance, but if it lacks a bit in
thrust and verve, the splendid playing he
elicits from the Cleveland
makes up for this.

chance some residual noise on the master tapes that are dbx encoded, it is possible to hear the noise being modulated,
although the effect is more noticeable on

some types of music than others. With
discs encoded from digitally recorded
masters, there is virtually no noise. In.
fact, it is uncanny with some of these,
dbx-encoded discs that start off with a
loud vigorous declamation from the orchestra and then sort of "lunge" at you
from a background of dead silence. Two

Orchestra

really spectacular dbx-encoded discs

Still in the category of digital/analog

are The Empire Strikes Back on Chalfont
SDG313 and Boy With Goldfish on Sar-

hybrid discs is a real rouser from Philips.

abande VCDM 1000 30. Both were re-

They used the Soundstream system to

corded with the Soundstream digital sys-

record the Boston Pops with its new conductor John Williams. Side one of 6302
082 contains classical material with,
alas, the great "Orb and Sceptre"
march of William Walton taken at such a
breakneck tempo that it loses all its majesty. The album is entitled Pops on the
March, and the second side has some of

tem, and when you say wide dynamic
range here, you mean 90 dB. In fact,
while some of the fortissimos here are
quite awesome (in particular Boy With

the great numbers the Pops does so
well. "The St. Louis Blues March" and

most intriguing aspects of the discs. As
to the report in some quarters that the
dbx decoder attenuates bass, a single
listen to these discs will put that story to
rest and will also refute the claim made
by some that ambience information is diminished. These discs will stress any

the "South Rampart Street Parade" are
cleverly arranged and played with great
zest, and the sound will knock your
socks off! The recording is of the closeup highly detailed variety, but they have
managed to preserve the splendid
acoustics of Boston Symphony Hall.

Wide dynamic range here as well as
room -rattling fortissimos.

From London/Decca come two digital/analog hybrid recordings of tremendous impact that are definitely in the
"don't miss" class. One is LDR10015
of Shostakovich's Symphony #7 (Leningrad) and the Age of Gold Ballet by the
London Philharmonic conducted by Bernard Haitink. The utterly clean sound is

very wide in dynamic range, and the
heaven -storming climaxes of the frenetic

first movement will leave you limp! The
other production, LDR10031, is of
Bruckner's Symphony #5 by the Chica-

Name

such brass! Simply overwhelming, and
the rest of the recording is on the same

about a zillion recordings of this orches-

Enter No. 1 on Reader Service Card

AUDIO

output. This is very useful in the great
Brucknerian brass chorales in many

Goldfish affording some of the most stu-

pendous bass drum ever put on a
record), it is the extreme pianissimos
with a total lack of noise that are the

sound system to the utmost.

As to how prerecorded metal cassettes sound, on the evidence of JVC
MDS-7 Mountain Dance with Dave Grusin, the answer is just splendid. The Dol-

by B encoded tape

is

quiet and the

sound pristine clean, with especially
sharp "punchy" transient response.
High -frequency response is especially

well maintained, which is one of the
things you would expect with metal tape.
Well, there you have it. Try any of the
recordings in the various mediums men-

tioned above, and you will find much
that will please you from the technical
viewpoint in the present state of the art in
software.
A

State - Zip
1 04
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Buy This Realistic® igitaI-DispIav,

Receiver With Exclusive Auto-iViagic®
FM Now and S
0

Heart of a Great System
-1/3 Off! The Realistic
STA 720 gives you a tun-

need to receive distant FM
stations. You get a supersensitive dual -gate MOS-

ing display that makes it
easy to find AM and FM
statíons - plus our Digital

FET FM front end and a

Auto -Magic '`;' system that

separation on stereo FM.

tortion, then locks in the
signal for drift -free listening. There's FM muting to

to 20,000 H z, with n o
more than 0.05% total
FREUUEN(Y
MNr

audition the remarkable

for rock -stable channel

AM

Kt+r

STA-720. Check its sleek,

Bright LED Digital Tuning
Display. Quartz -Referenced.

Readable Across a Room
Massive
=°

Volume
Control
For Exact
Settings

harmonic distortion. SpePcíal circuitry protects the

silence between -station
"hiss" as you tune. And

and distortion and
more accurate bass ís the
tainsprecise RIAA equali
result. The STA-720 can
the recording
power two pairs of speak-zatíon ers to room -filling volume.

both systems can be It's rated 25 watts per
switched out for manual
tuning-a mode you may

low-rise styling, beau tiful Champagne Silver
metal cabinet, versatile
ínputs and out
outputs,
uts, and

.

precision -feel controls. Ask

amplifier from speaker about our 2 -Year Limited
wiring shorts and over- Warranty that covers both

Direct -Coupled Power using the latest op amp
technology lowers noise
Amplifier. Deeper and far
main -

Signal Strength Indicator

dealer nearest you to

FM

heating. A phono preamp

Fast -Response 5 -Level LED

our Realistic brand, there
are now over 8,000. Visit
the Radio Shack store or

phase -locked loop circuit

automatically fine-tunes
FM for lowest possible dis-

entire audio range from 20

channel rms minimum

into 8 ohms, over the

industry standard.

.

Ma]W

.

Ur.

AN

IN

.

M W.t

"Thin -Line" Controls for
Tape Monitor, Loudness, FM
Mute, Function Selection

parts and labor. And be

There's Only One Place to ready for a surprise: Only
Find it. Actually, thanks to $199.95, but only íf you
world-wide acceptance of hurry!

Many Other Exciting Hí -Fí Values During Our Storewíde Inventory
Clearance Sale Thru June 30th. Wherever You See this Sign:

Radie ¡haek

THE NATIONWIDE SUPERMARKET OF SOUND®
A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION
Price may vary at individual stores and dealers. See page 17 of our 1981 catalog for warranty details.
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VIDEO SCE\ES

Technics by Panasonic's Japanese parent company, Matsushita
Electric Industrial Co., showed a

prototype of a digital audio disc using
the Philips -Sony Compact Disc system
during a special press seminar in Osaka,

Japan, on Friday, March 13th. While
company representatives stressed that
the unit shown was "only a prototype,"

they also said that actual production
units could easily look very much like the
sample displayed. Asked about their earlier commitment to the JVC Audio High

Density (AHD) digital disc system, the
representatives replied that they were
exploring a variety of approaches in the
field and that they were still firm in their
commitment to the JVC AHD system.
The first player designed for the Compact Disc system was shown in 1979 by
Philips, while Sony had their unit on dis-

Obata with the
prototype Compac t
íJisc System.

play at the Japan Audio Fair in Tokyo
last fall. Both these firms have said that
their units will reach the marketplace
sometime in 1982, while Matsushita indicated that they would have a Technics

because "music is a universal language," which is to say that there is a
viable, i.e. worldwide, market for the

Compact Disc player ready within the
next year. Software would come from

Videodiscs, on the other hand, present

CBS/Sony and Polygram.

utes on each side. While Matsushita rep-

who attempt to sell such programming
on a worldwide basis since, obviously,
shows in Japanese would find no substantial audience in North America and
shows popular in one culture would not

resentatives felt that it was too early to

necessarily be popular in another.

The Compact Disc system uses a
4 Yº -inch disc which is scanned by laser

optics and has a capability of 60 minset a firm price on their unit, such a player will probably cost between $400 and
$600.
Matsushita looks for a long period of
coexistence for standard analog and digital discs and stressed the fact that there
is a large consumer as well as manufac-

turer investment in the present analog
system. The reason they are moving
toward a digital audio disc, they say, is

musically

programmed

digital

disc.

special problems to marketing managers

Matsushita officials were also wary

Technics SV-P1 00.

about the rapid changes in technology of

the digital systems for both video and
audio, saying that while careful and ex-

compact design and low price, were

tensive research is necessary, software
will apparently play a key role in overall

made possible by Matsushita's development of three large-scale integration

system success.
Matsushita also gave the press a first
look at the Technics SV-P100 digital au-

semiconductors for PCM digital signal
processing and A/D, D/A converter accessory circuitry. While PCM adapters
have been shown by several Japanese

dio cassette recorder, a fairly compact
unit in a vertical format using VHS videocassettes. No price was announced but
it

is expected to be in the $4,000 to

companies, they have been adapter -only

units without the record function so that
a video recorder was required additional-

$5,000 range; availability was similarly

ly. Such adapters were placed in the

unannounced.
The SV-P100 uses as a signal format

$4,000 to $6,000 price range,

the standard NTSC television signal
with coding to the Electronic
Industries Assn. of Japan STC-007
standard, 14 -bit linear quantizing and
44.056 -kHz sampling rate. The unit
uses a rotary head and essentially has a
built-in VHS mechanism in contrast to the
Technics professional -grade digital audio
recorder that has a stationary head.
The major advances of the SV-P100,

106

plus

$800 to $1,200 for the video recorder.
Other interesting features of the SVP100 include electronic editing facilities
so that undesired portions can be

"jumped" using electronic marks. The
same marks can also be used to find a
reference point in a "search" mode,
while the "locate" function finds a tape
location by reference to the tape counter. For digital dubbing, there are digital
in and out terminals on the rear panel. Q
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THE LOWER YOUR
RECORDING SPEED,
THE MORE YOU

NEED MALL
HIGH GRADE.
and more densely packed on
the tape surface.
Which is why
we have better

Whenever you use your video cassette
recorder for slow motion, freeze frame or in
the six -hour mode, it must
operate at a
lower speed. Even
though most recorders are designed to handle
this, most videocassettes aren't.
Lower recording
speeds place a lot
more pressure on the
video tape, which can
cause the magnetic
oxide particles on the
tapes surface to loosen

color resolution,

frequency response and
signal-to-noise
ratio, especially
at the lower speeds.

And, because of
our unique binding
process and calendering system, the oxide
particles on Maxell
High Grade stay put.
This drastically reduces
friction and video recorder head wear. So not
only will you get better
picture quality, but you'll
also be able to enjoy it a lot

and, eventually fall off.

And once a tape starts to
lose its oxide particles,
you start to lose your picture quality.
Unlike ordinary video
tape, Maxell High Grade is
designed to give you a clear,
sharp picture at any recording speed. Our oxide particles are smaller

longer.

And you thought all
video tape
IIm
pretty much

axeII

tthe
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IT'S WORTH IT
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LIHATS TI IE WAY IT WAS
WALTER I. SEIGAL

Radio station WABC was one of

the frst to have a large, highpowe antenna. This 50 -kilowatt
vertical radiaor was located in Wayne,
N.J. and was 625 `eet nigh overall. The
structural par of the mas- was 550 feet
high, and this was topped with a 75 -foot
pole on top c4 which was a 14 -inch diameter metal ball. Four guy wires, each
broken into four sections with insulators,

were used b support

the

structure,

which weighed 137 tons, including the
guys, and re:zed on a 9 -inch diameter
insulator.
The tower i -self was 24 -inches square

at the base ar d increased to 27 feet on

a side at a point 270 feet above the
ground, which is where the guy wires

were connected. The mast was constructed of ho: -dipped galvanized steel,
with Y2 -inch aluminum bonding cable

extending up the entire height of the
structure to ensure Good electrical continuity.

108
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1939...FIRST DIRECT -DRIVE TURNTABLE SYSTEM.
1951...FIRST MOVING -COIL CARTRIDGE.

1972...FIRST DIGITAL (PCM) RECORDING.

In 1939. while
many turntable manufacturers were trying to
make the transition
from horn phonographs to electrical
record players, Denon
developed its first
direct -drive turntable,

(shown above). Denon
engineers discovered
that only a direct connection between motor
and platter- free of the
pulleys or belts found
in more primitive drive

mechanisms-could
completely eliminate
speed fluctuations that
obscure musical detail.
Today, many turntable makers have discovered the virtues of
direct -drive. it is now
the accepted means of
approaching state-ofthe-art performance.
But only one company
has had 40 years to
refine the direct -drive
principle. It is the same
company that 29 years
ago developed another
technology now in
widespread use: the
Moving -Coil Cartridge.
It is the same company
that changed the entire
process of recording
music by inventing digital (PCM) recording.
The company is
Denon.

1981...DENON'S DP -60L DIRECT -DRIVE TURNTABLE.
The latest stage in Denon s refinement of direct -drive is the
DP -60L Semi -Automatic Turntable. It uses a unique AC Servomotor with a quartz "clock" speed -reference to achieve exceptional
torque and speed accuracy, while eliminating the corrective speed
surges that degrade the performance of other direct -drive turntables. The DP -60L is supplied with two plug-in tonearm wands-

one straight and one S-shaped-to assure a precise match -up
with the characteristics of any phono cartridge.
The result? Musically cleaner sound, free of sonic smearing.

The Denon turntables for 1981: Six musical instruments
from the company where innovation is a tradition.
AmericanRadioHistory.Com

DENON
Imagine
what well
do next
Enter No. 19 on Reader Service Card
Denon America, Inc.
27 Law Drive, Fairfield, N.J. 07006
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Technics linear -tracking turntable.
Program it to play any cut. In any order. Even upside down.
Te:hnics direct -drive SL -15. It automatically plays the record
selections you want and skips the ones you don't. It completely eliminates tracking error and is so advanced it can
even play upside down
The SL -15's microcomputer and infrared optical sensor
let you play up to 10 cuts per side, in any order. Just press
the program keys n the order of the selections you want to
hear. And with the repeat button, the SL -15 can repeat the
entire program or any selection.
The SL -15 performs virtually any function, automatically.

It accurately selects the record size and speed, finds the
lead-in groove and begins playback at the touch of a button.
More proof of the SL -15's accuracy is its quartz -locked,
direct -drive motor and dynamically balanced, linear -tracking
tonearm. In addition to tracking perfectly, the SL -15 plays a
record as accurately upside down as it does right side up.
Technics also offers other linear -tracking turntables,
including our famous SL -10 and SL -7. Audition one and you'll
agree when it comes to linear tracking, Technics is a cut
above the rest.

Technics
The science of sound
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